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Abstract 
While compositionists have long grappled with what the first-year composition 
(FYC) course is and can do, the literature has rarely focused directly on FYC motives, nor 
offered an analysis of FYC motives using empirical data to focus on the ways teachers are 
constrained and afforded in their attempts to achieve various FYC motives. This dissertation 
provides motive-related data collected over two years, conducts an analysis of current official 
disciplinary and programmatic motives in light of the institutional position of the FYC 
course, and offers a method for resolving the motive-related contradictions that became 
apparent in the analysis. This method involves examining FYC at the macro (disciplinary), 
meso (programmatic), and micro (classroom) level simultaneously. 
This dissertation uses activity theory to examine how motives mediate activity in the 
first-year composition course at one institution. Analyzing FYC in relation to its motives 
using a macro/meso/micro layer activity method illustrates not only that contradiction has 
historically been no stranger to FYC and its motives, but also the ways in which 
contradiction affects FYC teachers and their students in one local program. My analysis of 
macro layers of the discipline—including its history, professionalization, and the emergence 
of "official" FYC motives (in particular, the WPA Outcomes Statement)—coupled with 
analyses of motives at the meso and micro layers of one FYC program illuminated 
contradictions related to motives that are not apparent when examining only one layer of 
activity. 
Several themes were apparent throughout the layers of analyses: first, the increasing 
recognition by the field of Composition of the specialization of discourse and the 
ix 
consequences of the specialization of discourse for a general skills first-year composition; 
second, "the critical" as a primary unofficial motive for FYC and as a primary concern of the 
field of Composition; third, FYC is intended to teach rhetorical skills for use in the university 
and beyond but the position of the course within the institution may push teachers toward 
teaching isolated skills that may or may not transfer to other writing contexts. 
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Chapter 1 : 
Introduction & Review of Relevant Literature 
The first-year composition (FYC) course has been in existence now for over 125 
years. It "was created in direct response to what Connors calls 'the literacy crisis of the 
period 1875 to 1885'.... When late-nineteenth century educators cast about for ways to solve 
the 'problem' of students' writing, they eventually settled on a single freshman course of 
about fifteen or thirty weeks..(Russell, 1991, p. 7). In 1885, the course called "English A" 
was offered at Harvard and by 1894 was one of only two courses required for first-year 
students. Since most other American schools copied whatever Harvard did, by 1890 "the 
majority of U.S. colleges and universities had established required freshman composition 
courses" (Connors, 1995, p. 4-5). 
Since its inception, the first-year composition course has been the site of conflict, as 
numerous scholars and historians (for example, Connors, 1995; Durst, 1999; Miller, 1991; 
Ohmann, 1976) have repeatedly demonstrated. The conflicts have been numerous, ranging 
from whether the course should be taught at all, to who should teach it, to what it should 
include. A primary source of conflict has been composition course objectives: What a/ww&f 
the course accomplish? What is the course to accomplish? During the pre-
professionalization period (i.e., before Composition Studies existed as a discipline, along 
with its accompanying research and theory), the composition course was marked by varied 
and often contradictory objectives. In fact, the objectives of composition during pre-
professionalization were varied to such an extent that Ohmann (1976) claimed the course 
confused those who taught it. Following several decades of professionalizafion, and in 
response to the "confusion" and continuing debates about objectives for first-year 
composition courses, in 2000 the Association of Writing Program Administrators for the first 
time created an official set of objectives for the course—the WPA Outcomes Statement. The 
WPA Outcomes Statement includes a set of objectives based on recent research and practice. 
From a historical and disciplinary perspective, the Outcomes Statement synthesized and 
addressed objective-related concerns established in the disciplinary and professional 
research, theory, and publication, suggesting that the discipline's overall approach to 
objectives had evolved from chaotic and contradictory to seamless and coherent. The 
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emergence of the WPA Outcomes Statement further suggested that questions about what 
FYC courses should and can accomplish might be effectively answered at the disciplinary 
level. 
However, while measures such as the WPA Outcomes Statement usefully work 
toward resolving pedagogical and disciplinary conflicts over FYC objectives within the 
discipline of Composition, such a broad approach masks the reality that objectives defined by 
the discipline often conflict with objectives defined more locally by institutions, their 
programs, and individual teachers. This is, of course, normal for disciplines, which always 
move toward coherent internal practices (even if those are only ever stabilized-for-now) and 
coherent disciplinary practices to show to external stakeholders (see McCarthy & Gerring, 
1994). Combined, the various loci at which objectives are generated and/or applied can be 
seen as inter-dependent and inter-acting layers of people, purposes, and activity that respond 
in part to disciplinary goals and motives but that also respond to local goals and motives 
established outside the profession. To understand the pressures and influences that shape the 
actual practice of composition, including the establishment and application of objectives, we 
must examine composition within all the layers simultaneously: at the historical, disciplinary 
layer (the macro); at the programmatic layer (the meso); and at the layer of particular 
teachers and their students (the micro). I do just that in this dissertation, examining 
disciplinary objectives for FYC, as well as the objectives of a local FYC program at Iowa 
State University, and objectives of particular teachers within that program. 
The terms I use to define the varied layers are, of course, imperfect and constructed. 
Constructing them allows me a terminology to talk about layers of activity and to tease out 
various layers of activity. Throughout the dissertation I will use the term "macro foyer" to 
refer to knowledge that is somehow codified as part of the discipline of Composition Studies. 
For example, published histories of how the discipline emerged, research that has been 
published in peer-reviewed, disciplinary journals and thus holds some credibility and power 
and is no longer simply "local," and thus, according to my terms here, "macro." In addition, I 
relegate to the macro layer professional organizations and their published documents. I use 
the term "maso foyer" to refer to local FYC programs. These are, of course, within the macro 
layer, in that FYC programs are an integral part of the discipline of Composition Studies. At 
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the meso layer, there exist program administrators, program manuals, program guidelines, 
program assessments. Within the meso layer is what I term the "micro foyer," consisting of 
individual teachers and students who work to achieve program goals, abide by program rules, 
communicate with program administrators, and participate in program assessments. In 
addition, each of these layers suggests a perspective—broad for macro layer, fine grained for 
micro layer. 
I am not suggesting that there are—or that there should be—clear divisions between 
the layers. Rather, the layers exist simultaneously and are porous. We might envision them 
as existing on transparencies laid one on top of another to form a complete picture. The 
separations between them are not easily distinguishable because they form a whole. Because 
all of the layers together form a whole—and only all of the layers together form a whole—we 
must consider all the layers in order to fully understand objective-related contradictions 
within FYC. To do this, we need a method that pulls the layers apart in some fashion so that 
we can talk about them. However, a method that pulls the layers apart is simply imposing an 
order where there is none in reality, drawing divisions where no real lines exist. Thus, in the 
dissertation I relegate some research to the meso layer and other research to the micro layer 
using a system that is always only constructed. The method is useful because it pulls out and 
separates activities, histories, persons, and practices for long enough so that we can consider 
them. But those activities, histories, persons, and practices are always only part of the whole. 
The distinctions and divisions are constructed and only constructed for the sake of analysis. 
Because all layers are necessary for the whole, an important assumption that underlies 
this dissertation is that what is viewed within any one layer "masks" objective-related 
conflicts generated at other layers. Consequently, I examine various layers within this 
dissertation, one after another, constantly referring to previous and upcoming layers, in order 
to more fully illustrate objective-related contradictions within FYC. Doing so demonstrates 
that macro layer approaches to solving objective-related contradictions, such as the WPA 
Outcomes Statement, cannot fully resolve objective-related contradictions at the meso layer 
of programs and micro layer of individual teachers because the nature of each local program 
is different. Meso and micro layer analyses demonstrate a range of reasons why local 
programs have different official objectives than those commonly discussed in the disciplinary 
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literature. In my own study, teachers found themselves constrained from achieving some 
official program and disciplinary objectives due to the institutional position of the FYC 
course within their own university. Because teachers often found themselves constrained 
from achieving official course objectives, they at times posited unofficial (more local, 
individual, and immediate) objectives instead—objectives they felt able to achieve given the 
position of the course, their own expertise, and the age and knowledge base of their students. 
While teachers worked to innovatively challenge the constraints they faced related to 
objectives, their resolutions had to be unofficial (somewhat idiosyncratic); they could not 
resolve the larger contradictions within the FYC system. Doing that would require an 
articulation between macro, meso, and micro layers. Such articulation, which has proven 
difficult enough for the discipline and institutional programs, is impossible for individual 
instructors. However, over a period of time the attempted resolutions within micro and meso 
layers influence the macro level through the published reports and papers, conference 
presentations, and personal relationships that are part of the organic cycle of disciplinahty. 
Primary Arguments of the Dissertation 
Thus, I make two arguments in this dissertation. The first is methodological. I argue 
that there are general contradictions endemic to the first-year composition course and its 
objectives that can be seen most clearly through a method that consciously articulates 
disciplinary, macro layer research with local programs (including their assessments, 
constraints and affbrdances), and with individual teachers and students within those 
programs. The second argument is that using a method that articulates macro, meso, and 
micro layers to analyze first-year composition exposes objective-related contradictions 
inherent to the course and provides insight as to why those contradictions exist and how they 
affect teachers and their students. These insights can be useful in understanding, analyzing, 
and perhaps even resolving the objective-related contradictions. 
My first argument, which concerns the necessity of examining FYC at various 
"layers," grows out of my reading of sociohistoric theories of communication that view 
"communication, knowledge, learning, community, and the person as concretely situated, 
plural, and historical phenomenon" (Prior, 1998, p. 19). In particular, my view that we must 
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examine FYC from multiple perspectives is strongly influenced by cultural-historical activity 
theory. Activity theory suggests that to understand activities and the systems of which they 
are part, we must recognize that "[a]n activity system is not a homogenous entity. To the 
contrary, it is composed of a multitude of often disparate elements, voices, and viewpoints" 
(Engestrom, 1993, p. 68). Because systems of activity are composed of multiple and diverse 
elements, an examination of something as complex as the objectives of first year 
composition, for example, must take into account the multiple elements of the FYC system. 
As Engestrom (1993) has argued, "This multiplicity can be understood in terms of historical 
layers. An activity system always contains sediments of earlier historical modes, as well as 
buds of shoots of its possible future" (p. 68). This multiplicity comes more clearly into focus 
when we examine the multiple layers of activity, including published, officially-sanctioned 
research and theory, historical narratives of the course and the discipline, programmatic goals 
and concerns (and how they have evolved historically), and personal motivations and 
constraints (and how they have evolved), rather than focusing more narrowly on one site or 
one time period of activity. Prior (1998) made a similar claim when he suggested that in 
order to understand disciplinaiity we must "move beyond situated activity to trace histories 
of some of the heterogeneous elements of the functional systems found in that activity," 
elements that include "detailed microhistories of persons and practices" as well as "extensive 
historical tracing of artifacts, practices, and institutions" (p. 274). Examining these 
heterogeneous elements illustrates the complexity of the system of activity, demonstrating 
that multiple activities, motives, social relations, contexts, and so on, coexist at any given 
time. Focusing only on one "layer" of activity can obfuscate the complexly laminated 
activities within a system of activity. 
Traditionally, the three layers I describe (macro, meso, and micro) have been 
discussed in isolation in the literature about the first-year course and its objectives: historians 
and theorists tend to write at the macro layer, describing the history of the composition 
course and/within/in relation to the emerging discipline of Composition, while program 
administrators conduct assessments at the meso layer of individual programs. Researchers 
tend to approach the micro layer by studying how writing instruction affects specific teachers 
and students. Within each layer, contradictions are apparent. At the macro layer, as I have 
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already suggested, those objective-related contradictions become apparent when historical 
narratives are compiled. On the meso layer, the contradictions become apparent when people 
try to assess program objectives. At the micro layer, the contradictions become apparent as 
individual students do or do not learn to write (better) within specific classrooms or over 
periods of time, as they resist or accept what they are taught, and as they do or do not transfer 
skills from a writing class to another type of class. Also at the micro layer composition 
teachers' personal and disciplinary identities, knowledge, and values cause and/or reveal 
contradictions related to FYC objectives. 
While each of these layers of discussion is important, I argue that the articulation 
between the layers is the essential but too often missing component. Without this articulation, 
the contradictions within each layer may not be clear or may not be apparent at all—and, 
thus, are much more difficult for the individuals involved in the teaching and administration 
of composition to resolve. My dissertation analyzes and discusses composition objectives and 
the contradictions related to those outcomes on the macro, meso, and micro layers, 
endeavoring to demonstrate the constant articulation between the layers. I describe how past 
(macro layer) objectives have conflicted with one another and often persist on the meso and 
micro layers; how and why some current program objectives differ from macro layer 
objectives, theory and research; why some teachers may reject macro and meso layer 
objectives while other teachers embrace those same objectives but are constrained in their 
efforts to achieve them. Contradiction and constraint are constants throughout my analysis. I 
repeatedly argue that the contradictions and constraints I outline are affected by and have 
complicated effects on individuals. 
Several themes will be apparent throughout the layers of my analysis in this 
dissertation: First, the increasing recognition by the Geld of Composition of the 
apecwzfizafion ofdwcowrsg and the consequences of that specialization for a general first-year 
writing course; second, "f&e cnfzcaZ" (i.e., critical consciousness, critical pedagogy, etc.) as a 
primary unofficial motive for FYC and as a primary concern of the field of Composition; 
third, the dggicwZfy of froma/errm# wrifmg a&z/k: FYC is intended to teach rhetorical skills for 
use in the university and beyond but the position of the course pushes teachers toward 
teaching isolated skills that may or may not transfer to other writing contexts. 
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In the remainder of this chapter I first provide an overview of the literature dealing 
with objectives in the Geld of Composition. After this review of the literature, I turn to my 
own study, describing the assumptions that undergird my research and Gndings, deGning the 
terminology I use in the dissertation, and outlining my research questions and the 
organization of the dissertation. 
Review of the Literature on Composition Objectives 
Because the dissertation is organized according to macro, meso, and micro layers, I 
organize the literature review in a similar way. I Grst describe research on the macro layer 
outlining what the course has been and is now expected to be, on the meso layer outlining 
whether programs are finding evidence that their objectives are being achieved, and on the 
micro layer describing the effects of the composition course on speciGc teachers and 
students. Conflicts and contradictions are apparent on each layer. 
Macro Layer 
The macro layer is the focus of Chapter 3 of this dissertation. There are numerous 
books and articles that include what I refer to as macro layer discussions of the Grst-year 
composition course and its relation to Composition as a discipline. I deGne macro layer 
discussions as historical descriptions, classiGcations, and/or interpretations that ask and 
answer questions such as: Where did the Grst-year composition course come from and what 
are the implications of those origins (Connors, 1995; Crowley, 1998; Miller, 1991; Ohmann, 
1976)7 What have been the major theoretical inGuences on and movements in Grst-year 
composition and the Geld of Composition (Nystrand, et al, 1993)? What pedagogical 
techniques have been inGuential and how and why have they changed over time (Berlin, 
1984 & 1987; Connors, 1995; Ohmann, 1976)? What is the relationship of Composition to 
literature (Crowley, 1998; Miller, 1991)? The methodology for most of these discussions is 
historiography, though at times the authors also include some empirical data, such as teacher 
surveys (Miller, 1991) or textbook analyses (Ohmann, 1976). Macro layer discussions look 
for patterns or trends, suggest cause and effect relationships, and/or classify. While none 
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overtly uses classification strategies for composition based on numerous 
objectives are easily discerned within the classifications used. The history of objectives for 
FYC that can be read in the various histories of Composition as a developing field is a 
history of contradiction, conflict, and change. 
For example, Berlin (1987) describes three types of rhetorics: objective, subjective, 
and transactional. Berlin suggests that each of these entailed various pedagogical strategies 
that, either overtly or covertly, assumed ideological objectives, including justifying the status 
of the "new professionals" (p. 37), encouraging the gifted few to create art (p. 43), or 
encouraging students to participate in the public discourse of democracy (p. 48). Each of 
these objectives differs greatly from the others: it is easy to see that encouraging the gifted 
few to create art is an objective radically opposed to justifying the status of a new 
professional class and from teaching students to participate in a democracy. 
Berlin is not alone in focusing on the ideological impetus behind composition 
instruction. Several other historians focus on different, but equally compelling, ideological 
objectives for composition instruction, most notably the preparation of students for a society 
of bureaucrats and technicians (Ohmann, 1976), which is achieved, in part, by treating them 
as "newborn, unformed, without social origins, and without needs that would spring from 
[those] origins" (Ohmann, 1976, p. 148; see also Crowley, 1998; Miller, 1991). Ohmann, 
Crowley, and Miller all describe (largely) unspoken objectives or implicit effects of the 
composition course that are in direct conflict with what many practitioners wish to 
accomplish in composition today (which, I will soon argue, is broaden access to academic 
discourse(s) for all students). Yet, they argue, those undesirable objectives and methods 
remain, in part because the history of the course and the structure of the university system 
and American culture require it to be so. 
Other historians, rather than focusing on the ideological objectives of the Grst-year 
course, divide the history of Composition into historical time periods. For example, Connors 
(1995,1997) defines four periods from 1800-1960: Early American Composition-Rhetoric 
(1800-1865), Postwar Composition-Rhetoric (1865-1885), Consolidation Composition-
Rhetoric (1885-1910), and Modem Composition-Rhetoric (1910-1960). He focuses on the 
historical events guiding composition instruction during these time periods and, thus, 
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producing their objectives. For example, during the early American period, composition-
rhetoric was fragmented; the focus was on teaching students oral and written discourse, and 
sometimes on having them "memorize complex discourse taxonomies and lists of stylistic 
values and formal conditions" (Connors, 1997, p. 8). In the postwar period, a new population 
of students attended college and "needed to be taught to write.. .taught correctness in 
writing...[and] know forms" (1997, p. 9). During the Consolidation period, an uproar over 
"the illiteracy of American boys" demanded the creation of a writing test and, subsequently, 
a course that would help students pass that test—first at Harvard, then elsewhere (1997, p. 
11). The Modem period was marked by an insistence on "formal and mechanical 
correctness" as a result of "cultural pressure" (1997, p. 13). What Connors outlines is a 
course(s) that was forced to change in order to respond to changing historical and social 
circumstances: "Composition-rhetoric...exists, as it always has, as an ever shifting balance 
between the old and comforting and the new and exciting, the ways of lore and the ways of 
theory, the push of societal pressure and the inertia of academic traditions" (1997, p. 17). 
Each historian classifies the past based on different criteria and, as a result, the 
objectives suggested by each history are slightly different. While particular programs might 
have had their objectives formally outlined, there is no evidence to suggest explicit, 
discipline-wide objectives were ever articulated for the composition course during the time 
periods covered by any of the historians/ Not until the Writing Program Administrators 
(WPA) Outcomes Statement was created in April 2000 did an "official" set of objectives 
exist for the Geld of Composition as a whole. The WPA Outcomes Statement describes 
objectives that are, not surprisingly, far different from most earlier objectives (see Appendix 
A). Rather than preparing students to participate in a democracy, rather than teaching 
students to solve problems for their world, and certainly rather than teaching the gifted few to 
create art, the WPA objectives primarily involve teaching students rhetorical awareness, 
helping them understand writing as a process, and preparing them to write in their other 
courses and in their Gelds. 
1 The only other "official" objectives that have the imprimatur of a national organization are the CCCC position 
statements http://www.ncte.org/cccc/positions/index.shtml. The Statement of Principles and Standards for 
Postsecondary Teacher of Writing and Writing Assessment make some move toward outlining objectives, but 
do not do so as their primary functions. 
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I suggest that the WPA's explicit objectives are primarily aimed at broadening access 
to academic discourse(s) for the wide range of student now entering the university, while 
earlier objectives were often about denying many students access to the discourse of the 
privileged, and preparing the chosen few to participate in and lead their democracy. This 
brief macro layer review suggests that the course has always experienced contradictions 
related to its objectives. I will provide further analysis of historical and current objectives in 
Chapter 3, which I devote to in-depth analysis of the macro layer. 
Meso Layer 
At the meso layer we find assessments of objective-related outcomes in local 
composition programs. Meso layer discussions assess, evaluate, and/or review local 
programs to determine what they do, how effective they are, and how they might be 
improved .^ These discussions can range from general descriptions of program and/or 
classroom practices (Durst, 1999; Hartzog, et al, 1982), to discussions of the relevance of the 
composition curriculum to other writing students will do across the curriculum (Phillips, 
1978), to specific discussions of objectives and outcomes (Bate & Fox, 2001; Braddock & 
Statler, 1968), including attempts to evaluate outcomes (Benton & Slocombe, 2000; 
Chenoweth et al, 1999). This research also includes discussions of the correlation between 
writing instruction (not necessarily within a composition course) and improved quality of 
writing (Hughes & Martin, 1992; Kuhlemeier & Van den Bergh, 1997). Recently, there have 
been limited assessments of linked writing courses in conjunction with learning communities 
(Daly, 1994; Kerr & Picciotto, 1992; Messina & White, 1992). These discussions illustrate a 
wide range of contradictions. 
The results of various program assessments are not consistent or conclusive. There 
are well-known problems with methodologies that partially account for this problem, 
disagreements about what to measure and how it can be measured, and the difficulty of 
achieving valid and/or reliable results (i.e., Braddock & Statler, 1968). Results from different 
program assessments are many times in direct contradiction, some suggesting that a 
2 Equally, if not more often, the meso layer discussions consist of assessments of placement practices for 
entering students, which I will not discuss here, as they do not explicitly relate to my own study. 
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particular course or time period has not improved student writing, some suggesting just the 
opposite. For example, Kansas State University's 2000 program assessment found that there 
were no discernible differences between the writing of first-year students and seniors (Benton 
& Slocombe, online) and others have come to similar conclusions (Curry & Hager, 1987; 
Graham, 1987; Scharton, 1989). Scharton (1989) actually found a dec/me in writing 
performance when studying Grst-year students, undergraduate tutors, and graduate teaching 
assistants. A number of studies have even suggested that composition has no discernible 
effects on student writing (see, for example, Jewell, et al 1969; Sanders, 1973). 
Others, such as Witte and Faigley (1983), have suggested that improvement in writing 
happens slowly and is not likely to be evident in essays written for a particular course. This 
view is bom out by some longitudinal research. A study of the Minnesota Community 
College System, for example, found students given experience in writing improved the 
quality of their writing over the course of the academic year (Hughes & Martin, 1992). 
Haswell (1986) also found a rising trend from freshman to junior and a significant increase 
with competent postgraduates. Davis (1979) found that on impromptu pre-and post-test 
essays, 302 students in over 80 sections of a Grst-year composition program showed 
signiGcant improvement not related to the type of writing course (workshop or "traditional") 
in which they were enrolled. On the other hand, Denman (1978) found that when 600 
students were given pre- and post-writing tasks, those who were taught with a "humanistic, 
non-cognitive" process (p. 42) achieved gains of 30% as compared to students instructed by 
other methods. Similarly, Clifford (1981) found that when 92 college students were randomly 
assigned to composition courses, those enrolled in experimental classes utilizing stages of 
composing, Gee writing, and small group response showed signiGcantly greater gains on a 
holistically scored writing sample over students in the control classes, though the groups did 
not demonstrate any differences in mechanical knowledge or performance. Wolcott (1996) 
found that on pre- and post essays, students in a developmental writing program, enrolled in 
classes of no more than twelve students each, demonstrated an average increase of from 4.6 
to 5.11. Despite the results offered by studies, when evidence is found for improvement, it is 
difGcult to attribute the improvement to the composition course (Davis, 1979) or to any 
particular curriculum (e.g., Haswell, 1986; Hurtgen, 1997; Vandament, 1987). 
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The difficulty measuring writing improvement has been discussed at length and 
solutions have been proposed (i.e., Faigley, et al, 1985; Haswell, 2000 and 2001; Hillocks, 
1986; White, 1986 and 1990). The difficulties in measurement point to an underlying 
problem: writing is a tool, used to accomplish some purpose. Purposes differ. As a result, 
writing is not only difficult to measure outside of context, but it is also difficult for people to 
write outside of the context—and writing without a purpose beyond receiving a grade for 
writing is not the same as being motivated to write in order to communicate with or persuade 
others. This problem of /Mwgdbfro/wacfiofKz/ify (pretending to use writing for transactional 
communicative purposes, rather than actually using writing in this way) has been well 
described as an aspect of FYC by Petraglia (1995b, c): "If we extrapolate from work in 
situated cognition it is easy to suppose that the problem solving entailed in writing for real 
audience, with real purposes, using situational  ^appropriate information differs significantly 
from cognition devoted to oppeonng to address an audience, Zite you have a purpose, 
andprefewfrng to be knowledgeable" (p. 92). 
My point here is not to critique assessment methods or to discuss 
psuedotransactionality (as yet); rather, my point is to demonstrate that the conflicts about 
objectives on the macro layer are equally matched by different conflicts on the meso layer: 
on the meso layer, the conflict centers around how we can know whether the objectives we 
determine at the macro layer are achievable when measuring them is so difficult and 
contentious. 
Another challenge in assessing the meso layer complexity of objectives for FYC 
stems from process used to report programmatic issues. In general, meso layer discussions 
find a limited audience and are not related in an overt way to the macro layer discussions of 
the discipline, to other meso layer discussions, or to the micro layer discussions which I 
address shortly. They have a tendency to be presented as discussions relevant to the local 
group only (often because methodologies are hard to duplicate, are flawed in some way, or 
are questioned by outsiders), and thus often have little opportunity to impact the practices of 
composition teachers and researchers more broadly. Often program assessments are 
presented orally at disciplinary conferences and at committee meetings on the campus where 
the study was conducted. Many are published as local documents, for and by the institution 
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that conducted the study; recently, these documents have begun to make their way online and 
are accessible to a wider audience. A few are published as books or in Composition journals. 
In Chapter 41 address this problem in reporting my own research by providing the results of 
program assessment at one university writing program while ardculating the relationship 
between that program assessment and concerns on the macro- and micro layers. 
Micro Layer 
On the micro layer we find fine-grained description of effects of Grst-year 
composition on particular students and teachers. The micro layer discussions ask how 
students develop as 'writers' (as students who use writing for learning or for other purposes) 
and what, if anything, first-year composition contributes to that development. Although 
during the late 1970s and early 1980s, micro layer discussions often consisted of quantitative, 
laboratory research, since 1985 micro layer research has consisted primarily of qualitative 
research, including case studies and ethnographies. Micro layer research also (though less 
frequently) examines the relationship of teachers to their students, the course, and its 
objectives. At this level, numerous contradictions become apparent. 
Here, I am interested in the micro layer discussion of students' development as 
writers within the Grst-year composition class—studies of students that deal in some way 
with current, ofGcial objectives for the course as outlined in the WPA Outcomes Statement I 
mentioned in the macro layer review. Thus, I will divide the meso layer review into research 
on various outcomes posited by the Outcomes Statement (process, rhetorical knowledge, 
critical thinking, and genre conventions). Because all of these outcomes are tied to students' 
development as writers, I will also review some small scale research about students 
development. Finally, because teachers and their relationship to objectives is a primarily 
focus of my own discussion on the micro level (in Chapter 5) I brieGy review related 
literature on that topic. 
Process 
The WPA posits outcomes that include students who are aware of the need for 
multiple drafts, and who "develop Gexible strategies for generating, revising, editing, and 
proof-reading" (WPA Outcomes Statement, online). During the Grst decades of 
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professionalization, a number of studies about the writing process were conducted (Bizzell, 
1986; Bridwell, 1980; Bruffee, 1984; Cooper, 1986; Emig, 1971; Flower & Hayes, 1981; 
Sommers, 1980; Rohman & Wlecke, 1964). In general, this research examined objective-
related outcomes only tangentially; rather, much of this research sought to describe 
process(es) of writing which could then be used to teach students and/or help students 
understand writing better. Whether or not a course helps students revise multiple times when 
they are not forced to do so, and whether or not a course helps students develop "multiple 
strategies" for composing is much harder to determine. Several studies, including White & 
Polin (1986), have asked students pre- and post-course how much they revise, and found that 
students say they revise more after the class. Whether or not this is actually the case—and 
whether it carries over to other courses later—is much more difficult to determine. 
When students are taught processes for writing and revision, the underlying 
assumption seems to be that students who view writing as a process and who revise more 
often will see gains in their writing. Like revision itself, writing improvement as a result of 
revision is difficult to measure. Several studies (Sager, 1973; Lamberg, 1974; Wolter, 1975) 
have suggested that using self-rating scales or questions results in gains in writing ability. On 
the other hand, Perl (1979) found that the revision strategies of unskilled writers could 
negatively interfere with the writing process. Nold (1981) has suggested that teaching 
planning and review strategies may not be effective before a certain developmental stage, a 
finding reinforced by Bridwell (1980), who found evidence of useful revision in the work of 
high school seniors. Hansen (1978) concluded that revision is not useful, a finding supported 
by Bracewell et al (1978) who found that revision negatively affected the writing of eighth 
graders. Newkirk (1983) followed four students over the course of their composition class, 
and described the changes that one student made in her writing process during that time. 
While he demonstrated that the student's writing processes did change dramatically in 
response to the course, how these changes affected her writing was unclear. So the research 
about process and revision does not definitely support the usefulness of the objective about 
process and instead points to contradiction related to that objective. 
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Rhefonca/ Knowr/ecfge 
Research on rhetorical knowledge has been mixed and so outcomes related to this 
objective are, like ones related to process, difficult to assess. One aspect of rhetorical 
knowledge certainly entails audience awareness. Redd-Boyd (1987) found that assigning 
students to write for a particular audience did not significantly improve their writing more 
than students who were assigned no audience or an imaginary audience. Willey (1991) 
similarly found that students who were taught to pay attention to audience before and during 
revision and drafting did not write significantly better than students who were not taught to 
pay attention to audience or who were only taught to pay attention to audience in the drafting 
or the revising stages. Peer response is often utilized as another way of helping students 
attain rhetorical awareness. However, Barcelow-Hill (1988) found that providing feedback to 
other students had no effect on the student-responder's writing at all. 
On the other hand, Conley (1992) found that students who wrote for their classmates 
improved significantly over students who wrote for some other "real" audience and over 
students who wrote for an "imaginary" audience. Similarly, Walker (1992) found that 
students who received specific instruction in audience adaptation skills exhibited a 
significant increase in writing achievement over students who did not. It appears, then, that 
some course have experienced modest successes in helping students consider audience in 
ways that improved their writing in measurable ways. 
Teaching general rhetorical awareness within the first-year course presents a number 
of difficulties outlined by Brooke and Hendricks (1989). They found that composition 
teachers who focused on teaching audience awareness were presented with students who did 
not have as their primary goals learning audience awareness or even improving their writing 
skills, but rather determining whether they belonged in college and, if so, where and how 
they belonged. The individual students in the study demonstrated their primary goals in 
different ways that affected what they learned about audience awareness: one "came to 
understand audience awareness as something college people use in writing because this 
understanding enabled him to assert his membership in a perceived group of advanced 
college writers" (p. 56), while another rejected the identity of a writer and, thus, the need to 
demonstrate audience awareness, as irrelevant to the groups of college people he wanted to 
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join (p. 57). A third student saw "audience awareness as the arbitrary desire of a single, 
unrepresentative teacher" (p. 57). This study, then, describes the challenges of teaching 
audience awareness due to the position of the course and the students within the course. 
Learning within context, in response to the conventions and work of discourse 
communities, certainly figures into the literature on rhetorical awareness and knowledge in 
the field of Composition. While there is quite a bit of theorizing about the effects of the 
discourse community on learning to write (i.e., Bizzell, 1982b), there is little empirical 
research about how students in first-year composition courses can leam to write for the 
communities of the academy. The research available is either not related to writing at all (i.e., 
Lave and Wenger, 1991) or is related to the writing of graduate students (i.e., Berkenkotter, 
Huckin, & Ackerman, 1988; Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995; Prior, 1994) or professionals 
(Cross, 1994; Doheny-Farina, 1986; Katz, 1998; Odell & Goswami, 1982; Paradis, et al, 
1985; Winsor, 1996). This objective, then, is problematized at the micro layer, where 
teachers may have trouble justifying it to their first-year students or (as I will show in 
Chapter 4 and 5) illustrating it to their students. 
Crfffca/ TTwnk/np 
Work on critical thinking has been so far reaching that the term has come to 
encompass a broad variety of foci and practices. In ATgyworcb in Comparifio», Hill (1996) 
argued that "what critical thinking » and what critical thinking is /or.. .are as varied and 
contested as the diverse factions of Composition scholars (p. 49). Hill outlines the evolution 
of the term "critical thinking," beginning with John Dewey's definition of critical thinking as 
"active, persistent, and careful consideration of any belief or supposed form of knowledge in 
the light of the grounds that support it and the further conclusions to which it tends" (qtd in 
Capossela, 1992, p. 2). Critical thinking has also been defined as "the ability to formulate 
generalizations, entertain new possibilities, and suspend judgment" (Meyers, qtd in 
Capossela, 1992, p. 3), and as "reflective thinking" (Petrosky, qtd in Capossela, 1992, p. 3-
4). 
Another definition of critical thinking is related to informal logic and sees critical 
thinking as related to cognitive skills such as concentration, retention, the ability to sustain an 
extended line of reasoning, and the ability to reason back and forth between past, present and 
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future. This view sees critical thinking skills evidenced in writing that requires analysis, 
synthesis, argumentation, and evaluation (Lazere, 1987). This view of critical thinking is 
shared by the Washington State Critical Thinking Project, used to train faculty across the 
disciplines to teach writing (http://wsuctproiect.wsu.edu/ctr.htm). and represented in writing 
textbooks such as Moore & Parker's Cnfzcaf TTwn&wg (1995). But the Washington State 
definition also views consideration of contexts (including cultural, social, scientific, 
educational, economic, technological, ethical, and political) as essential to critical thinking. 
A consideration of varied contexts suggests a similar but somewhat broader definition 
of critical thinking, one that sees critical thinking skills as necessarily transferable to life 
situations so that a person can participate in and change society (Brookfield, 1991; 
Ennis,1992; Freire, 1978; Kim, 1993; Norris, 1992). Drawing on Freire, some 
compositionists have focused on this latter notion of critical thinking, often using "critical 
consciousness," his term from Pedagogy off/# Oppreffed. Villanueva (1993) has described 
critical consciousness as "the recognition that society contains social, political, and economic 
conditions which are at odds with the individual will to freedom" (p. 54). This critical 
thinking (what others would term critical consciousness) is pursued in the FTC reader 
/kreadmg America: "Becoming a critical thinker means learning how to look beyond 
.. .cultural myths and the assumptions embedded in them" (Colombo, et al, 1992, p. 3). 
In light of the multitude of possible definitions for the term "critical thinking," it is 
easy to see why some would argue that the term has become a catch-all phrase that conflates 
a number of different activities, including logic, cultural critique, and argumentation 
(Wilhoit, 2003). 
The varied definitions of critical thinking make it difficult to determine what sort of 
critical thinking is suggested by the Outcomes Statement and find appropriate methods of 
assessing critical thinking. The WPA Outcomes mention not only critical thinking but also 
the relationship between language, knowledge, and power, thus it is difficult to know what 
studies to examine. 
In any case, the version of critical thinking based in informal logic is easiest to study 
in terms of outcomes and change over time. Cubbage (1993), however, is one of the few to 
have done so f&e FFC cowrjg. She found that students instructed in various forms of 
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logic improved their scores on argument essays, which suggests not only that it is possible to 
measure one type of critical thinking but also that the first-year writing course can improve 
students' critical thinking skills as related to logic. The Critical Thinking Project at 
Washington State University regularly assesses critical thinking and has shown positive 
results in courses where faculty members were trained in critical thinking pedagogies and 
were provided with materials, such as the critical thinking rubric. However, students were not 
assessed as part of their composition courses (http://wsuctproiect.ctlt.wsu.edu/rf.htmy 
As far as I know, there are no studies examining how students' critical consciousness 
a) improved over the course of the compoMfzo» c&z&s or b) affected their writing ability. 
Since composition is a writing course, the ways critical consciousness affects writing ability 
seems especially useful to understand. 
Genre Convenions 
The WPA outcomes related to genre conventions include learning "common formats 
for different types of texts" and developing "knowledge of genre conventions" (online). 
While theory (Bakhtin; Miller, 1984) and research (Bazerman & Paradis, 1991; Berkenkotter, 
Huckin, & Ackerman, 1988; Herrington, 1988; Prior, 1994; Russell, 1997; Rymer,1988) 
about genre certainly influenced the creation of the WPA outcomes about genre conventions 
(as I will further explain in Chapter 3), the research in this area is almost entirely related to 
how graduate students and professionals leam new genres. There is an increasing amount of 
research describing how undergraduates leam genres or can be prepared to write new genres 
in the disciplines (Artemeva, et al, 1999; Blummer, 1999; Haas, 1994; Hounsell, 1988); 
however, this research does not describe the ways first-year composition can and does help 
students leam (about) new genres. A number of articles and books discuss pedagogies that 
might be employed in teaching genre in first-year composition and the theoretical rationale 
for them (i.e., Coe, 1994; Cope & Kalantzis, 1993a & 1993b; Linton, et al, 1994; Sidler, 
1998), but there is at least an equal amount of theoretical work suggesting that disciplinary 
genres are difficult, if not impossible, to teach out of context (Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1994; 
Freedman & Adam, 1996; Freedman, Adam, & Smart, 1994; Russell, 1993). Unfortunately, 
there appears to be no research testing any viewpoint regarding the teaching of genre in first-
year writing courses. Chamey and Carlson's (1995) study comparing different methods for 
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teaching genre with and without models demonstrated that students who were given models 
received better holistic rating of their writing, demonstrated better organization, and showed 
several other improvements over the writing of students who were not provided with models. 
However, this study was conducted with sophomores and juniors enrolled in a psychology 
course, not with first-year composition students. 
Currently we do not know what effect direct instruction on genre has in FYC or what 
the effects of genre learning in one class are in another class. The one study to show positive 
effects of direct instruction on one genre—Carter's (2003) study of biology lab reports at 
North Carolina State—did not study transfer and instruction went on as part of a biology 
course, not a composition course. While students wrote better lab reports for the course in 
which they were enrolled, the researchers did not ascertain whether students wrote better lab 
reports in other courses. Thus, we do not know whether the skills students gained were 
transferred to their writing in other settings. 
MWWnp Deve/opmenf 
All of the objectives discussed above are intended to encourage students' 
development as writers. However, little research exists in this area describing writing 
development as a result of the FYC course. There is research about students' development as 
writers over time. The large-scale studies in this area I discussed in the meso layer section 
(i.e., Haswell, 1986), though only one is specifically related to the FYC course (Hughes & 
Martin, 1992) .^ Several naturalistic or ethnographic studies have followed students over time 
(Haas, 1994; McCarthy, 1987), with important descriptions of how the same student 
responds to writing tasks in different situations; however, neither were specifically seeking to 
show development in relation to a first-year composition course. Stemglass (1997) followed 
students over their time in college and determined that students developed the ability to 
question ova: time, and "the role of writing in this transformation has been crucial" (p. 295). 
3 The fact that the studies I examine cannot be neatly divided between meso- and micro layer will become 
extremely important as part of the claims I will make in this dissertation. What happens on a micro layer in the 
lives of teachers and their students is inextricably bound up with the program in which they participate. Thus, 
while I seek in the micro layer discussion to focus on how specific students are affected by and develop within 
the FYC course, this discussion cannot be extricated from the discussion of how large groups of students in the 
program develop. 
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Her study suggested that writing played an important role in learning throughout the 
students' time in the university. 
There is limited research on the development of writing abilities wif/izn the 
composition course related to particular interventions. Bennett (1988) found that composition 
students participating in required writing labs did not show significant improvement over 
students who did not participate in the writing labs. Cubbage (1993) found that specific 
instruction in informal logic as applied to persuasive writing did significantly improve the 
persuasive writing of students, though even groups instructed in formal logic demonstrated 
significant improvement in their persuasive writing. Sanders and Littlefield (1975), after first 
conducting a study which showed no improvement on pre- and post-test essays (Sanders, 
1973), conducted a study which determined that students in two composition courses did 
demonstrate significant improvement on pre- and post-research essays (written out of class) 
when "the method of essay testing was structured to duplicate...the conditions under which 
regular class essays were produced" (p. 145). This result calls into question the transferability 
of skills gained during the composition course to other classes where the conditions of 
writing are not the same. In addition, the raters in this study did not achieve reliability. 
McCarthy's (1987) naturalistic study also calls into question the transferability of 
rhetorical skills learned in composition. Her participant interpreted similar writing tasks (all 
requiring summary) in three different courses (including first-year composition), all of which 
were written for the teacher-as-evaluator, as "being totally different from each other and 
totally different from anything he had ever done before" (p. 243). In fact, he focused "so 
fully on the particular new ways of thinking and writing in each setting that commonalities 
with previous writing were obscured for him" (p. 245). 
We do not know, then, precisely how the first-year course helps students develop as 
writers or how it specifically prepares them for the writing they will do in their other 
university classes, especially in other courses outside of English. 
TeacAers and FYC Ot|/ecffyes 
Another aspect of micro layer research concerns teachers and their relationship to the 
objectives outlined for FYC. While certainly research on the way students are affected by the 
objectives of the course is important, teachers' participation is essential. How able do 
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teachers feel they are to help their students achieve the objectives set for the course? How 
willing are teachers to embrace the objectives set for the course? How are teachers 
constrained and afforded in their efforts to help students achieve the objectives of the course? 
These are questions I take up in Chapter 5 of this dissertation. 
If teachers in an FYC program reject the meso- and macro layer objectives for the 
course, that should come as no surprise. One-half to two-thirds of those teachers are graduate 
students (Berlin, 1987; Young, 1986) and traditionally they have been given little training, 
though this is changing somewhat (Corbett, 1987; Purdy, 1986), especially in departments 
that offer graduate degrees in composition and rhetoric (Smith, 1984). We cannot expect 
teachers to embrace objectives for which they have not been told the rationale or theoretical 
basis. In essence, many of the teachers of composition are not integrally involved with the 
discipline of Composition or its research and may even sense themselves as being "an 
outsider to an insider's system" (Bishop, 1990, p. 3). 
In Bishop's (1990) ethnographic account of the training of writing teachers in a 
process-oriented program, she examined the ways the teacher-students accepted and rejected 
the macro layer theories they were taught and the ways their own preexisting attitudes and 
beliefs influenced their willingness to accept what they were taught. The teacher-training 
program Bishop examined was intended to " 'convert' current-traditional teachers to a 
version of the process model" (p. 11). In other words, teachers were encouraged to substitute 
new objectives for older ones. Yet even when teachers read research supporting the process-
related objectives, they did not all initially embrace these new objectives with open arms. For 
example, one teacher-student (Susan) was unable to fully accept "a research-justified 'best' 
model of teaching writing" (p. 22) due to her own previous fourteen-years' experience 
teaching college writing. However, all of the teacher-students eventually "instituted 
recognizable version of the public paradigm" taught in their seminar (p. 134). For many 
students, assimilation of the objectives taught in the seminar was a long-term process, as 
demonstrated by a student who wrote to Bishop long after the class and Bishop's study were 
over, to explain that she was finally beginning to accept the objectives taught in the seminar. 
The implication here is important for a Geld in which many composition instructors are M.A. 
students, often students in non-Composition related areas, who may teach composition for 
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only two years. If these teacher-students receive training, they may not accept the program's 
objectives for composition or they may not do so for a year or more after their training has 
ended. In Chapters 4 and 5,1 describe teachers' relationships to "official" objectives at one 
composition program. 
My Study 
What the literature demonstrates is that there are numerous objective-related 
contradictions within FYC. Research at the various layers demonstrates contradictions—in 
the history of the composition course objectives, in the ability of programs to achieve the 
course's objectives, in how student writing develops as a result of specific instruction within 
a composition course, and how teachers respond to the official objectives of the course. 
These contradictions are generally addressed separately in the literature. Program 
assessments often stand in isolation, are not published or cited by other assessments, and tend 
not to make explicit links to the lives of the teachers and students involved in the programs. 
In addition, many of the objectives our Geld now posits as officially desirable and 
appropriate have not been shown to be achievable fAz comfezf of a /zrsf-year vrnfing 
cowrse. But the contradictions on the various layers are not distinct and cannot be fully 
analyzed or understood—much less resolved—without an articulation among the layers. 
In this dissertation I will articulate links among layers in order to more clearly 
illustrate not simply objective-related contradictions in FYC but also why the contradictions 
exist, how people are affected by them, and how people work to overcome them. The case I 
will make repeatedly in this dissertation is that analysis at the program layer and at the layer 
of teachers and students is essential for fully understanding the objectives posited at the 
disciplinary layer—or for making those objectives ones that teachers are motivated and 
equipped to pursue in their courses. By stepping back from one layer and examining the 
course and its objectives at multiple layers, my hope is that we can find different ways to 
think about what writing is and does and, in light of that thinking, to consider what the 
consequences of our contradictions are for teachers and students and how those 
contradictions might best be understood and resolved. 
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Before I describe my own study, I first want to forefront the major theoretical 
assumptions that influence this study. 
Theoretical Assumptions 
I did not conduct this research and analyze the data I collected as a completely neutral 
observer. I brought several primary theoretical assumptions to the study that admittedly 
colored the results I report in this dissertation: writing is a tool, writing is deeply different in 
different disciplines, and knowledge transfer is difficult. I base these assumptions on activity, 
genre, and psychological theories. Here I want to briefly describe my own assumptions 
before describing my study. 
MWffng /s a foo/ 
My primary assumption, taken from activity theory, is that writing is a tool (Cole & 
Engestrom, 1993; Russell, 1995 & 1997). Activity theory views the world as object-oriented. 
According to this view, people meet social needs by using tools to work and leam together 
over time to achieve particular goals or to act on particular motives. Writing is one such tool. 
Different activity systems see and use the tool of writing differently, depending on what they 
want to accomplish with writing. As people refine their tools and add new ones to solve 
problems and meet objectives more effectively, the activities they perform using those tools 
can change and vice versa: as their activities change, people use their tools differently and 
modify their tools to meet their changing needs. 
According to this view, then, there is no "writing" in a general sense. If writing is a 
tool, then there is, instead, writing for specific purposes in specific contexts. Russell (1995) 
has argued, "Writing does not exist apart from its uses, for it is a tool for accomplishing 
object(ive)s beyond itself' (p. 57 ). Activity theory is an appropriate lens for examining 
composition because it is in keeping with current sociohistoric views of knowledge and texts. 
It provides a unit of analysis ("motivated, mediated, activity-in-the-world") for examining 
"individual, society, and the world" when the boundaries between them are blurred (Prior, 
1998, p. 22-3). 
The most basic activity theory unit of analysis is the ocfrwfy ayyfem, defined as a 
group of people who share a common object and motive over time, as well as the wide range 
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of tools they use together to act on that object and realize that motive. Russell (1997) 
described an activity system as "any ongoing, object-directed, historically conditioned, 
dialectically structured, tool-mediated human interaction" (p. 510). Figure 1 (on the next 
page) shows the conventions activity theorists use to present the critical components of every 
activity system. These include the subject engaged in activity, the motive for the activity, the 
tool(s) used by the subject to achieve the motive, the rules or conventions that limit and 
shape how the activity is carried out, the division of labor determining who does what as the 
activity is carried out, and the community whose interests shape the activity. I use the lens of 
activity theory to analyze my data. I describe this theory more fully in Chapter 4. 
From the perspective of activity theory, writing is a tool used to achieve various 
motives, depending on the activities of the community. The rules of writing change out of 
necessity depending on the purpose of the activity: "Writing is not merely the ability to form 
letters or follow grammatical rules and stylistic conventions (although this is certainly part of 
writing, and a dimension of writing to which many educators usefully devote their attention), 
but in its fullest sense it is a social behavior that we use as a tool to achieve social ends in 
cooperation with others" (Petraglia, 1995c, p. 82). This social aspect of writing is what leads 
me to my next assumption. 
Figure 1: Activity System Illustration 
Tools 
Physical objects and systems of symbols 
that people use to accomplish the 
activity 
Subject 
Person or people engaged i 
activity who are the focus o% 
study on activity. 
Rules 
Laws, codes, conventions, 
customs, and agreements 
that people adhere to while 
engaging in the activity 
Motives 






C=t> Out, tcome 
Actual results 
of activity 
» 4— Community 
People and groups whose 
knowledge, interests, 
stakes, and goals shape 
the activity in this system. 
Division of Labor 
How the work in the activity 
is divided among 
participants in the activity 
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IVnff/ng /s deep/y cWfbrenf /n dffferenf d/sc/p//nes 
My second assumption is that, except for surface features, writing is deeply different 
in different disciplines because it is a tool that does different work in different situations 
(Bazerman, 1997; Miller, 1984; Russell, 1997). As writing works differently in different 
situations, ways of responding to recurring situations become instantiated in the group's 
behavior. These recurrent responses are described as genres. I understand genre as does 
Miller (1984), who defined genres as ".. .typified rhetorical actions" in response to recurrent 
situations (p. 163). This view of genre, which has become common (though not undisputed) 
in Composition, sees genres no longer as simply static forms, but rather as "forms of life, 
ways of being.. .frames for social action.. .environments for learning.. .locations within 
which meaning is constructed" (Bazerman, 1997, p. 19). 
This view of genre suggests that different groups find different means of using 
writing that allow them to accomplish their objectives. The rules for writing and the 
objectives, then, are inherently linked to the work people are accomplishing: 
Genres develop within groups, discourse communities with common purposes 
(Swales), and are situated within groups (Berkenkotter and Huckin, 1993). 
They respond to rhetorical situations that recur within particular groups (C.R. 
Miller, Devitt 1993). Historically as well as theoretically, genres can be seen 
to develop within contexts (see Yates or Jamieson, for example), responding 
to individual and group influences in such ways as to serve the needs of both 
and reciprocally shaping and being shaped by social and rhetorical context 
Our perception of genres also results from our social and cultural context 
(Devitt, 1997, p. 47) (Parentheses in original) 
Because different groups use writing differently for different purposes, I assume that, 
with the exception of surface features such as grammar, writing is different within different 
disciplines. The tendency in our field to refer to all the types of writing used within the 
academy as "academic writing" is one I reject, along with Russell (1995): 
.. .there is no distinctive genre, set of genres, linguistic register, or set of 
conventions that is academic discourse or public discourse per se, because 
'academia' and the 'public' are not activity systems in any useful sense for 
writing instruction. These categories create and preserve the false notion that 
there can exist good writing' independent of an activity system that judges 
the success of a text by its results within that activity system...." (p. 60) 
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That writing is specialized and deeply different in different disciplines will prove to 
be an important aspect of my study because FYC teachers at Iowa State were charged with 
preparing students for disciplinary discourse. 
Transfer of knowledge cannof be assumed 
My third assumption, based on research in psychology, is that it is difficult to transfer 
knowledge gained in school from one situation to another and, in particular, that most school 
settings do not facilitate such transfer. Perkins and Salomon (1992) have defined transfer of 
knowledge as occurring "when learning in one context or with one set of materials impacts 
on performance in another context or with other related materials" (online) (see also Salomon 
& Perkins, 1987 & 1989). Because the learning context is often very different from the 
context in which that learning is ultimately intended to be used, "the ends of education are 
not achieved unless transfer occurs" (online). Psychologists who have studied transfer for 
over a century have repeatedly found that "very often the hoped-for learning transfer does not 
occur" (Perkins & Salomon, 1992, online) (see also Pea & Kurland 1984, Salomon & Perkins 
1987; Scribner & Cole, 1981; Thomdike, 1923; Thomdike & Woodworth, 1901). In 
particular, they have found that "near transfer"—transfer between similar contexts—is much 
more common than "far transfer"—transfer between contexts that are "remote" or "alien" to 
one another (online). Far transfer is of particular interest to compositionists because, as I will 
demonstrate in this dissertation (especially Chapter 5), the context of composition and the 
ways writing is used in composition markedly differ from other contexts in which writing is 
used in the university. 
While most of the research on transfer has been discouraging, some limited research 
has been positive, demonstrating that some learning environments are more successful at 
encouraging transfer than others (Brown, 1989; Campione et al, 1991; Clements & Gullo, 
1984; Lehrer et al., 1988; Salomon & Perkins, 1989). Relying on Perkins & Salomon (1992), 
I can summarize several conditions have been found to particularly encourage transfer: 
» "[E]xtensive practice of the performance in question in a variety of context[s]" 
was found to be a major influence on transfer in Luna's (1976) study of reading 
and writing. 
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» Explicitly abstracting principles from a situation was found by Gick and Holyoak 
(1980,1983) to help subjects solve similar types of story problems. 
» Self reflection—asking subjects not simply to apply a strategy but to "monitor 
their own thinking processes"—was found by Belmont et al (1982) to encourage 
transfer in mentally handicapped children. 
# Mindfulness—" a generalized state of alertness to the activities one is engaged in 
and to one's surroundings, in contrast with a passive reactive mode in which 
cognitions, behaviors, and other responses unfold automatically and mindlessly 
(Langer 1989)" (online)—involves subjects who can explicitly abstract principles 
and who engage in self reflection, and thus, encourages transfer. 
* Using metaphors and analogies has been shown to help subjects transfer 
knowledge. 
Perkins and Salomon (1992) have argued that frequent and extensive practice can 
help people automatically respond to situations when they encounter them, because they have 
had enough practice that such response is nearly automatic. This sort of transfer is described 
as "low road transfer" (online). However, school situations can rarely provide enough 
frequent and extensive practice to ensure low road transfer in all desired cases. Thus, a 
perhaps more desirable sort of transfer is "high road transfer" (online), which occurs when 
subjects can make explicit abstractions and exploration of connections between apparently 
disparate contexts (by means of being in a state of mindfulness). Unfortunately, Perkins and 
Salomon have found that many learning situations do not require the "mental investments" 
that lead to mindfulness, thus do not encourage high road transfer or provide extensive and 
frequent enough practice to encourage low road transfer. Generally speaking, then, "transfer 
comes hard" but "[e]ducation can achieve abundant transfer if designed to do so" (Perkins 
and Salomon, 1992, online). 
Terminology 
Because I use the lens of activity theory to analyze my data, in the remainder of the 
dissertation I will use activity terms. Before proceeding, I must clarify the terms I will use 
and the definitions I will ascribe to those terms. 
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Moffyes 
Commonly, motivations for or desired end results of activities are termed 
"objectives,", "goals," and/or "outcomes." Within Composition, "outcomes" is most 
commonly used within assessment circles, where "objectives" is also used. "Goals" is often 
used at the program level, within syllabi, or to describe personal motivations. 
Activity theory complicates terms related to desired outcomes and motivations. In the 
activity theory discussion I pointed out that activity theory does not use the terms 
"objectives" or "goals," and uses "outcomes" differently than the term is commonly 
understood. In activity theory, the term "motives" is used to describe what we might 
understand as "objectives"—motivations for or desired end results of activities. "Object" is 
used to refer to the problem space upon which subjects act while undertaking their activities. 
The "outcome" refers to the actual result of the activity, whether intended or not. 
Thus far I have used the term "objectives" to refer to what activity theory terms 
"motives." From now on, I will consistently use the activity term "mofzve" to refer to 
objectives and goals. However, because motives refer to the driving force behind the activity, 
I will use the phrase mofzvea" to describe the formal objectives, as described in 
disciplinary and programmatic literature. Since formal, "official" motives are not, however, 
what drives some individuals within the activity system, I will use the phrase 
mofiveg" to refer to the objectives of individuals, the motivations of individuals, when they 
do not reflect official motives. 
Cùmfrad/cOona, Cons&a/nfs, & Re-Afedfa#on 
I have so far used the term regularly throughout this chapter in the 
hope that readers will be able to infer my intended meaning. Before going further, however, I 
must define this term, which activity theorists use in a specific manner. Activity systems 
consist of the interactions among all of the factors that come to bear on an activity at a given 
point in time. Activity systems, as might be expected, are dynamic. As people change, as 
tools change, as the purpose of the activities change, changes ripple through activity systems. 
Social needs, too, can force activity systems to refine their outcomes or goals in order to meet 
those needs. In dynamic, changing activity systems, contradictions and disturbances are the 
norm. Contradictions are seen in activity systems when various aspects of the activity system 
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(various "nodes" on the activity triangle in Figure 1) are incompatible in some way. Because 
change is constant and activity systems are always experiencing and working through 
contradictions (Engestrom, 1999), "...equilibrium is an exception and tensions, disturbances, 
and local innovations are the rule and the engine of change" (Cole & Engestrom, 1993, p. 8). 
I will also talk about "co/wfrawfj" at various points throughout the dissertation. 
Constraints grow out of contradictions. Constraints can arise for many reasons—for example, 
when subjects are asked to do something that they are not equipped to do (when they lack the 
tools) or when they are asked to do something for which they lack the motivation or when the 
division of labor does not facilitate the work that needs to be done. People experiencing 
constraints find themselves in what Engestrom (1987) called a psychological double bind: 
"In double bind situations, the individual, involved in an intense relationship, receives two 
messages or commands which deny each other - and the individual is unable to comment on 
the messages, i.e., he cannot make a metacommunicative statement" (online). Bateson, who 
originated the term, illustrated the concept of the double bind: "If you say this stick is real, I 
will strike you with it. If you say this stick is not real, I will strike you with it. If you don't 
say anything, I will strike you with it" (qtd in Engestrom, 1987, online). 
Although people must (and do) And ways to resolve their own psychological double 
binds, in doing so they can only create their own individual solutions. What activity theory 
calls rg-ma&ofion (resolving systemic contradictions) requires more than individual 
innovation. Individuals cannot re-mediate the contradictions in the activity system by 
themselves because contradictions are in social/material relations among groups of people 
and the tools they use. Thus, contradictions must be resolved by groups of people and lone 
individuals are not in a position to resolve meso or macro layer contradictions. Thus, they 
must find individual ways to cope with their own psychological double binds: "The subject 
might reach up and take the stick away from the master. [The subject].. .might rise above the 
constraints of the context and break it, or put it into a wider context where it becomes relative 
and changeable.. .To be inventive in a dilemma situation is to invent a new instrument for the 
resolution of the dilemma. This demands experimentation, borrowing or conquering' already 
existing artifacts" (Engestrom, 1987, online). Of course, one individual's inventive resolution 
may push the activity system toward systemic, group re-mediation. 
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Conclusion 
The research and analysis that constitute the following chapters is intended to 
accomplish two things: First, to demonstrate a method for analyzing composition in a manner 
that articulates a connection between the macro, meso, and micro layers of composition in 
relation to course motives. Second, to illustrate some useful findings as a result of 
implementing this method. In other words, this dissertation recommends a new way of 
analyzing composition and then implements that method in order to illustrate how the 
method can help us see composition and understand the contradictions inherent to 
composition motives in new ways. 
To achieve these goals, I address six research questions in the dissertation. In Chapter 
3 I address a macro layer question: 
1. What are the official historical and current motives of FYC at a disciplinary 
layer? 
In Chapter 4,1 address three meso layer questions: 
2. How do the official motives of one local program compare to the current 
official disciplinary motives? 
3. What is the nature of the FYC activity system at Iowa State University? 
4. How does the nature of the FYC activity system at Iowa State University 
affect (a) what the teacher and program motives are (both official and 
unofficial) and (b) the ability of the teachers to achieve their desired 
outcomes? 
In Chapter 5,1 address two micro layer questions: 
5. What are the constraints for Iowa State University teachers in composition 
classrooms in achieving FYC's official motives, given the nature of the FYC 
activity system? 
6. How are these constraints manifested or alleviated? 
Organization of the Dissertation 
In Chapter 2,1 describe the methods I used to conduct an analysis that forefronts the 
interplay between macro, meso, and micro layers of composition. 
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I begin my analysis in Chapter 3 by describing and analyzing official motives for the 
FYC class. I outline a number of historical motives for the FYC course before the 
professionalization of Composition, many of which were held simultaneously and some of 
which are still pursued (even if not officially) today. I then describe the epistemological shift 
that led to the professionalization of Composition and, in 2000, the creation of the first 
formal set of motives for the composition course. This chapter highlights a move from 
motives related to pragmatism, culture, and democracy to motives related to broadening 
access to the discourses of the academy. 
After this macro layer analysis, I move in Chapter 4 to a meso layer analysis of the 
first-year composition program at Iowa State University. I describe the official program 
motives, as well as the unofficial motives pursued by a number of teachers within the 
program. I analyze the program by conducting an activity theory analysis, specifically related 
to the official motives for the course, outlining conflicts within the various aspects of the 
activity system stemming from the official motives and describe some problematic outcomes 
of the course. This chapter suggests that, while the program I analyzed generally pursues 
motives similar to those on the macro layer (i.e., broadening access to the discourses of the 
academy), the differences between the motives results in constraints for teachers. In 
addition, the institutional position of the composition course at Iowa State University 
constrains teachers in important ways from achieving the officially desired outcome. 
In chapter 5,1 move to a micro layer analysis of the program at Iowa State University, 
demonstrating specifically how teachers and their first-year students are constrained from 
pursuing the primary motive for the course (i.e., broadening access to academic discourses by 
helping students write better in other classes). I describe how the teachers at Iowa State 
University creatively sought to escape the constraints by re-mediating the activity systems of 
their own classrooms (though, as individuals, they could not re-mediate the larger program 
activity system). This chapter illustrates that while teachers can and do creatively work to 
alleviate the constraints resulting from various contradictions (most notably by forefronting 
their own unofficial motive for FYC), they cannot resolve contradictions inherent to the 
activity system without re-mediation of the FYC activity system at the program (meso) and 
disciplinary (macro) layers. Two contradictions emerge as central to the FYC activity system 
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in Chapter 5: the psuedotransactional use of writing in a composition classroom charged with 
teaching rhetorical knowledge and awareness, and the possibility that discrete sets of writing 
skins do not transfer to other writing situations. 
In the final chapter, I make several conclusions based my discussions of the macro, 
meso, and micro layer motives: Psuedotransactionality appears to be inherent to the 
institutional position of the FYC course and thus, achieving current official motives related to 
rhetorical knowledge and awareness in the disciplines is difficult within the course as it 
stands. While Petraglia (1995 a,b,c) and others have theorized the reasons for and 
consequences of psuedotransactionality on students in FYC, the dilemmas that 
psuedotransactionality pose for feac&gr? have not been as thoroughly investigated. What my 
study shows is that teachers who are in the position of assigning psuedotransactional writing 
to students may do so because of the constraints associated with achieving the current official 
FYC motive of broadening access to academic discoursed). These constraints exist because 
discourse across the university is specialized and teachers in the FYC activity system do not 
have experience with all of the discourses that mediate other disciplinary activity systems. 
Further, the position of writing within these various other disciplinary activity systems is as a 
tool for accomplishing what the disciplines see as their primary work; writing gwa writing is 
not their object as it is for participants in the FYC system. Because of this situation, FYC 
teachers pursue other unofficial motives; thus the current official motives related to academic 
discourse are not being operationalized in the FYC classrooms in my study. 
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Chapter 2: Methods 
I collected data with the initial intention of comparing the outcomes of linked 
learning community FYC courses with the outcomes of other ("traditional" and "pilot")FYC 
courses at Iowa State University (ISU). However, the results of this program assessment 
were puzzling and led me to increasingly focus on motives of FYC generally, rather than any 
one type of FYC course or its outcomes. My methods of data collection were planned, then, 
with the intention of conducting traditional program assessment measuring outcomes. 
However, this same data, when coupled with appropriate methods of data analysis and 
several follow-up interviews, were quite useful in shedding light on FYC motives 
(disciplinary and local, officiai and unofficial), as well as teachers' relationships to those 
motives. 
Iowa State University 
I collected data over the course of two school years (2000-2001 and 2001-2002) at 
Iowa State University of Science and Technology (ISU), a land grant university in Ames, 
Iowa enrolling 23,399 undergraduate students (in Fall 2002) (http://www.iastate.edu/ 
about/fact02/). The undergraduate student population (primarily from the Midwest) is 
approximately 56% male and 88% White. ISU consists of nine colleges, one school, and 57 
academic departments. The College of Liberal Arts and Sciences has the highest 
undergraduate enrollment (encompassing the most majors—41), followed by (in order of 
enrollment) the Colleges of Business, Engineering, and Agriculture. The College of 
Agriculture offers the second-highest number of majors—27. As might be expected at a land 
grant school of science and technology, a majority of students are enrolled in technical and/or 
agricultural programs. In 2001-2002, for example, the most degrees were awarded to students 
majoring in Logistics Operations/MIS (348), Electrical and Computer Engineering (237), 
Finance (152), and Animal Science (131) (75(7 Facf Boot, http://www.public.iastate.edu/ 
-inst res infn/faclbk.html). 
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FYC Program Studied 
The rhetorically-based FYC program at Iowa State University is housed in the 
English Department and serves approximately 3500 students each semester in its 2-semester 
required writing sequence. I focused my study on the first course in this two-semester 
sequence, English 104. Students are able to test out of the class if they meet the following 
criteria AND receive a "C" or better in English 105 (the second semester course): 
* If using ACT-E scores: ACT-E score of 24 or higher OR ACT-E score of 23 and 
high school rank of at least 75% or higher. 
* If using SAT-V scores: SAT-V score of 550 or higher OR SAT-V score of 540 
and high school rank of at least 75% or higher. 
Students who do not have a high school rank but do have an ACT-E of 23 or SAT-V 
of 540 must take English 104 unless they pass the College Composition Writing Sample (104 
test-out), (http://www.enel.iastate.edu/undersraduatestudies/testouts/104placemenLhtml) 
According to the official description of the first-year composition program at this 
university, 
English 104 and 105 serve as a transition between a student's high school 
experience and the intellectual life of the university. The writing and reading students 
will do in class will prepare them to use written communication in their chosen 
disciplines—business, engineering, agriculture, science, the humanities, and many 
others. (http://www.enel.iastate.edu/underEraduatestudies/FYC/homepage.html) 
Students looking for information about the course are informed: 
English 104 and 105 are about reading and writing, about polishing the 
language skills you use to do these tasks effectively. Learning to read analytically and 
developing a critical awareness about language will help you achieve university level 




Types of FYC Sections Offered 
During the time of my study, students had three options for completing the English 
104 course: a learning community FYC class, a "traditional" FYC class, or a "pilot" FYC 
class. Not only did I want to assess the outcomes of the program in general, I also wanted to 
determine if the various types of FYC courses produced different outcomes. As a result, I 
included approximately equal numbers of each of these three types in my study. 
Traditionally in this program, the majority of the 135+ FYC sections are comprised of 
26 students and are free standing—that is, not linked to courses in other disciplines. They are 
taught by M.A. students from linguistics, creative writing, literature, or rhetoric, composition, 
and professional communication; Ph D. students in Rhetoric and Professional 
Communication; adjunts; and (rarely) by tenured or tenure-line faculty from any of the areas 
mentioned above. 
On average, 25 learning community sections of 104 are offered each semester. A 
learning community is a small group of students who generally take two or three courses 
together and who may live together (or near each other) in the same residence hall. About 
half of the learning communities link with FYC. Learning communities were started at Iowa 
State University in 1995 by faculty and staff who wanted to improve undergraduate teaching 
and the learning experience for their students. In 2002, Iowa State University offered almost 
50 learning communities and nearly 40% of entering first-year students participate. 
The English 104 learning community sections varied in nature. Some sections that 
were tightly linked with one or more courses in another discipline and fully comprised of 
students in one learning community. For example, the biology learning community 
completely filled an English 104 section with students in the biology learning community. In 
addition, that section was tightly linked with the Introduction to Biology course. All the 
English 104 students were enrolled in the Biology course. The English teacher and the 
biology teacher interacted on a regular basis and sometimes attended each other's courses. 
Other learning community English 104 sections were not linked with other courses 
and/or contained a number of non-leaming community students because the course did not 
611 with learning community students. For example, the human development and family 
studies (HDFS) section was comprised of less than half learning community students. The 
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remainder of the class was comprised of students from all majors. During the time of my 
study, all learning community sections were taught by PhD students in the Rhetoric program 
or experienced adjuncts, all of whom volunteered to teach in the learning community 
program. 
The "pilot" course was just that—an experiment, which only lasted for one semester 
in the instantiation I will describe here, but later continued under a slightly different guise. 
For the first six weeks, pilot students attended large-lecture conducted by the director of FYC 
and attended break-out sessions with teaching assistants. At the end of the first six weeks, 
students submitted a portfolio of their work. If they received a B or better they successfully 
passed the class or "tested out." If students did not test out, for the next six weeks they 
attended the course in a small classroom setting taught by their teaching assistant, at the end 
of which they again had the opportunity to "test out" by earning a B or better on their 
portfolio. Students who remained attended the rest of the semester in the same small 
classroom with their teaching assistant. They turned in a final portfolio, which translated into 
the majority of their grade for the course. While the tenured director of FYC facilitated and 
designed this course and gave the lectures, all but one of the teaching assistants assigned to 
the pilot program were first-semester M.A. students from linguistics, creative writing, and 
literature. The one non-M.A. instructor was a Grst-semester Ph D. student in rhetoric and 
professional communication with no previous experiencing teaching FYC. 
The test out aspect of the pilot course made it difGcult to collect and analyze papers, 
so I do not always provide comparable data for the pilot group. 
Motives of FYC Program 
The FYC program at this university is often described as "rhetorically-based." The 
ofGcial written motives of English 104 are described as: 
» To develop strategies to revise your own writing 
« To adapt your writing to speciGc purposes and readers 
« To use a variety of information sources 
» To use a variety of organizational strategies 
» To avoid errors that distract or confuse the reader 
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Students are told that they will leam four "academic writing skills" in English 104: 
observation, summary, analysis and evaluation, and using sources. According to the more 
general description of the program described earlier, other motives for the program include 
» Preparing students to use written communication in their chosen disciplines and 
« Helping students achieve university level skills in reading and writing. 
While motives of the FYC course are officially outlined and teachers are given 
sample syllabi and assignment sheets, as well as some minimum criteria for the course (i.e., 
number of pages of writing required, number of assignments), teachers are free to create their 
own syllabi and assignments. 
Study Participants 
I asked a variety of teachers in each of the three types of FYC classes to participate in 
my study and 23 teachers in 25 sections agreed to be involved. I asked all the students in 
each section to participate, and 462 students from all 25 sections agreed to be involved. The 
average number of participants from a class was slightly over 18. The lowest number of 
students from any one class who agreed to participate was 8; in a number of sections nearly 
all the students agreed to participate. 
I collected data from 162 students and 8 teachers in 9 learning community sections: 
agricultural business, biology, human development and family studies, horticulture, 
agricultural education and studies, computer science, agricultural and biosystems 
engineering, and two sections of business. The teachers included four experienced Ph.D. 
students, three experienced adjunct lecturers, and one experienced teacher with a doctorate in 
English who worked full-time in another department but taught the course in order to 
participate in the learning community initiative. Most of the learning community teachers 
during the time of my study were women, and that demographic is reflected in the research 
participants: 7 women and 1 man. I chose the learning community sections with the tightest 
links for study (since the purpose of the learning community courses are to create links 
between disciplines). I defined a tightly linked course as one where an FYC teacher knew 
and, to varying extents, collaborated with her (or his) colleague teaching the linked course in 
another discipline. 
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I collected data from 134 students and 8 teachers in 8 "traditional" FYC sections. The 
teachers included three Ph.D. students (one new to the PhD. program and two of whom also 
taught learning community courses), three second- or third-year creative writing M.A. 
students, and two experienced adjunct lecturers. The teachers included 4 men and 4 women. I 
chose experienced teachers from this group, equal numbers of men and women, and equal 
numbers of classes at various times of the day. 
I collected data from 166 students and 7 teachers in 8 "pilot" sections. One of the 
teachers was a first-semester Ph D. student who taught two pilot sections. The remaining six 
teachers were all first-semester M.A. students in creative writing or literature. The teachers 
included 4 women and 3 men. Because all of the pilot teachers were inexperienced, I simply 
tried to choose equal numbers of men and women and equal numbers of classes at various 
times of the day. 
Data Collection 
White (1985) has argued that the most effective assessments of composition courses 
evaluate for varied results by varied measures. Collecting data from a variety of sources also 
allows for triangulation (Miles & Huberman, 1994) or cross-interpretation, of data from 
varied sources. To achieve effective assessments, I gathered data from multiple sources. I 
collected beginning and end of semester writing from students complete with short 611-in-
the-blank rhetorical analyses, conducted interviews and focus groups with teachers, and 
collected assignment sheets from the teachers. 
In addition, I was the Associate Coordinator of Learning Communities for English 
from 2000-2003. Thus, I had access to a number of administrative documents and 
information to which I would otherwise not have been privy (for example, number of 
students enrolled in learning community courses). 
Student Writing and Reflection 
Under the classic concept of reliability, equivalency (equal conditions, equivalent 
writing samples) was vital. As a result, pre- and post-writing assessments generally analyze 
essays students write specifically for the assessment and all students write in response to the 
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same prompt However, White (1985) has argued that in order for assessments of pre- and 
post-essays to be effective, students should be able to write for the assessment using the 
forms of writing being taught in the course. I further believed that I could not assess the 
effectiveness of various courses without examining the writing the students actually did for 
their courses, under normal course conditions, which included the opportunity for revision, 
which was an important motive of the course. Generalizability theory allowed me to do this. 
Under generalizability theory, investigators must simply address the question of what 
observations would be equally acceptable for the investigator's purpose. Rather than 
establish formal equivalency investigators establish the basis on which a sample may be 
taken. In addition, investigators incorporate more than one writing task because student 
writing performance varies in response to the writing task (Shale, 1996). Using these 
guidelines, I collected the first and last papers students wrote for their English 104 courses. 
When students turned in their first and last papers, they were asked to 611 out what 
became known as "the half sheet," a small cover sheet asking each student to identify their 
topic, purpose, audience, and genre in the paper (see Appendix B). Not all teachers and 
students remembered these half sheets, so I collected half sheets 6om about 60% of the 
students whose papers I collected. 
While I collected papers from all three groups (learning community, pilot, and 
traditional), I only analyzed papers from students in "traditional" courses and from learning 
community students enrolled in learning community courses (as opposed to non-leaming 
community students enrolled in some learning community courses, many of whom did, in 
fact, agree to participate in my study). The "test-out" policy in the pilot program made it 
difGcult to determine what constituted comparable last papers for this group, so while I 
collected papers from that group, I did not analyze them. 
I did not collect papers from one teacher because his final project was web-based and 
could not be compared to the other written assignments I collected. One teacher was unable 
to give me access to her final papers because of time constraints. Other than these situations, 
I collected sets of papers from students in every section that was part of the study. 
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Teacher Focus Groups, Interviews, & Surveys 
I held separate focus groups with each of the three sets of teachers. Participation in 
the focus groups varied: three traditional teachers, five learning community teachers, and 
seven pilot teachers participated. At the beginning of the focus group teachers filled out a 
short survey that asked about the activities they spent the most time on during the semester 
(see Appendix C). I then asked teachers to talk about their motives for the course, the 
activities that best helped them achieve those motives, and the types of activities they spent 
the most time on during the course of the semester. The focus groups were tape-recorded and 
later transcribed. 
I also conducted separate, individual, one-hour interviews with the learning 
community teachers to ask them about specific aspects of the linked learning community 
courses and to inquire about how the linked courses and potential collaboration affected their 
motives, assignments, and pedagogies. These interviews were conducted after teachers filled 
out a survey (see Appendix D) about their experiences in the learning community. The 
interviews were loosely structured (Bishop, 1999), what Fetterman (1989) would call semi-
structured. While the interviews were based on a preexisting list of questions (see Appendix 
E) formulated around the answers each teacher gave on the survey, I asked each interviewee 
follow-up questions based on the answers they gave. The interviews were tape-recorded and 
later transcribed. 
Administrator Interviews 
I conducted interviews with two administrators in the Department of English at Iowa 
State: Dr. Margaret Graham, Director of First-Year Composition, and Dr. Charles 
Kostelnick, chair of the department and previous Director of First-Year Composition. These 
interviews were primarily conducted for the sake of gathering information about the history 
of the FYC program at ISU and to ask questions about the course objectives (what I call 
motives in this dissertation). I tape-recorded the interview with Dr. Graham and took notes 
on the computer during the short interview with Dr. Kostelnick. 
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Learning Community Student Focus Groups 
I did not initially plan on interviewing any students for the project. However, I was 
presented with funding to conduct focus groups with learning community students the year 
following the completion of the study. I took advantage of this opportunity and conducted 
three focus groups with groups of three to five students from four of the most tightly linked 
learning communities. Little of this data is included in the dissertation since it was not an 
initial part of the project and I was not able to conduct focus groups with students from the 
traditional and pilot courses, but in Chapter 5 the comments made by these students were 
useful in elucidating aspects of the linked course experience. 
Assignment Sheets 
I collected assignment sheets from teachers for the first and last assignments they 
gave in the 104 sections I studied. 
Data Analysis 
I analyzed the data I collected in various ways: conducted statistical analysis of 
surveys, holistic rating of writing samples, looked for patterns in response to students' self-
reflections, conducted ad hoc meaning generation of focus group and interview transcripts, 
and did rhetorical analysis of assignment sheets. 
Holistic Rating of Writing Samples 
I selected for analysis first and last papers from 96 students (48 each learning 
community and traditional sections). I selected papers for analysis from a stratified random 
sample of students who scored between 15 and 24 on their ACT English. When possible, I 
chose the equal numbers of students with the same ACTE scores from each group. This was 
possible for all ACTE scares except for 20 and 21.9 students scoring 20 were taken from the 
learning community group, but there were not a comparable number of students scoring 20 in 
the traditional group, so more students were taken from that group who scored 21. 
Four raters (all PhD students in the Rhetoric and Professional Communication 
program and experienced writing teachers) spent two days reading and assigning holistic 
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scores to papers that were stripped of all identifying information. I used holistic scoring, 
rather than primary trait scoring: 
To view a sample of writing holistically is to attempt to view the writing as 
more than the mere sum of its elementary parts. In considering a sample of 
writing from an holistic perspective, readers do not judge separately the 
singular factors—treatment of topic, selection of rhetorical methods, word 
choice, grammar, and mechanics—that constitute a piece of writing. Rather, 
raters are asked to consider these factors as elements that work together to 
make a total impression on the reader. It is this total impression that is sought 
in holistic scoring (Elliot, Plata, & Zelhart, 1990, p. 17). 
White (1985) recommends six procedures to produce high reliability when scoring 
essays: Controlled essay reading, scoring criteria guide (rubric), sample (anchor) papers, 
checks on reading in progress, multiple independent scoring, and evaluation & record 
keeping. I observed these criteria for the rating session and the raters achieved reliability at 
the .81 level using Cronbach's Alpha. The acceptable rate of agreement is generally 
considered to be .80. Cronbach's Alpha estimates agreement across multiple raters or tests by 
comparing the variance of the individual raters (or questions) to an estimate of the total 
variance. The formula adjusts for the number of judges or items to be used; in general, the 
more judges the higher the reliability will be. Cronbach's Alpha is best used when coding is 
justifiably difficult. 
I began with a rubric that is used to rate portfolios in the Kentucky high school 
system, which I modified after reading a number of the papers I had collected (Elliot, Plata, 
& Zelhart, 1990). During the rater training the four raters changed the rubric into its final 
form (see Appendix F). Raters changed the rubric to require that purpose/audience include 
language about a "complex" purpose (not just a purpose) and evidence of critical thinking to 
rate an excellent and so that to rate a good the paper must have a clear purpose "with 
evidence of critical thinking." To rate a fair, the raters decided, the paper must either have a 
clear purpose but little critical thought or lapses in purpose/focus but evidence of critical 
thought. This came about in response to a discussion about the paper, "The Secret to Women 
is...." The raters disagreed about this paper because of the nature of the content. While the 
paper had a clear purpose ( described by the writer as "to help 18 year old straight guys 
reading Afazùn magazine get along better with their girlfriends"), some of the raters thought 
that this purpose was a) inappropriate for an academic writing class and b) made a lot of 
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unsupported generalizations about both women and men that were inappropriate for an 
academic writing class and c) did not stray from one viewpoint to consider other possibilities. 
The rubric as it stood would have rated this paper highly because it did have a clear purpose 
and was appropriate for its intended audience. However, the raters wanted to see the rubric 
make room for complex purpose and critical thinking. 
The rubric included four categories: excellent, good, fair, poor, with excellent papers 
receiving a 4 and poor papers receiving a 1. The scores given by the three independent raters 
were than added, so that scores for each paper could be between 3 (poor) and 12 (excellent). 
The holistic rating session was held over the course of two days. The same four raters 
participated both days. Several hours the first morning were spent training raters using 
sample papers I had collected from students. I began by providing raters with sample papers 
illustrative of each rating, then providing them with previously unrated sample papers, which 
they rated and then discussed. When the raters achieved reliability using the sample papers, 
the group began scoring the real papers. The papers were randomized, names were removed 
and replaced with numbers, and pre-and post-papers were mixed together so that raters did 
not know which they were reading (White, 1985). I continuously checked raters' scores and 
we stopped at several points both days to re-calibrate using papers that had received 
markedly different scores &om different raters. The original ratings were kept for those 
papers, as was the rubric, which did not change after rating began. 
Analysis of Half-Sheets 
I initially asked students to fill out the half-sheets in the hope that their own 
understanding of their work could somehow be correlated with the ratings their papers 
received or could be used to explain their ratings. However, this was not possible because not 
all students in the study turned in half-sheets and, of the papers selected for rating, many did 
not include half-sheets. Thus, I turned to analysis of the half-sheets much later when I 
became interested in the theme of psuedotransactionality that I had seen emerge repeatedly 
elsewhere in the data. I collected all the half-sheets turned in by students in each traditional 
and learning community course, recorded the responses students gave to each question, and 
looked for themes or patterns. The patterns that emerged related to coherence between 
descriptions of audience, purpose, and genre and types of purposes. 
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Analysis of Focus Groups & Interviews 
I analyzed the focus group and interview data a number of different times, for 
different reasons. I found it helpful to use Af&u fz as I categorized and classified varieties and 
types of responses to questions, looking for emerging patterns and themes (Bishop, 1999; 
Grant-Davie, 1992; Miles and Huberman, 1994). In general, I read and re-read the interview 
and focus group transcripts numerous times, coming back to specific passages depending on 
the question I was interested in answering at the time (Meloy, 1994), thus using what Kvale 
(1996) has called "ad hoc meaning generation" (p. 203). 
Rhetorical Analysis of Assignment Sheets 
Two of the raters from the holistic rating session participated in analysis of the 
assignment sheets I collected. Together we analyzed assignment sheets from all but two 
learning community and traditional teachers participating in the study (these two did not 
provide me with assignment sheets). All sections of the pilot group responded to the same 
assignments, written by the director of composition, so they did not provide information 
about the varied types of assignments given by different teachers. In addition, since we did 
not rate the pilot papers, we did not And it necessary to analyze the assignments for those 
papers. We looked at two assignment sheets from each teacher—those for the first and last 
assignment of the semester (assignment sheets that corresponded with the papers I collected). 
We were seeking to determine what sorts of tasks students were being given, what genres 
they were being asked to produce, and what audience(s), if any, were suggested by the 
assignments. I was unable to locate methods in the literature for assignment analysis related 
to genre and rhetorical situation. While White (1985) describes the characteristics of a good 
writing assignment, and there is other research in this area, there were is no discussion of 
how to analyze assignments in the ways I needed to. Thus, I determined the following 
questions commonly used in rhetorical analysis: 
* What rhetorical context is given or suggested? 
* What is the purpose of the assignment? 
» What genre is being asked of students? 
» Where does the genre occur outside of FYC? 
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Each person received a copy of all assignment sheets, with names and other 
identifying information removed, as well as a copy of the questions. We then engaged in 
discussion about each assignment sheet, discussing the above questions. I tape-recorded and 
later transcribed this discussion. 
Limitations 
The data I collected reflects the fact that I initially began this research project with the 
intention of comparing learning community FYC course outcomes with traditional and pilot 
course outcomes. That this data led me to focus instead on official and unofficial FYC 
ynofrvgs suggests that the data proved useful for examining these motives, despite the fact that 
motives were not my original focus. However, had I initially set out to examine FYC motives 
and the constraints and affbrdances teachers faced in pursuing those motives, I would have 
collected additional data. In particular, I would have added classroom observations to my 
research, specifically focusing on how instructors explained and taught the assignment sheets 
I analyzed. I would also have conducted discourse-based interviews with students about 
those assignments. These additional data would have enabled me to provide even more fine­
grained micro layer analysis. 
In addition, the method I present in this dissertation, focusing on composition at 
various "layers," was a method that grew out of the research I conducted. I did, in fact, 
collect data at the macro, meso, and micro layers, but this was initially more fortuitous than 
strategic. Had I intentionally collected data at all three layers, I would have added further and 
more detailed interviews with program administrators and incorporated previous program 
assessments into my analysis. Doing so would have allowed me to further expand my meso 
layer analysis from the perspective of administrators and their own assessments. 
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Chapter 3: 
Macro Layer Analysis of FYC Motives 
In addressing my first research question regarding the nature of historical and current 
FYC motives, I begin my analysis of FYC-related motives at the macro layer of the 
discipline of Composition. I rely on histories of Composition to outline a number of 
historical motives for FYC—motives related to culture, pragmatism, and democracy— in 
order to illustrate the complex nature of motives at the macro layer. Historically, motives for 
FYC were, as I described in Chapter 1, "unofficial" (rather than "official")—or at least 
programmatic rather than disciplinary—because Composition was not professionalized until 
the latter part of the twentieth century. 
As I demonstrate in this chapter, the discipline of Composition developed as the 
practitioners responsible for programmatic development and classroom teaching began to 
share their experiences and concerns in increasingly formal systematic ways including 
research and publication. Researchers developed theories of writing, and by extension, 
motives for the FYC course based in theory and research. In this way, the macro layer of the 
discipline grew out of the meso layer of programmatic and out of the micro layer of 
classroom practice, both of which included widespread and divergent practices, particularly 
before the discipline was professionalized. As with any history, the history I give in this 
chapter and the lens through which I do it are constructed. I describe historical goals in the 
macro layer chapter because I can tell a story here larger than any one program. However, 
these motives I describe in this chapter—primarily the early ones—were more local than 
global, more meso than macro, because there was no disciplinary macro layer until the mid 
twentieth-century. 
Consequently, to describe current FYC motives, I describe the professional turn in 
composition. The professionalization of Composition in the latter half of the twentieth 
century directed varied and contradictory strands of thinking toward one goal—what 
Nystrand, et al (1993) have called the study (and, I would argue, the teaching) of "writing 
gwa writing." Professionalization followed an epistemological shift "from views that 
privilege disembodied knowledge fixed in abstract centralized systems to views that privilege 
embodied action dispersed across place, times, and persons" (Prior, 1998, p. 21) as well as 
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research on rhetoric and writing processes. I demonstrate how the professional turn can be 
read as leading to the kairotic* moment when formal, national goals for the composition 
course were first codified with the publication of the Writing Program Administrators (WPA) 
Outcomes Statement. The formal outcomes, which I highlight as representing current official 
FYC motives, were intended to reflect the best research and theory Composition had so far 
produced and to provide consistency to the first-year course. 
In this chapter I will argue that the professionalization of Composition led to a 
rethinking of the institutional position of FYC. I argue that the motives suggested in the 
WPA Outcomes Statement differ from historical motives of teaching culture, democratic 
values, and traditional grammar/skills in that they reflect an ideology of access to the 
academy and the desire to make academic discourse(s) accessible to all students by teaching 
knowledge conventions, rhetorical knowledge, and writing processes, among other things. 
The creation of the WPA Outcomes Statement was important for the emerging 
discipline of Composition; the WPA, a group that represents writing program administrators 
and is a part of the larger discipline of Composition Studies, wanted to promote greater 
consistency in the course. This was an important attempt to create both coherence of practice 
in classrooms and programs, as well as to create a coherent disciplinary practice to show to 
external stakeholders. In activity terms, this desire for consistency can be seen as an attempt 
to reduce contradictions within the FYC system. While this move usefully provided a 
direction for courses, programs, and the discipline, disciplinary attempts toward cohesion and 
consistency are always contested (Abbott, 1988). While the WPA Outcomes Statement was 
an important component of the professionalization of Composition, the Statement does not 
and cannot resolve all of the contradictions inherent to the course. I will argue in Chapters 4 
and 5 that the Statement (no matter how coherent and widely accepted it was) could not 
resolve primary contradictions stemming from the position of the FYC course within the 
university. 
41 use "kairotic" here from the Greek term "kairos," which refers to the opportune moment. This term comes 
from weaving and refers to the moment when the threads on the loom open, allowing the shuttle to go through. 
This moment is transitory: the threads both open and close, allowing the shuttle to move through for only a brief 
period of time. 
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Historical analysis alone does not reveal the multiplicity of unofficial motives held by 
individual teachers and other stakeholders that influence and are influenced by the discipline 
of Composition. The disciplinary layer constitutes a system in which the activity is directed 
toward research, publication, professionalization, and disciplinarity, whereas the activities in 
systems at the meso and micro levels are directed toward the needs of specific institutions 
and the students they serve. Additionally, the timeframes are different: the disciplinary layer 
works over decades, potentially centuries. Local programs and individual classrooms operate 
within shorter cycles—the tenures of specific program administrators, the length of 
semesters, and the length of specific class periods. Throughout this dissertation I will use 
Prior's (1998) term, "lamination," to refer to the complexity of the FYC motives: "activity is 
laminated... multiple activities co-exist, are immanent, in any situation.. .activity is 
perspectival as well as laminated, with co-participants holding differently configured activity 
footing" (p. 24). In this chapter I provide orientation to the activity system of composition by 
providing historical perspective. However, this historical perspective alone only begins to 
illuminate the "...multiple activities...multiple histories..." that exist within overlapping and 
multiple FYC activity system, "the chronotopic networks of lifeworlds where boundaries of 
time and space are highly permeable" (Prior, 1998, p. 277). In Chapters 4 and 5 I layer in 
additional perspectives and histories, multiple motives and activities, that more fully 
illuminate what composition is and is able to do as a result of its position as an activity 
system within the larger activity system of the university. 
Historical FYC Motives: Pre-Professionalization 
Berlin (1987), Connors (1995,1997), Crowley (1998), Miller (1991), Ohmann 
(1976), Russell (1991) and other Composition historians have outlined a number of types of 
composition courses, approaches to composition courses, and important developments in the 
history of Composition. While each historian classifies and describes the history of 
Composition and the FYC course, none focus and classify explicitly around the motives that 
dominated the composition course before the professionalization of Composition. However, 
motives are relatively easy to pinpoint in the discussions of the history of Composition. 
Relying on the work of a number of Composition scholars, I offer the following list of 
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historical motives for the study of rhetoric before, during, and after its evolution into the 
teaching of composition, ending at the professionalization of Composition, which arguably 
began with the "process research" of the 1960s and 1970s. Clearly, this list conveys motives 
as seen through the lenses of particular interpreters, and others may disagree with my 
inclusions or exclusions here. As with any history, what I offer here is certainly open to 
disagreement. However, I think it provides a fairly useful "sense" of the motives that have 
driven composition at various points. 
The list I offer is not chronological, and the individual motives on the list are not 
mutually exclusive. English departments, various composition programs, and individual 
teachers may have pursued (and may still pursue) any one or more of these motives at any 
point. While I begin with motives that appeared earliest as the first-year course developed, 
and try to pinpoint when each motive first appeared, I do not suggest that ensuing motives 
replaced earlier motives or even followed them in a clear chronological order; in fact, a 
primary claim of this dissertation is that many motives assumed to exist only in the past are 
still currently being pursued (at least within the composition program I studied—a point I 
take up in Chapter 4). 
The motives that make up the list can be described as related to teaching culture, 
democratic values, and traditional grammar/skills—and they are very different from the 
official motives suggested by the WPA Outcomes Statement after the professionalization of 
Composition. In addition, the motives that make up this list do not form a coherent "set" of 
motives; rather, contradictions within the list are evident. The varied and contradictory nature 
of the motives on this list make it is easy to see why Ohmann (1976) wrote that the first-year 
course was one that "grew to confuse those who taught it" (p. 134). 
Instill civic virtue & prepare for participation In public life 
During early nineteenth century, "American rhetoricians.. .taught civic virtue to their 
students" in the tradition of Quintilian (Crowley, 1998, p. 34). According to Halloran (1982), 
"the purpose of education in the rhetorical tradition was to prepare...a civic leader who 
understood all the values of his culture and used artful speech to make those values effective 
in the arena of public affairs" (p. 246). More than one approach has had participation in 
public discourse as an underlying motive. What Berlin (1987) called a "transactional rhetoric 
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for a democracy" provided an alternative to current-traditional rhetoric and focused on John 
Dewey's principles of "self-development, social harmony, and economic integration" (p. 47). 
The "ideas approach" (p. 51) also focused on involving students in public discourse. We 
could also argue that one of the primary motives of classical rhetoric was to help students be 
more persuasive so that they could participate in the public forums of democracy (p. 157). 
All three approaches are classified by Berlin as transactional approaches. 
Cultivate "taste" 
Around the midpoint of the nineteenth century, American rhetoricians began to 
pursue what Crowley (1998) called the "bourgeois project of self-improvement," helping 
their students "[accrue] the cultural and social capital associated with the cultivation of an 
educated taste..." (p. 34). Johnson (1991) described Hugh Blair's influential interest in taste: 
"defining rhetoric as a discipline that directs the cultivation of taste, Blair views the study of 
rhetoric and belles letters as a process of edification" (p.36). This elitist motive was thought 
to help students "discriminate the bad from the good, the beautiful from the ugly," which was 
thought to be "as sign of excellence that allows discrimination among people, as well" 
(Crowley 1998, p. 39). Crowley has argued that the pedagogy of taste was "a policing 
mechanism" by means of which "young men were taught to internalize the marks and limits 
of the bourgeois subjectivity (read 'white, straight, male, comfortable, Christian' 
subjectivity)" (p. 42). 
Enable students to serve society and be middle class 
Berlin's description of current-traditional rhetoric, the dominant form of composition 
in the twentieth century, suggests that an underlying motive of this form of composition was 
to help the new class of middle-class professionals justify and maintain their new status in 
the world. Between 1920 and 1940, the primary texts in current-traditional composition 
courses changed from rhetoric texts to "omnibus volumes" of essays, plays, short stories, and 
often a short novel. The purpose of studying literature in this view was to "put students in 
touch with the civilizing influences of culture, thereby providing a basis for ethical 
behavior... [to] acquire a humane social sense that led to high ideals of citizenship" (Berlin, 
1987, p. 71). 
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Ohmann (1976) argued that in the nineteenth century writing in America took on new 
functions as complex industrial firms, the government, and other bureaucracies emerged with 
the need for a corps of managers who could use writing not as an art but as "a tool of 
production and management" (p. 93). The "goals of Freshman English," he argued, were 
"framed in response to the needs of the industrial state and its governing class" (p. 94). 
Students in the course were encouraged to have an attitude toward language, "order, 
correctness, tone, [and] dialect..." that served to prepare them for using writing in the 
industrial state (p. 94). They were taught "the style... of thinking, style of work, style of 
planning and organizing, style of language" of the "managerial and professional classes" (p. 
167). 
Introduce students to literature 
While Berlin (1987) described the motive for using literature in composition courses, 
Kitzhaber (1963) and Ohmann (1978) suggested that a more conscious motive during the 
mid-twentieth century was simply to use the course as an introduction to great literature, 
though reasons for doing so have varied. 
Encourage the gifted few to create art 
What Berlin calls the rhetoric of liberal culture was the dominant type of composition 
at Yale for much of the twentieth century. This view was aristocratic and elitist, seeking to 
deny writing instruction to all but the best students who, while they could not be taught to 
write, could learn to write better, which meant be better artists, since all writing was 
considered art in this view (Berlin, 1987, p. 43). 
Help students use writing to discover self 
This motive, typical of what is commonly called "expressivist" composition, grew out 
of and democratized the rhetoric of liberal culture. Expressivists, too, believed writing could 
be learned but not taught, so saw the primary purpose of composition as "emphasizing 
writing as discovery—specifically, discovery of the self" (Berlin, 1987, p. 146). I separate 
this motive from the motive of process (which I will discuss in the section on current 
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motives), because I see the motive of helping students discover "self' as stemming from and 
still linked to other motives of liberal culture. 
Teach students basic skills and correctness 
Connors (1997) noted a desire to teach students basic skills and correctness in a 
number of different periods. In the postwar period, a new population of students attended 
college and "needed to be taught to write.. .taught correctness in writing... [and] know forms" 
(p. 9). During the Consolidation period, an uproar over "the illiteracy of American boys" 
demanded the creation of a writing test and, subsequently, a course that would help students 
pass that test—first at Harvard, then elsewhere (p. 11). The Modem period was marked by 
an insistence on "formal and mechanical correctness" as a result of "cultural pressure" (p. 
13). Kitzhaber (1963) noted that even in the mid twentieth century, teaching correctness was 
still a common motive. 
Weed out students who are considered unfit for college work 
While the preceding motives all deal with language in some way, historians have also 
noted underlying motives for FYC that are not primarily concerned with writing. Russell 
(1991) and Lyne (1997), among others, have pointed out the ways that FYC has often served 
as a site for the battle over what to do with increasing numbers of underprepared students 
from both genders and various backgrounds. Russell (1991) argued that, for much of the 20* 
century, universities "used freshman composition as a way of weeding out those considered 
unfit for college work before they had the opportunity to enter specialized studies" (p. 27). 
Many of the preceding motives can be seen as elitist in their pursuit of "culture" or 
"taste" or in their focus on the "gifted few." Yet other motives seem to take a slightly 
different direction, one that might be viewed as contradictory. The motives related to 
democracy and society appear, at least on the surface, to have a more egalitarian focus. 
Students are prepared to participate in and lead their democratic society. Certainly, this 
motive is more utilitarian than the motives related to culture and taste. However, the 
pragmatic motives may not be less elitist, in that all students were not being prepared to 
participate in and lead their democratic societies. Rather, students who were "worthy" (which 
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generally meant students who were white, male, and middle- or upper-class) were prepared 
for this task. Many, if not all, of these motives for composition during the period of pre-
professionalization are ideological in nature, reflecting and instantiating views of the world 
that conformed to or rejected divisions of race and class, types of government, and 
understandings of the self (Crowley, 1998; Bizzell, 1992). Crowley (1998), Miller (1991), 
and Ohmann (1976) have argued in some detail about the ideologies prompting and served 
by many of the preceding motives. 
Source of Historical Motives 
Many of these motives also reflect a view of language and knowledge that sees truth 
as objective and knowledge as something to be gained or found, but not created. This view 
(which changed prior to and during the professionalization period) originally stemmed from 
Aristotle and Plato and is worth reviewing here briefly. 
According to Berlin (1987) ,^ Aristotle argued that "the material world exists 
independently of the observer and is knowable through sense impressions.. .There is an 
uncomplicated correspondence between the sign and the thing, and.. .the process whereby 
sign and thing are united is considered a mental act: words are not a part of the external 
world, but both word and thing are a part of thought" (p. 235). In the Aristotelian view, then, 
the place of rhetoric is to enable speakers "to find the means necessary to persuade the 
audience of the truth" (Berlin, 1987, p. 236). 
T ike Aristotle, Plato believed that a static Truth exists outside of individual 
perception, however, "truth is not based on sensory experience... [but instead] discovered 
through an internal apprehension, a private vision of a world that transcends the 
physical.. .ultimate truth can be discovered by the individual, but cannot be communicated. 
Truth can be learned but not taught" (Berlin, 1987, p. 239). According to this view, the 
purpose of rhetoric, then, is to correct error and remove "that which obstructs the personal 
apprehension of the truth. And the method is dialectic, the interaction of two interlocutors of 
51 recognize that Berlin's view of Aristotle and Plato is neither objective nor uncontested; however, I believe it 
is useful for my purposes here—i.e.. to illustrate that an important epistemological shift occurred and strongly 
influenced the professionalization of Composition. 
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good will intent on arriving at knowledge" (p. 239). For Plato, the relationship to language is 
not quite so simple as Aristotle would have liked. While Truth does exist, there is no easy 
one to one correspondence between a word and the thing it represents; rather, Truth is 
"beyond the resources of language... [though] language may be used to communicate 
essential realities" (Berlin, 1987, p. 240). 
What these two views share is the idea that Truth is out there, waiting to be 
discovered. According to these views, ".. .knowledge is a commodity situated in a permanent 
location, a repository to which the individual goes to be enlightened" (Berlin, 242). The role 
of language, rhetoric, in discovering this Truth may differ depending on whether one accept 
Aristotle's one to one correspondence or Plato's essential realities, but Truth is objective and 
waiting to be discovered and language is merely a conduit in both views. This notion of 
language as "conduit" (Reddy, 1979) "depicts speech as a three-step process" in which the 
"speaker puts thoughts into word-containers," which "are then transferred from the speaker's 
mind through a conduit (the air) to the mind of the listener," who "extracts the thoughts from 
the words" (Prior, 1998, p. 17). 
Epistemological Shift 
During the twentieth-century, an epistemological shift occurred that influenced and 
shaped composition*. This new epistemology coincided with and influenced the 
professionalization of Composition. These changes were part of "a fundamental climate 
change involving the evolution of general epistemologies animating thought about discourse" 
(Nystrand, et al, 1993, p. 9). The professionalization eventually led to the creation of more 
official motives for FYC that are, in many cases, far different from earlier motives. Because 
the epistemological change was pivotal for Composition, and because it had important 
repercussions for the motives assigned to FYC, I will discuss the change here in some detail. 
The epistemological shift "from views that privilege disembodied knowledge fixed in 
abstract centralized systems to views that privilege embodied action dispersed across place, 
6 This epistemological shift is not as clear cut as I make it sound here. Rather, there were multiple historical 
precursors to this shift. However, I believe it is accurate to say that the shift fully took root and began to 
influence Composition Studies during the twentieth century. 
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times, and persons" (Prior, 1998, p. 21) marked the professionalization of composition. The 
sociohistoric view might be traced back to Nietzsche who, in the mid 19* century, argued 
that language, instead of naming an already-exist reality, actually creofea reality. Nietzsche's 
death of God suggested (much like Protagoras had done before he lost the battle with Plato 
for control of the Western tradition) that humans are the measure of everything—including 
language. Rather than considering how to overcome the inexactitude of language (as those 
working in the Western tradition had been doing for centuries), Nietzsche argued that we use 
language to create a world we want—to gain power and keep it. Rather than asking how we 
can keep language from being rhetorical, Nietzsche argued that language is nothing but 
rhetoric. 
Nietzsche's view was not easily accepted and did not influence Composition for over 
a century. Other scholars following him more clearly linked his idea of truth as changeable to 
language more directly and, as a result, these scholars eventually had a more direct influence 
on Composition. Mikhail Bakhtin is illustrative of this group of scholars. In the early 20* 
century, Bakhtin followed Nietzsche in embracing the view that language creates meaning 
and reality, and speakers, writers, listeners, and readers create meaning together, rather than 
merely reflecting or searching for an already-existent Truth. Bakhtin argued, for example, in 
direct opposition to Aristotle's one to one correspondence between a word and the object to 
which it refers and, instead, that language is fundamentally dialogic: 
There is no reason for saying that meaning belongs to a word as such. In 
essence, meaning belongs to a word in its position between speakers; that is, 
meaning is realized only in the process of active, responsive understanding. 
Meaning does not reside in the word or in the soul of the speaker or in the soul 
of the listener. Meaning is the effect of interaction between speaker and 
listener produced via the materials of a particular sound complex. (Bakhtin, 
Marzism, p. 1226) 
Bakhtin argued that utterances occur between the speaker, the topic of the utterance, 
and the interlocuter (Dentith, 1995, p. 30). Utterances build on prior utterances, disagree with 
them, or make assumptions about what the listener knows about them (Bakhtin, 
Genres, p. 1233). Bakhtin argued that every utterance expects a response and is, at the same 
time, a response to some other utterance. Although every utterance "is not always followed 
immediately by an articulated response, sooner or later what is heard and actively understood 
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will find its response in the subsequent speech or behavior of the listener" (Bakhtin, Speech 
Genres, p. 1233). 
Bakhtinian dialogism understood language in a radically different way than the 
Platonic tradition did. We are not thinking alone and having ideas for the first time, nor are 
our words ever able to serve as an exact conduit of either our thoughts or reality—because 
there is no Truth or Reality. Rather, we are always thinking with words we have been given 
by others and in response to utterances spoken or written by others. Our words create 
meaning and Truth. We never form thoughts without considering an audience, and the 
audience is instrumental in interpreting our utterance: "A word," Bakhtin argues, "is a bridge 
thrown between myself and another. If one end of the bridge depends on me, then the other 
depends on my addressee. A word is a territory shared by both addresser and addressee, by 
the speaker and his interlocuter" (Bakhtin, Marxism, p. 1215). For Bakhtin, communicative 
development is "the accretion and active appropriation of concrete historical knowledge of 
practices-in-use, knowledge that traces the trajectory of an actively orienting person through 
a complexly differentiated sociohiostoric landscape" (Prior, 1998, p. 20). 
Integrating the individual and the social to posit language as always being created 
(also discussed by Marx, Vico, and Burke) served as the basis for important changes in how 
composition was taught and considered. 
Professionalization of Composition 
This epistemological shift marked the beginning of the professionalization of 
Composition in the last four decades of the twentieth-century. The professionalization of 
Composition was marked by research, publication, conferences, and graduate programs that 
studied writing and communication. The first Conference on College Composition and 
Communication (CCCC) was held in 1949, though North (1987) has argued that several 
important papers presented at the 1963 CCCC really marked the beginning of the 
professionalization of Composition. Also in 1963, Braddock, et al's /feseorcA on Wrzffen 
CompoMfKM: was published, marking another important milestone in the professionalization 
process. In 1965 Corbett's 72/iefonc For Modem AWe/zf was published, 
"motivating a number of writing teachers to reassess the value of teaching rhetorical 
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invention as a means of guiding students' thinking" (Nystrand et al, 1993). Subsequent work 
in Composition studied texts within their rhetorical contexts, considering writing as a 
decision influenced by audience, purpose, rhetorical constraints, etc. 
Nystrand, et al (1993) have argued that the 1970s were an especially important 
decade in the professionalization of Composition. This decade saw important research on the 
composing process (Flower & Hayes, 1977) and the emergence of a '\vriting research 
community." At the end of the decade, the first three doctoral programs in rhetoric and 
composition were established at Carnegie Mellon, Purdue, and the University of Illinois at 
Chicago. During the 1980s, three referreed journals were founded (JowrnaZ of Advanced 
CofMpofifzo», jfAefonc Review, and Wnffen Commw/wcofion) (Nystrand, et al, 1993). 
As Composition became professionalized, the Geld officially turned away from a 
liberal tradition of taste and culture, from a pragmatic tradition of utility, and, to a lesser 
degree, from a democratic tradition of participation in the public domain. The focus turned 
instead toward more explicitly understanding and studying writing and teaching people to 
write—toward "writing qua writing" (Nystrand, et al, 1993, p. 270). At the same time, an 
increasing number of underrepresented students were entering the academy. As Composition 
became professionalized, one of its primary concerns was how to help these students succeed 
in the academy. This concern was evident in the work of individuals like Mina Shaughnessy 
(1977), as well as in the documents of professional organizadons such as the National 
Council of Teachers of English (i.e., Students Right to their Own Language, 1974). Support 
for and preparation of all students for the discourses of the academy was also evident in the 
growth of the writing-across-the-curnculum movement (Bazerman, 1991; Durfee, et al, 
1991; Fulwiler & Young, 1990; Jones & Comprone, 1993; Maimon, 1991; McLeod, 1987 & 
1989; Russell, 1991). Focus increasingly included the writing students did in their 
disciplinary courses and how teachers across the university could help students write more 
effectively (i.e., Anderson, et al 1990; Audet, et al, 1996; Ault & Michlitsch, 1994; Cohen & 
Spencer, 1993; Madigan & Brosamer, 1990) as well as help them use writing to leam (i.e., 
Ackerman, 1993; Anson & Beach, 1990; Hill, 1994). 
A great deal of research and theory emerged during professionalization; this work 
called into question many of the previous motives to such an extent that the need for different 
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motives—and motives that were coherent and officially recognized—became apparent (at 
least to many writing program administrators). I argue that in the late 1990s a kairotic 
moment came into being, an opportunity for creating discipline-wide motives, that did not 
exist previously. Describing this kairotic moment in some detail serves to illustrate how and 
why this moment was grasped and what obstacles needed to be overcome in order to create a 
widely acceptable statement of motives. In particular, such a close description reveals 
struggles and disagreements than can later illuminate struggles over motives at the meso and 
micro layers. 
Drafting Official Motives for FYC 
Although huge shifts took place within and around the composition course during the 
last half of the twentieth century, and macro layer published research increasingly suggested 
very different motives for the course than had historically been in place, the first formal call 
to reexamine motives and officially sanction some motives over others did not appear (or at 
least was not heard and responded to) until early 1996. At that time, Gordon Grant wrote to 
the Writing Program Administrators' (WPA) listserv asking whether anyone had a "pithy and 
effective list of objectives for their writing.. .programs.. .Something that might even work 
with faculty and administrators outside of composition studies" (http://www.mwsc.edu/ 
orps/outcomes/historv jitml). Ed White, a well-respected writing assessment scholar, 
challenged the WPA to respond to Grant's request by formally creating objectives. The 
enthusiastic response to White's challenge and the ensuing three-year drafting process 
marked a crucial moment in the professionalization of Composition. At the end of the 
process, motives became officially sanctioned at a macro layer for the first time in the form 
of the WPA Outcomes Statement, adopted by the Council of Writing Program 
Administrators in April 2000  ^(http://www.enelish.ilstu.edu/Hesse/outcomes.html). 
During this process, prominent and lesser-known participants in Composition worked 
side by side, toward a document whose aim was consistency: "we seek to regularize what 
7 As I mentioned in Chapter 1, the only other objectives that have the imprimatur of a national organization are 
the CCCC position statements http://www.ncte.org/cccc/positions/index.shtml. The Statement of Principles and 
Standards for Postsecondary Teacher of Writing and Writing Assessment make some move toward outlining 
objectives, but do not do so as their primary functions. 
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can be expected to be taught in first-year composition," they wrote in the introduction to the 
final version of the document (Association of Writing Program Administrators, online). As 
we have already seen, consistency was perceived to be important because historically 
motives ran the possible gamut and often contradicted one another. But in addition, the 
corpus of research and theory in the newly professionalized discipline of Composition stood 
in opposition to many of the preceding motives. For example, the focus on broadening access 
to academic discourse stood in almost direct opposition to composition as a "weed out" 
course, where students could be conveniently removed from open admissions schools when 
their race and class backgrounds had not taught them to write according to white, upper-
middle class standards. The historical goal of helping students write to discover themselves 
was superseded by a focus on writing as a tool functioning in the world (i.e., Bazerman; 
Berkenkotter & Huckin; Russell); this new focus did not contradict the old focus, but rather 
shifted attention away from it. A further need for consistency was the creation of an 
increasing number of composition programs in universities around the country that had 
grown to be assessment-oriented. 
The process of formalizing motives for composition was not an easy one, however. It 
began in 1996 and did not end until 2000. Over the several years of discussion and revision, 
the participants debated what the course was and did. In essence, the participants reviewed 
and finally formally "owned" much of the corpus of research and theory that had sprung up 
during the professionalization of Composition and applied that corpus to the cornerstone 
course. The participants, then, representing the Association of Writing Program 
Administrators (those who administrate FYC programs nationwide) named some findings of 
macro layer research as not only acceptable but also desirable enough to be implemented 
nationwide. 
The drafting process began with an informal discussion at the 1996 Conference on 
College Composition and Communication (CCCC) in Milwaukee, and included Mark Wiley, 
Bill Condon, Susan-Marie Harrington, Peter Sands, Linda Adler-Kassner, Kim Ballard, Chris 
Bumham, and Thomas Reynolds. According to Peter Sands (1996), "the general sense of the 
table was that this is a conversation that very much needs to take place." During this 
preliminary discussion, the most important issues were: 
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# Should there be an outcomes statement? 
# What should outcomes look like (local context versus national standards)? 
# How can power problems be dealt with (i.e., "the pushing and shoving between 
administration and writing faculty, or writing faculty and faculty across the 
curriculum")? 
# How can "outcomes as an agenda-setter for course design and training of faculty" 
be dealt with? 
» How can the "notion of the value of collective action in defining outcomes" be 
dealt with? 
The possibility of creating more than one outcomes statement was discussed at this 
meeting, as was the necessity of differentiating between what writing in the disciplines can 
do as opposed to what first-year composition can do (Sands, 1996). This group proposed that 
Bill Condon take the lead and the discussion be continued at the WPA Summer Conference 
and the 1997 CCCC in Phoenix, which it was. 
In 1997, participants in the Pedagogy of the Oppressed Conference discussed the 
progress toward an outcomes statement. This discussion appeared to mirror the concern in 
the nineties about "the critical," which I discussed in Chapter 1. Participants discussed 
"whether the prospect for 'liberatory' outcomes statements was inevitably oxymoronic," and 
what "genuinely liberatory teachers" want an outcomes statement to say. Participants agreed 
"with misgivings" that "it was possible to see outcomes statements as improving the 
liberatory quality of a classroom, particularly if they were presented in a way that permitted a 
full interrogation of the statements - who made them, and why, and are they really good for 
us" and that "it is teacher methods and the entire construct of graded classes that presented 
the greater problem, and that outcomes statements were not likely to worsen matters" 
fhttp://www.mwsc.edu/ores/outcomes/potorep.html). Participants suggested three 
"liberatory" outcomes: 1. Students should be able to explore the ideology of the outcomes 
statements themselves. 2. Students should be able to develop criteria for the assessment of 
their own work. 3. Students should understand well that learning to write is a life-long 
process involving processes, rhetorical understanding, and sophisticated knowledge about 
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both language and ideology. While the first of these two outcomes did not appear in the Anal 
Outcomes Statement, the third did appear in somewhat changed forms. 
According to the reports and notes on the 1997 CCCC, a number of points were 
discussed and debated during the Outcomes Forum. The notes taken by Kathleen Blake 
Yancey (http://www.mwsc.edu/ores/outcomes/kathijitml) during this forum suggest that the 
participants were engaged in debating what writing instruction should entail and what the 
objectives for writing instruction should be. Several different official topics of discussion 
were scheduled during the forum: one to discuss outcomes the course appeared to currently 
achieve, one to discuss the pros and cons of creating an outcomes statement at all, one to 
create a list of desired outcomes for non-traditional/flrst-generation college students, and one 
to create a general list of desired outcomes (http://www.mwsc.edu/ores/outcomes/results. 
html). The debated points led to questions about who should teach writing, what writing 
teachers do, and how well they do it. It appears, then, that this forum essentially debated what 
the composition course was and was expected to do in light of the research and theory that 
came about with the professionalization of Composition. Indeed, Yancey suggested in her 
overview that the finished outcomes document might not only define "what we expect from 
students" (which was apparently the initial intent), but also "define the course" (http://www. 
mwsc.edu/orEs/outcomes/kathi.html). 
At the end of the Outcomes Forum at the 1997 CCCC, four outcome areas were 
synthesized from the conversation: rhetorical knowledge, genre knowledge, reading-writing 
connections, and processes (http://www.mwsc.edu/ores/outcomes/markjitml). Only two of 
these outcomes (rhetorical knowledge and processes) emerged intact in the final document. 
A follow-up forum was conducted at the 1997 WPA Summer Conference to "engage 
participants in the process of developing a national statement of outcomes for first-year 
college composition courses" (WPA Summer Conference Program, 1997 http://lists.asu.edu 
/câ-bin/wa?A2=ind9707&L=wpa-l&P=R9518). Participants reviewed a draft of the 
outcomes statement built on the outcomes synthesized from the CCCC discussion (http:// 
www.mwsc.edu/ores/outcomes/ofdraftl .html). Conference notes suggest that "genre" was 
debated (in particular, the term "conventions" was questioned); "critical thinking," "critical 
literacy," and "the ability to engage intellectually and critically with information" were 
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suggested as additions by several groups; and the developmental nature of writing was 
reinforced during discussion (http://www.mwsc.edu/ores/outcomes/lbwpa97.html). 
At the 1998 CCCC, another draft of an outcomes statement was reviewed. This draft 
now included "critical thinking" as an outcome and had replaced "genre" with "knowledge 
conventions" (bttp://www.mwsc.edu/orps/outcomes/cccc98draftl.html). 
The revised draft was discussed further online and revised yet again. In the revised 
draft, "critical thinking" was expanded to "critical thinking, reading, and writing" (http:// 
www.mwsc.edu/Qrss/outcomes/draft4.htmll 
More discussion occurred at the 1998 & 1999 WPA Summer Conference and at the 
1999 Computers and Writing Conference (http://www.mwsc.edu/ores/outcomes/contiiiue. 
html). By summer 1998, the move to create an official set of outcomes had apparently 
attracted quite a bit of attention: the outcomes session at the 1998 WPA Summer Conference 
attracted "one-third of all conference participants" (Pryor, 1998). Notes from this 
conference suggest the conversation centered primarily around repercussions of having 
created official outcomes for composition and the difficulties of convincing composition 
program and university administrators to "buy" the outcomes for themselves (http://www. 
mwsc.edu/orgs/outcomes/wpa98reD.html). In other words, the debate over content appeared 
to have subsided somewhat and now participants appeared primarily focused on how to 
introduce the official outcomes to the Geld and to consider how they might be interpreted. 
For example, a small group led by Irv Peckam suggested, according to notes of the session, 
that the Statement be used "to edge current traditionalists into broader concept of writing." 
Another group wanted the final statement to clearly describe writing development and to 
state "why it is not possible to achieve these outcomes completely in the first year. They 
wanted to avoid someone misinterpreting that these outcomes would be achieved by all 
students after their first-year composition course" (http://www.mwsc.edu/ores/outcomes/ 
wpa9Rnep.html! In the final version of the Outcomes Statement, this concern took center 
stage: within each named FYC outcome is a section describing what faculty in other 
disciplines can do to push further development in the area. 
However, some concerns over content were raised. For example, Ed White's group 
wondered whether "critical thinking outcomes really reflect critical thinking." A small group 
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led by Mark Wiley was still concerned by the presence of the word "genre" in the document: 
"get rid of Genre" they suggested; they clarified that they "felt 'genre' was too 
controversial/vague and would cause more confusion and should either be reworded or 
deleted and replaced with language that got at the same idea but did not use that term." 
Concern over genre had a significant impact on the final Outcomes Statement, which did not 
include "genre" as a specific named outcome (http://www.mwsc.edu/ores/outcomes/ 
wpa98rep.html). 
The concerns were discussed for a year longer. Finally, after the 1999 WPA Summer 
Conference, the Steering Committee drafted an Outcomes Statement (available at 
http://www.mwsc.edu/ores/outcomes/TOSJitml) for publication in a journal. In the final 
document, "genre" was removed as a category and instead described in the statement as 
"knowledge conventions," while critical thinking, reading, and writing were added when they 
had not been initially proposed as components. The Outcomes Statement was Anally 
published in the Fall/Winter 1999 issue of WPA; Wnfmg Program AdmmMfrafzoM and again 
in the January 2001 issue of CoZ/ege Eng/W;. 
The drafting of the Statement demonstrates the complex layering of motives and the 
fact that the line between what is "official" and "unofficial" is a fine one, rising and falling 
on any number of mundane local activities and individuals. In addition, the chronology and 
interactions during the development of the WPA Outcomes Statement is reflective of the 
work of the discipline as an activity system. The development of the objectives is a good 
example of the type of work that disciplinary systems pursue—i.e. coordinating and 
disseminating professional knowledge and goals and establishing professional ethos that is 
part of the cultural capital of disciplinarity. 
Official Motives for FYC as Outlined in WPA Outcomes Statement 
The process of consciously creating an outcomes statement for composition took over 
three years from start to finish. During the creation of the statement, a number of strands of 
Composition research and theory were discussed. This concern for research and theory is 
reflected in the final document—a point the framers stress within the document itself, 
explaining in the introducdon, "the...statement articulates what composition teachers 
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nationwide have learned from practice, research, and theory" (Association of Writing 
Program Administrators, online). It also articulates research on the specialization of 
discourse and the need to approach learning to write as a process that must continue 
throughout a students' university career. Each outcome in the Statement includes specific 
suggestions for ways that faculty across the university can help students with that outcome. 
The final Outcomes Statement highlights four major outcomes: rhetorical knowledge; 
critical thinking, reading, and writing; processes; and knowledge of conventions (see 
Appendix A). The current, official motives for FYC as stated in the WPA Outcomes 
Statement appear to reflect not only a change in theory but also a change in ideology. Earlier 
motives were related to culture, pragmatism, and democracy. The motives suggested in the 
WPA Outcomes Statement do not focus on the genius or see writing as a gift for a chosen 
few. They do not focus explicitly on participation in a democratic society where dialogue and 
persuasion are essential to good government, nor do they reflect an understanding of 
language as static and objectively defined. What they do reflect is the ideology of access to 
the academy; teaching students about various genre conventions, preparing them for various 
rhetorical situations, and teaching them useful processes of writing are essential for students 
who are new to academic activity systems. They also reflect an awareness that preparing 
students successfully for writing in the academy cannot be the sole responsibility of FYC. 
Rather, each section of the WPA Outcomes Statement suggests specific ways "faculty in all 
programs and departments can build on" what is taught in FYC relevant to each outcome. 
The entire statement reflects four major strands of Composition theory and research: 
process, rhetoric, genre theory, and critical pedagogy/thinking. Below I will briefly describe 
the major outcomes as they reflect research. 
Teach students to understand and implement writing as a process 
The Outcomes Statement posits knowledge and implementation of revision, 
collaboration, and flexible writing strategies as outcomes of the course. The introduction to 
the Statement stresses writing as a process: "Learning to write is a complex process, both 
individual and social, that takes place over time with continued practice and informed 
guidance" (Association of Writing Program Administrators, online). In doing so, this 
outcome builds on several decades of research on process, which was the first research in the 
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professionalization of Composition (Bizzell, 1986; Bridwell, 1980; Bruffee, 1984; Cooper, 
1986; Emig, 1977; Flower & Hayes, 1981; Murray, 1972; Perl, 1978; Shaughnessy; Rohman 
& Wlecke, 1964). Teachers across the university are encouraged to help students approach 
writing as a process by "build[ing] final results in stages" and using groups to help students 
review in-progress work, among other things (Association of Writing Program 
Administrators, online). 
Coupled with the other outcomes, teaching students to consider the process of 
writing, to plan ahead, and to revise are intended (as I suggested in Chapter 1) to help 
students be better writers within the academy, a motive that broadens access to academic 
discourse. 
Teach students to write better through rhetorical knowledge 
The Outcomes Statement posits rhetorical knowledge as a primary outcome of the 
composition course and describes writing in rhetorical terms: students finishing composition 
should be able to "[f]ocus on a purpose, [r]espond to the needs of different audiences, 
[r]espond appropriately to different kinds of rhetorical situations, [u]se conventions of format 
and structure appropriate to the rhetorical situation [and] adopt appropriate voice, tone, and 
layer of formality" (Association of Writing Program Administrators, online). While 
rhetorical knowledge is described in general terms for FYC, teachers across the university are 
encouraged to provide more specialized information about rhetorical knowledge by teaching 
"the main features of writing in their fields...the main uses of writing in their fields...[and] 
the expectations of readers in their Gelds" (Association of Writing Program Administrators, 
online). 
The outcomes related to rhetorical knowledge build on research and theory in several 
traditions: writing as rhetoric (Bitzer, 1968; Corbett, 1963; 1965; 1967a and 1967b; Rohman 
& Wlecke, 1964) and social constructionism and situated cognition (Berkenkotter, Huckin, 
& Ackerman, 1988; Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995; Bizzell, 1982b; Bruffee, 1984; Faigley, 
1985; Heath, 1984; Smitherman, 1986; Sommers, 1980). Writing as rhetoric borrows from 
and builds on the classical rhetorical tradition, suggesting that writing is rhetorical in that it 
deals with the writer's relationship to a reader and that writing development involves writing 
to varied audiences (Moffett, 1968). Situated cognition suggests that knowledge is made, not 
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learned, and people create meaning together in what have often been called "discourse 
communities" (Bizzell, 1982b; Faigley, 1985; Porter, 1986). Both approaches suggest that 
"readers and writers do not simply 'find' meaning...[but] 'construct' it..." (Nystrand, et al, 
1993, p. 282). 
I argue that this motive, too, is one that attempts to broaden access to the academy. If 
students can be made aware of the nature of discourse, if they can be encouraged to consider 
the aspects of each new rhetorical situation or discourse community, and if they can write 
appropriately for new and different audiences, they are more likely to write successfully 
within the academy. 
Teach students (about) genres and generic conventions 
As we have already seen, "genre" was a source of debate during the creation of the 
WPA Outcomes. While the term "genre" was removed from the final statement, concern for 
genre is evident in two sections of the WPA Outcomes Statement, "Knowledge of 
Conventions" and "Rhetorical Knowledge." The Statement suggests that FYC should help 
students "leam common formats for different kinds of texts" and "develop knowledge of 
genre conventions ranging from structure and paragraphing to tone and mechanics." It also 
suggests that when they are finished with composition, students should "understand how 
genres shape reading and writing" and be able to "write in several genres." The wording of 
these outcomes suggests two different motives: teaching students genre as a concept, 
as well as teaching students several different genres and their conventions. Faculty across the 
curriculum are encouraged to help students understand "knowledge conventions" in their 
Gelds by emphasizing "the conventions of usage, specialized vocabulary, format, and 
documentation in their Gelds," as well as emphasizing "strategies through which better 
control of conventions can be achieved" (Association of Writing Program Administrators, 
online). 
The genre-related outcomes build on two decades of theory and research about genre, 
beginning with Miller (1984). Genre researchers sought to examine how texts work 
differently in different situations. Often, the research has focused on disciplinary texts 
(Bazerman & Paradis, 1991; Berkenkotter, Huckin, & Ackerman, 1988; Berkenkotter & 
Ravotas, 1997; Blummer, 1999; Haas, 1994; Herrington, 1988; Hounsell, 1988; Prior, 1994; 
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Rymer,1988). For example, Bazerman (1988) demonstrated that what counts as knowledge 
differs across disciplines and these differences result in different ways of writing. 
MacDonald (1992) demonstrated that different disciplines privilege different kinds of 
information and those differences are evident in sentence-layer syntax. 
Learning common textual "formats," learning to "write in several genres," and 
developing knowledge of genre conventions are all specific outcomes that appear related to 
helping students succeed as writers within the academy and beyond. Students who recognize 
what genre they are being asked to produce in a course, and who are familiar with textual 
conventions and "formats" of that genre are, it is assumed, more likely to produce a 
successful document that will contribute to their success within the academy. 
Teach students critical thinking 
The WPA Outcomes Statement devotes one section to "Critical Thinking, Reading, 
and Writing." However, as I related in Chapter 1, what critical thinking is and does is widely 
debated and the Outcomes Statement appears to suggest several types of critical thinking. 
The WPA Outcomes states that composition should help "students learn the uses of writing 
as a critical thinking method [and] the interactions among critical thinking, critical reading, 
and writing." This portion of the critical thinking outcome description appears to call on the 
research and theory in informal logic (Ennis, 1992; Lazere, 1987; Moore & Parker, 1995). 
Another portion of the critical thinking outcome appears to call on another strand of 
research and theory in an area also sometimes known as critical thinking. The 1980s and 
1990s marked a move in composition toward "the critical" (i.e., Luke & Gore, 1992; Shor, 
1980,1992; Villanueva, 1993). This critical turn put more attention on issues of power, how 
power is manifested not only in society but in the classroom as well. The Outcomes makes a 
nod to this "critical turn" and to the discussion at the Pedagogy of the Oppressed Conference 
by stating that FYC should help students learn "the relationships among language, 
knowledge, and power in their fields" (Association of Writing Program Administrators, 
online). This outcome appears to call on research and theory in critical pedagogy and may be 
positing an outcome sometimes described as "critical consciousness" (Freire, 1970; hooks, 
1994; Shor, 1992; Villanueva, 1993). However, this distinction is not explicit and is left open 
to interpretation in the Outcomes Statement. It may be that such ambiguity serves a strategic 
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function, allowing programs to pursue critical consciousness as a motive if they choose to, 
but not advertising critical consciousness explicitly to outsiders, who may view FYC as an 
"apolitical" place to teach "basic writing skills." 
As with other outcomes, faculty in other disciplines are encouraged to help students 
pursue these multiple forms of critical thinking. Specifically, they are encouraged to help 
students learn "the uses of writing as a critical thinking method, the interactions among 
critical thinking, critical reading, and writing; and the relationships among language, 
knowledge, and power in their fields" (Association of Writing Program Administrators, 
online). 
The outcomes related to critical thinking value providing students with access to 
academic discourse in several ways. First, they suggest that students can use writing as a way 
of thinking about what they are learning ("learn uses of writing as a critical thinking 
method")—perhaps suggesting that students would benefit from using writing as a means of 
learning about what they are reading and hearing in their disciplinary courses. Second, they 
suggest that students will be more successful within the academy if they understand why they 
are asked to do certain things, why certain textual practices hold power. Understanding why 
and how some textual practices are powerful can help students make informed choices about 
their own textual practices within the academy. 
Teach correct grammar and punctuation 
The Outcomes Statement posits one additional, anomalous outcome, related to 
teaching grammar and punctuation that was not a focus of research and theory during 
professionalization and that does not appear to have been widely discussed during the 
process of drafting the outcomes. The Outcomes Statement suggests the composition course 
should teach students to "control such surface features as syntax, grammar, punctuation, and 
spelling." This outcome is particularly anomalous because rejection of composition as a 
"skills" course was part of professionalization, as evidenced in textbooks that relegate little, 
if any, space to grammatical skills (such as Lunsford et al, EvgryfAmg'a a» Argwme/zf or 
Colombo, et al, America). The inclusion of this outcome may have been a nod 
toward stakeholders outside of the Geld of Composition: "Like it or not, university faculty, 
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parents, and taxpayers still assume that the required introductory course teaches grammar, 
spelling, punctuation, and organization" (Crowley, 1999, online). 
Conclusion 
The macro layer analysis of this chapter has focused on the role of the WPA 
Outcomes Statement in moving FYC motives toward coherence of practice in classrooms and 
programs, as well as to create a coherent disciplinary practice to show to external 
stakeholders. The WPA drafted a statement that reflected the best of recent theory and 
research and the motives they describe appear to be aligned, not contradictory as were many 
of the historical, unofficial motives. The process of creating an official set of motives was a 
sign of the growth of Composition as a discipline: coordinating and disseminating 
professional knowledge and goals and establishing professional ethos is part of the cultural 
capital of disciplinaiity. As a further sign of disciplinaiity, the WPA Outcomes Statement is 
widely utilized by a number of composition programs across the country (if Ericsson's, 2003, 
research or a simple Internet search are any indication). 
The historical narrative I have relayed by forefronting the WPA is one of progress 
and increased consistency in an emerging discipline and its primary course. However, as I 
argued earlier in this chapter and in Chapter 1, courses, disciplines, and their motives are best 
viewed as complexly laminated, and the extent of that lamination is not yet evident. The 
lamination of motives, the re-emergence of earlier motives in new forms, and the constraints 
placed on individuals as they work within the complex composition activity system, all 
become more apparent on the meso and micro layers. More local analysis reveals motive-
related contradictions that macro layer analysis (at least my macro layer analysis here) does 
not reveal. 
In Chapter 41 demonstrate that the relationship of local program motives to 
disciplinary motives is a complex one, for a variety of (often practical) reasons. In addition, 
the institutional position of composition itself (its relation to academic writing as specialized 
discourse, the expertise of composition teachers, the cognitive development of its students) 
constrains teachers in their efforts to pursue the official disciplinary and program motives 
related to preparing students for academic writing. In order to overcome the constraints, 
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teachers often posit their own unofficial motives for the course, motives they feel able to 
pursue given their own knowledge and position within the university, as well as that of their 
students. One motive in particular—teaching students to use writing for self-reflection and 
critical consciousness—reflects, in many ways, some of the underlying ideologies of 
historical macro layer motives, as well as current themes in Composition literature, themes 
that are not officially instantiated in the WPA Outcomes Statement or in the official program 
motives at Iowa State University. 
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Chapter 4: 
Meso Layer Analysis of Iowa State's FYC Program Motives 
The macro layer analysis of Chapter 3 focused on the role of the WPA Outcomes 
Statement in the professionalization of Composition and the creation of official motives for 
the FYC course. The creation of the WPA Outcomes Statement was important for the 
emerging discipline of Composition; it was a useful attempt to create both coherence of 
practice in classrooms and programs, as well as to create a coherent disciplinary practice to 
show to external stakeholders. While this move usefully provided a direction for courses, 
programs, and the discipline, disciplinary attempts toward cohesion and consistency are 
always contested. Examining the sites of conflict, of contradiction, is equally important to the 
continued growth of the discipline. The sites of conflict and contradiction, what I have called 
the lamination of motives, become clearer through meso and micro layer analysis. 
In this chapter I layer in additional perspectives and histories, multiple motives and 
activities, which illustrate some motive-related contradictions not immediately apparent 
through a macro layer analysis alone. I demonstrate that the relationship of local program 
motives to disciplinary motives is a complex one, for a variety of reasons, and that the 
institutional position of FYC (at least at Iowa State University) constrains teachers in their 
efforts to pursue official disciplinary and program motives related to preparing students for 
academic writing. In particular, the specialized nature of academic discourse(s) constrains 
teachers trained in various areas of English Studies from pursuing the official motive of 
preparing students for academic discourse(s). 
I begin this chapter by reasserting that macro and meso layers are not distinctly 
separate but rather inextricably intertwined. The macro layer research and motives I outlined 
in Chapters 1 and 3 are shaped by and, in turn, shape programs at the meso layer. Yet the 
relationship is not an easy one; it is marked by contradiction and exchanges between the 
layers that often take years to become apparent. To demonstrate the not always fluid 
relationship between the discipline of Composition and local composition programs I begin 
by addressing my second research question: 
* How do the official motives of one local program compare to the current official 
disciplinary (WPA) motives? 
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I address this question by examining the motives of the FYC program at Iowa State 
University, considering not only the official program motives but also the unofGcial motives 
of teachers in the program. I compare these meso layer motives with the ofGcial macro layer 
motives of the WPA Outcomes Statement. Doing so demonstrates how motives 
(programmatic and disciplinary) evolve and are influenced by the historical "moments" of 
their creation. Comparing ofGcial macro layer motives with ofGcial meso layer motives 
points to the signiGcant impact that apparently slight differences wording and emphasis can 
have on teachers and their students. 
After this initial discussion, I conduct an activity analysis of the FYC program at 
Iowa State University in order to address my third and fourth research questions: 
» What is the nature of the FYC activity system at Iowa State University? 
» How does the nature of the FYC activity system at Iowa State University (a) affect 
what the teacher and program motives are? (b) affect the ability of the teachers to 
pursue ofGcial motives? 
In response to these questions, the meso layer analysis in this chapter suggests: 
« OfGcial ISU program motives reGect some but not all of the same concerns as 
ofGcial macro layer WPA motives for a complex of reasons related to historical 
moments of creation and local attitudes toward writing; 
» OfGcial meso layer motives related to academic discourse are not recognized or 
pursued by many teachers and students; and 
» The position of the FYC activity system—its activities and participants and their 
knowledge and identiGcations—constrains teachers in their efforts to pursue many 
ofGcial motives, both disciplinary and programmatic. 
The analysis in this chapter sets (he stage for the micro layer analysis in Chapter 5. 
Here I uncover speciGc motive-related contradictions and resultant constraints; in Chapter 5, 
I illustrate the consequences of those contradictions and constraints for individual teachers 
and their students. 
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FYC Program Motives at Iowa State University 
In Chapter 21 described the FYC program at Iowa State University (ISU) in general 
terms. Here I outline some of the official motives for the English 104 course, as evidenced in 
the written material describing the course, describe the historical "moment" during which 
those motives were created, and compare those program motives to the WPA Outcomes 
Statement. The historical context surrounding the creation of the ISU program motives (ten 
years prior to the creation of the WPA Outcomes Statement) highlights important mitigating 
factors related to the focus of the ISU program motives. In particular, when the ISU program 
motives were created, the faculty involved did not have the benefit of a writing-across-the-
cuniculum program at ISU and thus had no mechanism by which to share the responsibility 
for specialized writing instruction with faculty across the academy in the way that the WPA 
Outcomes would do ten years later. 
Creation of ISU Program Motives 
The FYC program at ISU, as it stood at the time I conducted my study, was created in 
response to the recommendations made by the First-Year Composition Committee in the 
English Department after a two-year study that began around 1987. According to Dr. Charles 
Kostelnick—a former member of that committee, former director of the composition 
program, and current chair of the Department of English—the committee conducted this work 
at the request of the department chair, who asked the committee to examine the entire 
program "6om scratch" (personal interview). Given what the committee members 
understood of contemporary research and developments in Composition at the time, they 
discussed goals and generated assignments to achieve the ofGcial motives they created for 
the course. These motives ultimately included a course that would: 
» Serve as a transition between students' high school experience and the intellectual 
life of the university 
» Prepare students to use written communication in their chosen disciplines— 
business, engineering, agriculture, science, the humanities, and many others 
# Teach students four academic writing skills (observation, summary, analysis and 
evaluation, and using sources) 
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« Teach students to read analytically and develop a critical awareness about 
language 
» Help students achieve university level skills in reading and writing 
» Teach students strategies to help them revise their writing 
» Teach students to adapt their writing to specific purposes and readers 
* Teach students to use a variety of information sources 
* Teach students to use a variety of organizational strategies 
» Teach students to avoid errors that distract or confuse the reader 
Though the committee members did not bring research articles and books to 
committee meetings, Kostelnick explained that the committee responded to ideas that were 
"in the air;" that committee members involved in the discipline of Composition were steeped 
in current research and theory. In response to research about process, cognitive development, 
and the rhetorical situation (research that was part of the professionalization of Composition I 
described in Chapter 3), the committee created a program that would integrate revision into 
the curriculum, challenge students to consider audience and purpose, and sequence 
assignments so that they would build on previously developed cognitive abilities by moving 
6om simpler to more complex tasks (i.e., from observation to summary to analysis). There 
was a great deal of discussion about reemphasizing research skills commonly believed to 
exist in academic writing across the university (such as using sources and summarizing). The 
new FYC program motives were published in program literature and implemented for the 
first time around 1990. The new program was not phased in but implemented immediately 
because, according to Kostelnick, the old program was "so outmoded." Kostelnick suggested 
that looking at the entire FYC program "from scratch" was a lengthy, work intensive, 
"somewhat stressful" process (personal interview). There have been no major changes to the 
FYC curriculum since that time, though relatively small changes have been made—what 
Kostelnick called "diversification within the curriculum rather than" programmatic change. 
The revised program plan and motives involved two years of work by the committee, and 
then further debate and discussion by the entire tenure-track faculty. 
In addition, the English department faculty attempted to gain support for and interest 
in the FYC program from faculty across the university. However, in the late 1980s, according 
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to Kostelnick, the faculty across ISU demonstrated almost no interest in writing. Though the 
department chair in 1988 queried faculty members across campus as to what they would like 
students to leam in FYC, he received almost no response. When the director of first-year 
composition gave a widely publicized campus-wide lecture about the new FYC program, 
only five faculty members from across the university attended. At the time the ISU program 
goals were made official, the writing-across-the curriculum movement had not (yet) had an 
impact at ISU. What this history makes clear is that both the WPA Outcomes and the official 
Iowa State University motives responded to research that was conducted during the 1970s 
and 1980s that stressed in particular preparing students to write effectively within the 
academy. However, the 1998 WPA Outcomes Statement had the benefit of several decades 
of research and theory in writmg-across-the-curriculum that ISU did not have in 1988. In 
addition, the WPA Outcomes assume that a university will have a writing-across-the-
curriculum program of some sort because it assumes that faculty across the curriculum will 
bear most of the burden for teaching specialized disciplinary writing. In 1988, however, ISU 
did not have any sort of writmg-across-the-curriculum program, or even any apparent interest 
in one. 
While both sets of outcomes responded to the research that was part of the 
professionalization of Composition, the WPA Outcomes responded to an exceptionally 
kairotic moment in Composition history—a moment in history when theory, research, 
wntmg-across-the-curriculum work, and professional organizations could come together to 
influence an official set of motives that were widely agreed upon. Iowa State University 
motives, on the other hand, were created over a decade the WPA Outcomes. While the 
English faculty at Iowa State University were themselves responding to a kairotic moment 
within their department, they did not have the benefit of wnting-across-the-curriculum 
research and a university-wide focus on communication that the WPA had much later. 
Interest in communication across the curriculum did not become widespread at ISU until the 
twenty-first century, when faculty from across the university began working toward a 
program known as ISUComm. During the writing of this dissertation, the details of 
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ISUComm were still being worked out and had not yet been implemented .^ Kostelnick told 
me that the current interest in what other members of the Iowa State community might term 
"English stuff.. .is nothing short of miraculous, it's astounding" (personal interview). Given 
the complexity and length of the process of reformulating course goals and pedagogies, it is 
easy to understand why the opportune (kairotic) moment for substantial changes in motives 
does not occur often. 
As this history suggests, the ofGcial WPA and ISU motives differ for reasons that can 
be traced to their historical exigencies and to differences in the constitution of the systems in 
which the activity occurs. 
Official ISU Program Motives and WPA Outcomes Statement 
My goal here is to examine the similarities and differences among the WPA 
Outcomes and the ofGcial ISU motives for FYC and to elaborate shared generalizable 
concerns reGected in both sets of motives. This examination demonstrates that the two sets of 
motives share similar concerns but differ in their emphasis on who should teach specialized 
academic writing. This difference, as I will show in this chapter and the next, has important 
consequences for teachers and their students. 
Earlier I outlined the ofGcial motives for the revised FYC program at ISU. In 
discussing these motives and comparing them with the WPA Outcomes, I group the above 
according to their shared concerns. Before I do, I want to reiterate that ofGcial program 
literature, while it presents the ofGcial "face" of a program, does not necessarily represent 
what happens within the program in general or within any particular classroom. At times, the 
ofGcial program literature may not even reflect the views of a program administrator. 
However, because the literature does represent the program and was, at least at one time, 
formally approved by the faculty, I believe it the obvious place to begin a motive-related 
analysis. In addition, when I interviewed the current FYC program administrator, Dr. 
Margaret Graham, about course goals she referred me to the program literature and ofGcial 
8 For more information about ISUComm, visit http://www.engl.iastate.edu/ISUComni/. 
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syllabi, so I feel fairly confident that an analysis that begins with these official program goals 
will be a useful one. 
Serve as a frans/f/on befween A/g/% sc/ioo/ and co/fege 
Motive 1 is not overtly related to writing but rather demonstrates a concern for the 
social and intellectual needs of the students in a general way. It suggests that the FYC course 
may serve as a "link" of sorts between the academic life of high school (including the texts 
that mediate that academic life) and the academic life of the university (and the texts that 
mediate that academic life). This concern is one that is not shared by the WPA Outcomes 
Statement. 
flosfer rheforfca/ knowledge & awareness 
Motives 2,7, 9, and 10 reflect a concern for rhetorical knowledge and awareness. The 
teachers in the program, then, are expected to foster rhetorical knowledge and awareness in 
their students, to help them consider the varying audiences in varying disciplines for whom 
they will eventually write by using a variety of sources and organizational strategies and 
avoiding distracting or confusing errors. This motive is similar to the WPA motives of 
teaching students rhetorical knowledge and teaching students to write better rhetorically. 
Prepare sfudenf* foracadem/c wmWng 
Motives 2,3, and 5 show a concern for academic writing and academic/university 
skills in general, suggesting teachers in the FYC course are expected to prepare students for 
(specialized) academic writing, including academic writing in the disciplines (see motive #2 
above). The WPA Outcomes Statement includes discussion of academic writing, but suggests 
that teaching specialized academic discourse is a task for instructors in the disciplines, not 
composition instructors. For example, under "Rhetorical Knowledge," the WPA Outcomes 
Statement suggests general tasks for the composition course (i.e., helping students focus on a 
purpose), while more specialized academic writing is considered later: "Faculty in all 
programs and departments can build on this preparation by helping students learn the main 
features of writing in their fields, the main uses of writing in their Gelds, the expectations of 
readers in their Geld" (Association of Writing Program Administrators, online). 
Thus official macro layer disciplinary motives (instantiated in the WPA Outcomes) 
responded to the macro layer research published over the last two decades demonstrating the 
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heterogeneity of academic discourse and the need for academic discourse to be learned 
within the context of disciplinary activities (i.e., Bazerman, 1981; Bazerman & Paradis, 
1991; Bergmann, 1996; Blummer, 1999; Haas, 1994; Hounsell, 1988; Prior, 1994; 
Richardson, 1990; Ronald, 1988; Russell, 1997). In contrast, ISU did not have the benefit of 
much of this research in 1988 when they created their new program motives. Even more 
importantly, however, ISU did not have the benefit of a writing-across-the-curriculum 
program at the university. Placing the burden for teaching specialized academic writing on 
FYC teachers who are trained in the discourse of English Studies presented constraints for 
teachers at Iowa State (as I will show in later in this chapter and in Chapter 5). 
Prowde sfudenfs wr/A sk/Z/s /br wmfffng academ/c genres 
Motive 3 seems to suggest a concern for the genres of the academy, specifically 
defining four of them as observation, summary, analysis and evaluation. However, the 
concern for genre is not explicit or specialized, as it is in the WPA Outcomes Statement. 
Where the Outcomes Statement suggests that academic writing is multiple and heterogenous, 
the motives for ISU's FYC program seem to suggest that academic writing is homogeneous, 
though varying s&ifk are needed to draft effective academic writing. Rather than discussing 
genre/knowledge conventions, as the WPA Statement does, ISU's motives describe discrete 
"skills" that can be used to write throughout the academy. In this way, ISU's motives differ 
from the ofGcial WPA outcomes. Once again, the WPA Outcomes Statement responded to 
macro layer research regarding the nature of genre as it relates to the academy, most of which 
was conducted and published after the ISU motives were revised (i.e., Bazerman, 1988 & 
1994; Berkenkotter & Huckin, 1995; Berkenkotter & Ravotas, 1997; Miller, 1984; Russell, 
1997). 
Fbsfer cr/ffca/ fA/nAmg s&Ms 
Motive 4 seems to suggest a concern for critical thinking. ISU suggests that students 
should be able to "read analytically," as well as "develop a critical awareness about 
language." Critical thinking is a concern for both ISU's program and the WPA. However, the 
definition of critical thinking is nebulous—and possibly different—in both. As I described in 
Chapters 1 and 3, "critical thinking" can refer to skills related to informal logic, or can refer 
to a form of critical consciousness stemming from critical pedagogies. While the WPA 
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Outcomes Statement appears to refer to both types of critical thinking, I am not certain what 
form of critical thinking is suggested by ISU's program. Reading analytically appears to be 
related to the sort of informal logic I discussed in Chapter 1. "Critical awareness about 
language" could also refer to informal logic-related critical thinking, meaning that students 
should analyze, synthesize, evaluate, and form coherent arguments with language (as per 
Lazere, 1987—see Chapter 1). On the other hand, it could refer to the ability to reflect on 
language. The local ISU program motives regarding critical thinking/critical consciousness 
are, then, similar to the WPA Outcomes in their perhaps "strategic" ambiguity (Hartman, 
1978; Eisenberg, 1984; Lemer, 1980). 
TieacA correct puncfuaf/on & grammar 
Motive 10, though already mentioned as showing a concern for rhetorical awareness, 
also demonstrates a concern for correct grammar and punctuation. This concern, too, is in 
common with the WPA Outcomes Statement. 
This examination of official motives demonstrates that the WPA Outcomes and Iowa 
State University's FYC program motives share similar concerns. However, they differ in 
subtle ways that have important effects on teachers and students. In particular, the burden of 
teaching specialized academic discourse that is placed solely on FYC teachers at ISU results 
in constraints for teachers (and their students)—constraints I will describe in detail both in 
the next major section of this chapter, as well as in Chapter 5. It is because of these 
constraints, I argue, that many teachers pursue an unofficial motive within their FYC courses. 
Or perhaps it is more accurate to say that these constraints made the prospect of pursuing an 
unofficial motive an appealing one for teachers. 
Unofficial Motive for FYC 
During the course of my research, I found that many (though not all) teachers pursued 
an unofficial motive for FYC: to teach students self-reflection and critical consciousness. 
Whether we view this motive as official or unofficial depends on how we understand the 
official ISU goal of teaching critical thinking. Because I am not certain what the official 
motive related to critical thinking entails, but read it as more related to informal logic, I will 
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describe the motive pursued by many teachers in Iowa State's FYC program was unofficial. 
Certainly, the teachers described their unofficial motive in much more specific terms than did 
the ISU program manual. 
Teach sfudenfs fo use wrfffng for se#-fe#ec#on & crfffca/ consc/ousness 
Some of the teachers I interviewed suggested that their motive for composition is to 
help students use writing to explore their own thoughts and identities and as a means of self-
reflection in the world. While these two motives are included in the umbrella term "critical 
thinking," a term that is included in WPA and ISU's motives, "critical thinking" has been 
known to include both "reflective thinking" and "critical consciousness," among other things 
(as I demonstrated in Chapter 1). Though these are often considered under "critical thinking," 
I believe that the teachers in the ISU program were pursuing different motives than those 
suggested by the "critical thinking" used in ISU program motives or, for the most part, the 
WPA Outcomes. 
The definition of "critical consciousness" that appeared to be pursued by ISU teachers 
(as I will illustrate fully in Chapter 5) includes both self-reflection and critical consideration 
of the world. This understanding can be traced to Freire: "Human beings are active beings, 
capable of reflection on themselves and on the activity in which they are engaged. They are 
able to detach themselves from the world in order to find their place in it and with it" (qtd in 
Bizzell, 1992, p. 132). Sharon, a teacher who articulated this view in some detail, described 
her motives this way: 
.. .this is the humanities approach. I want people to think about themselves as 
they are in the world at large and I want them to think about the privileges of 
being bom a white American. I want them to realize that truth is something 
that can be created to suit the need of the person who is doing writing and 
speaking. I want them to think about the emphasis in this society on 
consumerism, capitalism, which as a [rocket noise to signify that it is "over 
their heads"] business student, I mean, they're just gung-ho, let's make more 
products, sell more things, so I can make my money. [Laughs] And I'm 
standing there saying "Wait, just a minute, what about our environment, look 
at what we're doing with everything we're throwing away, and look at our 
status markers, and what do they really mean?" I'm constantly trying to erode 
some of those things they've been taught so well by modeling of their parents 
in middle class white America. 
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ISU's ofGcial motives do not consider critical consciousness or self-reGection in 
these terms. However, Sharon's stated motive is not antithetical to ISU's ofGcial motive of 
teaching students critical awareness about language. Nor is it antithetical to the WPA 
Outcomes. The WPA Outcomes Statement does make a nod to critical consciousness in its 
suggestion that students should 'hmderstand the relationships among knowledge, language, 
and power" (Association of Writing Program Administrators, online). However, it does not 
explicitly posit this motive in the way Sharon and several of her colleagues did. 
The unofGcial motive shared by Sharon and many of her colleagues at ISU, while not 
reGective of ofGcial motives inscribed in local program literature or WPA motives, is not out 
of line with current foci of the discipline. As we saw in Chapters 1 and 3, a concern for "the 
critical" was part of the Composition literature throughout the 1990s and is an ofGcial motive 
for some programs (see, for example, Durst 1999). Concern for the critical (in the discussion 
of liberatory pedagogy) was considered in the three-year debate leading to the WPA 
Outcomes Statement but did not make it into the Gnal statement. That this motive surfaces, 
once again, in a meso layer analysis demonstrates the complex layering of motives and the 
fact that the line between what is "ofGcial" and "unofGcial" at any time or at within any layer 
is much more ambiguous than a macro layer analysis alone makes clear. Here, the teachers' 
unofGcial motive points to the "sediments of earlier historical modes, as well as buds of 
shoots of [the activity system's] possible future" (Engestrom, 1993, p. 68). Though the 
discipline of Composition and local composition programs may ofGcially pursue motives 
related to academic writing, many teachers and members of the discipline value self-
reGection and critical consciousness. 
In the activity theory analysis that follows here, as well as in Chapter 5,1 point out 
that forefronting this unofGcial motive was not an arbitrary choice for the teachers at ISU; 
rather, it helped teachers resolve a contradiction between tool and object in the FYC activity 
system—the fact that in FYC writing is used as both tool and object for many of the ofGcial 
motives. 
As we have seen, the ofGcial motives of ISU's composition program differ slightly 
from the motives suggested by the WPA Outcomes in terms of where and how they distribute 
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responsibility for (what I assume to be specialized) academic discourse. The difference 
between the WPA motives and the ISU motives may initially appear superficial—after all, 
both sets of motives reflect an awareness for research that was instrumental in the 
professionalization of composition and they both appear to value broadening access to the 
discourse(s) of the academy. However, the Iowa State University program motives 
(responding to their historical moment) suggest that FYC should do work related to academic 
writing that the WPA Outcomes (responding to fAezr historical moment) describe as being 
the responsibility of faculty across the curriculum. More specifically, for example, the WPA 
Outcomes Statement suggests that first-year composition can teach students to "focus on a 
purpose.. .respond to the needs of different audiences.. .respond appropriately to different 
kinds of rhetorical situations..." while faculty across the university can teach students "the 
main features of writing in their fields.. .the main uses of writing in their Gelds... [and] the 
expectations of readers in their Gelds" (Association of Writing Program Administrators, 
online). It divides the teaching of writing in this way for every outcome. The ISU FYC 
motives, on the other hand, never mention faculty in other disciplines and speciGcally 
mentions that FYC will help prepare students for "written communication in [students'] 
chosen disciplines." 
The macro and meso layer motives are similar in their focus on broadening access to 
academic discourse, but the WPA suggests this must happen over the course of four years 
and be the responsibility of faculty across the university, while ISU's FYC program places 
the responsibility for teaching academic writing on FYC teachers in the first year. In the 
remainder of this dissertation I will argue that this difference has important consequences: 
teachers in ISU's FYC program are constrained from teaching the specialized academic 
discourse that their ofGcial program motives suggest is their responsibility due to the position 
of the composition activity system. 
An activity analysis of the FYC system itself—who is involved, what tools they use, 
how labor is divided—begins to demonstrate the consequences of the motive of broadening 
access to academic discourse(s) and, in particular, the consequences of placing the primary 
responsibility for teaching academic discourse on FYC teachers working with Grst-year 
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students. Within this analysis I refer at times to the quantitative and qualitative data collected 
related to the outcomes of the ISU program. 
Activity Analysis of the Iowa State University's FYC Program 
Cultural-historical activity theory provides a helpful lens for understanding how 
people interacted to carry out the activities of composition at Iowa State University and used 
tools to achieve the varied motives of composition. While I might have used other 
frameworks for analyzing FYC (such as critical discourse analysis), activity theory is useful 
for examining motives and outcomes of FYC because those aspects of activity are overtly 
included in the activity theory framework and directly linked to other aspects of the activity 
(such as division of labor and conventions for accomplishing the activity). 
Looking through the lens of activity theory at the program layer highlights 
contradictions within the composition activity system and suggests ways that teachers and 
their students are constrained from pursuing ofGcial motives as a result. In particular, activity 
theory analysis demonstrates that the position of the composition teachers—all within 
English Studies, many only peripherally engaged with the discipline of Composition—makes 
it difGcult for them to pursue some of the ofGcial motives and may encourage them to pursue 
unofGcial motives or conventions that differ from ofGcial motives and conventions. And 
many of the motives for the composition course posit writing as both the tool and the object, 
suggesting a psuedotransactional use of writing that contradicts one important ofGcial motive 
(teaching students to write rhetorically with awareness for audience and purpose). While 
psuedotransactionality of various kinds is common to many educational settings, it poses a 
special problem for writing courses officially charged with teaching rhetorical knowledge 
and awareness for disciplinary writing. The contradictions highlighted in this analysis will 
provide a starting point for more detailed, micro layer analysis in Chapter 5. 
I will describe activity theory here at the same time as I conduct the analysis of ISU's 
FYC program. I will do so by deGning activity theory terms and concepts and then applying 
those terms and concepts to the FYC program at ISU. As I brieGy explained in Chapter 1, 
activity theory argues that people meet social needs by working and learning together over 
time to pursue their motives. To facilitate their activities and pursue their motives, people 
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develop and use tools—including language, the most complex tool. As people refine their 
tools and add new ones to solve problems and pursue their motives more effectively, the 
activities they perform using those tools can change, and vice versa: as their activities 
change, people use their tools differently and modify their tools to meet their changing needs. 
Activity theory examines varied aspects of activity as shaped over time by people's social 
interactions with each other and the tools they use. According to Prior (1998), "Activity... is 
a holistic unit, fusing the often separated categories of culture, biology, and the physical 
world; of thinking, communication, individual development (learning), and social 
reproduction; of production, consumption, and exchange" (p. 31). The lens of activity theory 
helps to reveal the complex laminations of activity: "Activity may be conceptualized as the 
situated and distributed weaving (Cole, 1996) together of histories into functional systems 
that are open and perspectival, durable and fleeting" (Prior, 1998, p. 31). 
Activity System 
The most basic activity theory unit of analysis is the dcfrwfy ayrffm, defined as a 
group of people who share a common object and motive over time, as well as the wide range 
of tools they use together to act on that object and realize that motive. Russell (1997) 
describes an activity system as "any ongoing, object-directed, historically conditioned, 
dialectically structured, tool- mediated human interaction" (p. 510). Figure 2 on the next 
page shows the conventions activity theorists use to present the critical components of every 
activity system. 
Activity systems do not exist in isolation; rather, they tend to overlap as participants 
in one system also participate in another, or as different communities seek to solve the same 
problem together. Thus, the FYC activity system is part of the English Studies activity 
system at Iowa State University. Parts of the FYC activity system—the learning community 
FYC courses—also interact with a number of other disciplinary activity systems at Iowa 
State University. All of these activity systems—FYC, English Studies, and various 
disciplines, are part of the Iowa State University activity system. In this discussion I will 
focus on outlining the components of the FYC activity system and mention the relation of 
FYC to other activity systems as a side note. However, in Chapter 5 the relationship of the 
FYC activity system to other activity systems will appear increasingly important. 
Figure 2: Activity System 
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Motives, Objects, and Outcomes 
The motives of the activity system are the guiding purposes of the activity, what 
might be more commonly understood as objectives. In the FYC program at ISU, the motives 
include the official motives I outlined earlier, as well as the unofGcial motives of the teachers 
with whom I spoke: 
» Serve as a transition between students' high school experiences and the intellectual 
life of the university 
* Teach students rhetorical knowledge and awareness 
» Teach students about/prepare them for academic writing 
* Teach students skills needed for writing academic genres 
» Teach students critical thinking 
* Teach correct grammar and punctuation 
* Teach students to use writing for self-reflection & critical consciousness 
The fact that many teachers pursue a motive that differs from official program 
motives creates contradictions between ofGcial motives and unofGcial motives. 
The object of the activity is often described as the object of attention or the problem 
space. Subjects act on an object as they move toward their modve. As motives for FYC vary, 
objects vary. 
The unofGcial motive of teaching students self-awareness and critical consciousness 
entails an object that might be seen as "self," with texts/writing as a tool for acting on that 
object (a point I will develop shortly). One teacher, for example, asked students to find out 
what it means to be educated and then to reGect on the implications of education in their own 
lives. Here, the motive is self-awareness or critical reGection on education, the object is self 
and educadon, and writing is used as a tool for learning. 
The ofGcial motive of helping students transition from high school to college was 
interpreted by many teachers to mean helping students learn about their major. Teachers 
assigned students to research and write about their major. As a result, students used writing 
to leam about their major: writing was a tool for learning. 
However, contradiction between object and motive arose when the object of activity 
for the motives was writing/texts, as was the case for many of the motives of the FYC 
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activity system at ISU. In this scenario the tool of writing also functions as the object of 
attention or problem space. For example, the motive of teaching students academic writing 
entails acting on the object of texts/writing: students write in order to learn to write. The 
psuedotransactional use of writing in this scenario is in direct contradiction with the motive 
of teaching students to use writing and understand writing rhetorically. When students used 
writing in a psuedotransactional way they were writing to learn to write, rather than writing 
to communicate a purpose to an audience. This is reflected in the assignments teachers gave. 
Some assignments provided no rhetorical situation at all, and were presented as exercises: 
"The purpose of this position paper is to write an argument," one assignment sheet explained. 
Others suggested a purpose, but gave no corresponding audience who would benefit from 
that purpose. Many other assignments outlined a purpose such as "to aid you [the writer] in 
learning to do/know about something" but then outlined an outside audience, such as 
"members of the academy." Often, the assignments appeared to be rhetorical within the FYC 
class only. That students saw assignments as psuedotransactional was also reflected in the 
half-sheets students filled out with their papers, in which many of them described their 
purpose for the paper as "passing the class" and their audience as "the teacher." 
Outcomes are the actual results of the activity, whether intended or not. The actual 
outcomes of composition courses around the country have proven difficult to pin down, as I 
described in Chapter 1. Because different composition classrooms at ISU pursue different 
motives and act on different objects, it is likely that outcomes range from students who are 
effective communicators, to students who receive good grades in English 105, to students 
who are more self-reflective. In addition, because many teachers pursued their own unofficial 
motive, it is possible that oc&KzZ program outcomes may not be eapecfed program outcomes. 
These outcome-related assumptions are, in fact, borne out by some of the data I 
collected. For example, program motives suggest that student writing should improve over 
the course of the semester. It did not appear to, based on my holistic rating of papers 
(described in Chapter 2). The instrument I developed showed average writing performance 
and no (statistically significant) improvement in student writing performance over the course 
of the semester. Students in traditional and learning community courses together rated an 
average of 6.8 (out of 12 possible points) at the beginning of the semester and 7.0 at the end 
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of the semester. These results suggest that a contradiction exists within the FYC activity 
system, then, between actual objects, motives, and outcomes, and official objects, motives, 
and outcomes. 
Subjects 
The subjects of an activity system are the people who are directly participating in the 
activity being studied and whose activities are being focused on in the research; subjects 
provide a unit of analysis for studying the activity. In the FYC activity system at ISU, 
subjects included students and teachers. 
Students were generally in their first year at the university and needed to fulfill a 
university requirement. Studies at Iowa State have demonstrated that in their first year 
students are far removed from the activities of the university that are mediated by writing and 
that their primary concerns are fitting in and learning about where and who they are and 
where they are going. Research by the Learning Community Assessment Subcommittee at 
Iowa State University over a period of several years found that students' primary concerns 
include "meeting people and making new friends," "having fun," and "independent living" 
during their first year (Huba, et al, 2000). These findings suggest that making the transition 
from high school to college is likely to be the primary motive for the first-year students in the 
composition course. 
FYC teachers are graduate students or adjuncts from the varying areas of English 
Studies at ISU: creative writing, literature, linguistics, and rhetoric and professional 
communication. For graduate students, teaching FYC is a means to an end—doing so funds 
their graduate education. Graduate students in creative writing, literature, and linguistics are 
unlikely to teach FYC again in their professional lives and are not part of the discipline of 
Composition as Composition professionals. Rather, they are becoming members of other 
disciplines or professions. 
The position of the FYC subjects may make some of the ofGcial motives of the 
activity system difficult to pursue. Preparing students for academic writing is a primary 
motive of FYC. However, often FYC students are in their first year at the university, far 
removed (at least in terms of their psychological concerns) from the activities academic 
writing mediates and are primarily focused on making the transition to college and making 
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Mends. Teachers may be similarly focused on making the transition to graduate school and 
their chosen disciplines/professions (not Composition, primarily). 
The position of teachers and students in FYC may present constraints for pursuing the 
motives of the course. As an example, critical thinking is posited as one motive for FYC. If 
the other motives of composition are taken into account (teaching academic writing of 
various fields, genres of different disciplines), then the obvious content to think critically 
about is the content of the various academic disciplines. McPeck (1984) has argued that since 
no one can think without thinking about some content, critical thinking is of necessity 
discipline-related. Yet teachers situated within English Studies in general and FYC in 
particular may know little about critical issues in other disciplines—they may, in fact, have 
difficulty thinking critically about those issues themselves if they know little about them. 
Likewise, students in a typical course are headed to a number of disciplinary systems—but 
are not there yet (and are thus far removed from the activities of those systems), and so they 
are likely to know very little about the critical issues in those areas, either. Asking 
composition teachers to teach their students to think critically about issues (or even writing) 
in other disciplines is to ask subjects to think critically about disciplines in which they do not 
practice, about discourses in which they do not typically engage. This places composition 
teachers as either critics or servants—critiquing ways of knowing in other disciplines (see 
Bergman, 1996, for a critique of the "truth" and "values" of other disciplines and Ronald, 
1988 for a discussion of analyzing texts as an outsider) or simply outlining what they know 
about knowledge and critical issues in other disciplines. I suggest, then, what will become 
clearer as the activity theory analysis progresses: the positions of the FYC subjects often 
constrains them from pursuing official program motives related to specialized writing in the 
academy. 
Tools 
As I have already pointed out, the subjects) of an activity system use tools (artifacts) 
to act on the problem space, accomplish their motives, and, in the ideal situation, achieve 
their intended outcomes. Aside from the obvious tools (such as pencils, pens, paper, 
computers, email and word processing programs), the tools in the FYC course include 
language, texts, writing, and genres. These linguistic tools include those created by the 
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teacher (assignments, exercises, presentations and lectures), chosen by the teacher 
(readings/textbooks and guest speakers), and facilitated by the teacher (discussions). 
Linguistic tools facilitate all the interactions the students and teachers have. Students bring 
with them their own writing experiences and their own motives for using writing in various 
future activity systems. 
Recall that not only are writing and texts the tools in FYC, but writing and texts are 
also the object of attention for many of the official motives at ISU outlined earlier. For 
example, as I mentioned earlier, students use texts/writing to act on texts in order to learn 
rhetorical awareness. In cases like this, language is not only a tool in the composition 
classroom, but also the object (problem space) of the course. In fact, this is true for most of 
the official motives of the FYC course at ISU (teaching rhetorical awareness, academic 
writing). Often, then, subjects in composition courses who are working to achieve the official 
motives of the program use the tool of writing (language) to achieve the motive of becoming 
better writers (more rhetorically aware, more skilled academic writers, etc). This is an 
unusual situation; in most activity systems—even most school activity systems (see Britton, 
et al, 1975)—writing is used as a tool to accomplish some motive: to convey research, 
receive grant money, demonstrate knowledge of a topic, make an argument about an 
historical event. Yet in the composition course, writing is often the tool owf the object — 
students write to act on writing. Because writing is transactional, functioning to get work 
done in the world, rhetorical knowledge is posited as an official motive for FYC at ISU. 
However, using writing for the sake of acting on writing appears to be psuedotransactional— 
there are few occasions in which people write in order to write. Thus, a contradiction may 
exist between the way the tool of writing is used in FYC and an official motive of FYC. 
As I have already pointed out, there are at least two motives for which this is not the 
case: helping students make the transition from high school to college and helping students 
use writing for self-reflection and critical consciousness. In both of these cases, writing is a 
tool to achieve another end—an end related to personal development. For example, students 
in classrooms with these motives may use writing to explore their major and the writing that 
will be required of them in their major, or to explore their feelings about their experiences in 
college so as to become better adjusted. I think it is important to note that neither of these 
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motives is an official macro layer motive and one (use writing for self-reflection and critical 
consciousness) is not an official meso layer motive, either. In some ways, these motives turn 
the FYC course into a sort of "academic homeroom" within the larger university. Yet they 
are the only motives for which students are asked to use writing as they do elsewhere in the 
world—as a tool to act on another object and achieve a motive unrelated to writing. 
Community 
The community is the larger group of which the subject is a part and from which 
participants "take their cues." The community's interests shape the activity. Community 
members divide up the work necessary to accomplish their motives. The community 
members, according to Engestrom, are those who form a community as a result of their 
involvement in the activities of the system. Though we might call the composition program 
at ISU the community, many of the subjects participate only loosely in this community. An 
adjunct, for example, teaching one course one night a week, may (in the worst case scenario) 
know few other members of the composition activity system at ISU, attend few meetings, or 
speak to the program administrator more than once or twice a semester. We might also 
consider the field of Composition the community, in that the research and theory of the field 
(as understood through its journals, books, textbooks, conferences, etc.) influence and frame 
the program at ISU. However, as we have seen, ISU official program motives were not 
created around official WPA motives, but rather created prior to them. In addition, not all the 
teachers in the FYC program at ISU are integrally (or, in some cases, even peripherally) 
involved in the Geld of Composition. Most of the M.A. students teaching FYC at ISU, for 
example, are studying literature, creative writing, or linguistics and are unlikely to become 
involved in the Geld of Composition beyond the one course they are required to take and the 
textbook(s) they use while they are teaching three sections per year over the course of two 
years. In addition, some reject the Geld's current ofGcial motives for older motives. 
However we deGne the community, then, some subjects are involved in it only peripherally. 
This perhaps peripheral engagement with the Composition community points to 
another contradiction related to motives: the subjects participating in the composition activity 
system interact with and are part of many other activity systems—and for some of the 
subjects, their participation in other activity systems may take precedence over their 
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participation in the composition activity system. As I have pointed out, most of the 
composition teachers in the program I studied belong to the English Department and various 
disciplinary activity systems within that department such as creative writing, literature, 
linguistics, and rhetoric and professional communication. For most graduate student-teachers 
in creative writing, literature, and linguistics, teaching composition is not their life's work, 
but rather a means to an end (graduate education in a non-composition related area). Some of 
the teachers have no specific dwczpfmary ties within the English Department, but belong to 
their own activity system of adjuncts—part-time hires. These teachers are all involved in 
non-academic activity systems, too: churches, social organizations, families, etc. Because 
participants in different activity systems operate out of different values and conventions, 
when participants find they must do work, act on an object, work toward an outcome that is 
unfamiliar to them, conflict and dissensus can result. Certainly, composition teachers' 
involvements in various activity systems influence their motives for their FYC courses. For 
example, when creative writing graduate students find themselves asked to teach students 
academic writing within the activity system of composition, they bring their own values and 
identifications, their own motives for writing, to the work they must do, which cannot but 
influence the motives of the composition activity system. 
Thus, contradictions exist related to the relationship of the subjects to the 
Composition community. Many of the teachers charged with achieving the official motives 
of FYC at Iowa State University are not integrally involved in either the FYC program at ISU 
or in the larger discipline of Composition. Thus, for many, their participation in other 
communities likely takes precedence. Given the analysis in this section, the range of 
unofficial motives for composition may, in fact, be more wide-ranging than I earlier 
suggested. 
Division of Labor 
The division of labor describes how tasks are distributed within the activity system. 
People might disagree about how labor should be divided or how valuable various positions 
within that division are, causing conflicts within the activity system. The composition 
program at Iowa State University is like many others in that it experiences conflicts about the 
division of labor—conflicts concerning who teaches the classes, how many classes they teach, 
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and what their working conditions are. The fact that there are multiple subjects within 
composition already points to the multiple ways that labor is divided within the composition 
program: teachers who teach the course include mainly M .A. and Ph.D. graduate students 
and adjunct lecturers from the English Department and very few tenure-track or tenured 
professors from that department. The M.A. and Ph.D. students are not just those trained to 
teach composition by virtue of their discipline (i.e., not just the graduate students in Rhetoric) 
but also those whose disciplinary training lies outside of composition: graduate students in 
linguistics, literature, and creative writing. Often Ph.D. students do not teach composition 
after their first year in their doctoral program, but (because the only Ph.D. program at Iowa 
State is in Rhetoric & Professional Communication) often teach business and technical 
communication courses instead. Thus many of the FYC teachers are first-semester M.A. 
students who begin teaching with little knowledge of Composition research and theory, no 
matter what their field, and no training in teaching FYC. The composition program at ISU 
does require teaching assistants with no previous teaching experience to take a course in 
teaching composition, but they take this course during their first semester while they are 
teaching. It is possible that adjuncts may be trained in any area of English Studies or, in some 
rare cases, not have been trained in any area within English at all. The division of labor 
within the ISU composition program puts the teaching of composition, then, onto a broad 
range of people who have in one thing common: they are the least trained, least paid, least 
powerful people within the English department 
What the motives for a composition course are and how effectively these can be 
achieved certainly depends to a great extend on who the teacher is, how much he or she 
knows about writing theory and pedagogy and, of course, how much time he or she is able to 
devote to the class. In addition, not all teachers share the same training (since experienced 
teachers do not take the training seminar). For all subjects to pursue similar official motives 
would likely require that the subjects chosen for the work be trained in and knowledgeable 
about the work they are doing, and adequately compensated for it. Contradictions related to 
division of labor may play a part in varied unofficial motives for the course and unintended 
outcomes. In Chapter 5, we will see that the division of labor constrained some teaches from 
resolving the contradictions they faced related to specialization of discourse. Specifically, 
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because FYC teachers in learning community courses were graduate students and adjuncts 
paired with tenured or tenure-track faculty in other disciplines, there was an imbalance of 
power between them that served as a constraint on fully equal, collaborate exchanges of 
information about discourse. 
Rules (Conventions) 
Rules are one way of attempting to manage or minimize contradictions within 
activity systems—including contradictions related to tool use, division of labor, and motives. 
Rules are defined not only as formal and explicit dos and don'ts, but also as norms, 
conventions, and values. "Rules shape the interactions of subject and tools with the object" 
(Russell, 2002). Rules understandably change as other aspects of the system change—or as 
the rules are questioned or resisted—but the rules allow the system to be stabilized-for-now 
in the face of internal contradictions. 
The composition program imposes many rules on composition teachers and their 
classroom that stem from research and theory at the macro layer (such as stress revision). The 
rules or expectations stemming from the discipline (by which I mean the written texts of the 
discipline) are themselves contested and certainly not static and unchanging, as I 
demonstrated in Chapters 1 and 3. These include contested rules about process and product, 
about critical consciousness and critical pedagogy, and about genre knowledge, for example. 
But within each classroom, teachers value and forefront some rules over others, and may 
substitute rules stemming from their own unofficial motive for rules that support official 
motives. Thus, in any classroom within the ISU program, some views about important issues 
in Composition will be seen as more legitimate and, thus, be enacted as rules or conventions, 
while in different classrooms other views will be seen as legitimate, other rules will be 
enacted. Further, since some FYC teachers, as I have already suggested, have little or no 
training in composition when they begin teaching, the rules they bring to the classroom 
concerning language use may be far removed from the discussions about language use in the 
Geld of Composition. Creative writing and literature students may, for example, highly value 
creative language use in the Express!vist tradition, and that value may translate into rules for 
texts in their classrooms that may differ a great deal from the textual conventions observed 
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by academics working in science or engineering—and from the rules suggested in the WPA 
Outcomes Statement, for example. 
Most of the motives for FYC at ISU are related to preparing students to write for 
other courses in other disciplines. Within traditional FYC courses at Iowa State University, 
students may be preparing for a number of majors and, thus, for writing in a number of 
different disciplines. They will encounter a number of different genres and textual 
conventions in those disciplines. Most composition teachers are not familiar with the textual 
conventions (and the reasons for those conventions) in other Gelds (because they are not 
involved in the activities of those systems), but familiar instead with the conventions for texts 
and genres in humanities. Within FYC, students are generally not encouraged to write 
according to the conventions of their chosen disciplines of biology or sociology or 
archaeology. And, given the familiarity with their teachers of English Studies genres, if 
students were to employ some conventions well-accepted in their chosen Gelds, they may 
Gnd that their FYC teacher would be dismayed at the unfamiliar conventions and assign them 
a poor grade. As we will see in Chapter 5, FYC teachers often appeared to "misrecognize" 
English genres (to use Bourdieu's term) as "writing-in-general," as neutral vehicles for 
conveying information. FYC teachers, trained in English Studies, moving toward/involved 
with professions within English Studies, may not be familiar with the "rules" for writing in 
other disciplines. In fact, textual conventions in various disciplines within the university are 
only beginning to be discussed and described at the macro layer within Composition Studies. 
Even Composition scholars are not yet in agreement about what constitutes (various) 
academic discourse(s). Because FYC teachers at ISU are primarily graduate students and 
temporary instructors, often minimally trained in Composition theory, research, and 
pedagogy, who come from many areas of English Studies, they are even less likely to be 
familiar with textual conventions of other disciplines. As a result, contradictions emerge 
between the officially stated motives of FYC (preparing students to write in their various 
disciplines) and the textual tools mediating the work of English teachers. 
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Conclusion 
At the meso layer, then, an analysis of the composition activity system points to a 
number of contradictions related to the varied motives of the system. These contradictions 
might be summed up as follows: 
» The position of the composition teachers—all within English Studies, many only 
peripherally engaged with the discipline of Composition—constrains them from 
pursuing some of the official motives (i.e., preparing students to write in other 
classes, teaching students to think critically about material in other courses) and 
may encourage them to pursue unofficial motives (i.e., raise students' critical 
consciousness) or conventions (i.e., value creative language use over staid 
academic use) that differ from official motives and conventions. 
» Students may not view writing improvement as a primary motive for FYC and, 
instead, be more interested in using the course to adjust to the university in general 
ways and may not see the relationship between writing and the university to which 
they wish to adjust. 
« Many of the motives for the composition course posit writing as both the tool and 
the object, suggesting a psuedotransactional use of writing that contradicts one 
important official motive (teaching students to write rhetorically with awareness 
for audience and purpose). 
I have also shown that, because of the contradictions and their constraints, in several 
cases oc&wzZ course outcomes did not match mfgTwW course outcomes. 
In this chapter we have seen a number of contradictions within the FYC activity 
system, and we have seen that teachers may be constrained in their efforts to pursue official 
program motives within the FYC class. What we have not yet seen is why these 
contradictions and constraints exist, what their consequences are for teachers, and what the 
implications are for the FYC course. In essence, then, analysis at the meso layer has 
helpfully pointed to places were contradictions appear to exist and has suggested that 
teachers may be constrained in their efforts to achieve officiai motives. These are places to 
begin conducting a more fine-grained micro layer analysis that can give us more specific 
answers to the remaining research questions, as well as an understanding of how people work 
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to overcome the contradictions that are normal parts of activity systems. This is the task I 
take up in Chapter 5. 
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Chapter 5: 
Micro Layer Analysis of Iowa State's FYC Program Motives 
In Chapter 4,1 demonstrated that the relationship of local program motives to 
disciplinary motives is a complex one, for a variety of (historical and practical) reasons. In 
layering perspectives and histories, multiple motives and activities, I illustrated that some 
motive-related contradictions are not visible through a macro layer analysis alone. While 
motives within a large diverse profession such as Composition will always be contested in 
some ways, as I argued at the end of Chapter 3, the continuous contestation and lamination of 
motives for the FYC course (including the re-emergence of earlier motives in new forms, and 
motive-related constraints placed on individuals as they work within complex FYC activity 
systems) becomes more apparent within the meso and micro layers. For example, the 
primary difference between the ISU and WPA motives is that the ISU program motives place 
the burden of teaching specialized disciplinary discourse on FYC, whereas the WPA places 
that responsibility on faculty across the university. As a result, a number of contradictions 
within the FYC system at Iowa State appeared to constrain teachers in their efforts to pursue 
the official local program motives. In particular, the specialized nature of academic 
discourse(s) constrained teachers trained in various areas of English Studies from pursuing 
the official motive of preparing students for academic discourse. Individual teachers often 
substituted their own unofficial motive of self-reflection and critical consciousness for the 
official program motives they were constrained from pursuing. 
In this chapter I seek to layer in more specific analysis of teachers and their students 
in order to more closely examine FYC system contradictions and resultant constraints, 
specifically asking what their consequences are for teachers, and what the implications are 
for the FYC course. In this chapter, then, I address two final research questions: 
» What are the constraints for Iowa State University teachers in achieving 
FYC's official program motives, given the nature of the FYC activity system? 
# How are these constraints manifested or alleviated? 
In this chapter I provide an explicit picture of what happens at the micro layer of 
individual subjects—FYC teachers (and, to a lesser extent, the students with whom they are 
charged)--why they sometimes reject official meso and macro layer motives and what the 
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consequences are of doing so, given the nature of the FYC activity system. These questions 
are at the heart of my study. Answering them brings the macro/meso/micro layer analysis full 
circle, demonstrating how official disciplinary macro layer motives can (and cannot) resolve 
contradictions within local FYC activity systems and alleviate constraints placed on 
individual teachers there. To accomplish this, I specifically focus on what I take to be the 
primary motive for FYC at Iowa State University: to help all students write successfully in 
their college courses, in their major, in the academy—in other words, to broaden access to 
academic discourse(s) for all students. This is a motive ISU shares with the WPA Outcomes, 
though the WPA Outcomes, as I stated repeatedly throughout Chapter 4, appear to view the 
FYC course as a general introduction and puts the burden of teaching specialized discourse 
onto upper-layer disciplinary courses, while ISU (according to its formal program literature) 
appears to place the burden on FYC. This difference will become increasingly important 
throughout this chapter. 
Taking the primary motive of teaching academic discourse and tracing its relationship 
to the other elements of the FYC activity system allows me to illustrate the fundamental 
contradiction in the FYC program at Iowa State University—the contradiction resulting from 
the fact that academic discourse is specialized within the disciplines across the university. 
Analyzing this primary contradiction and other related contradictions in a systematic way 
within one local program allows me to demonstrate how motive-related contradictions affect 
FYC teachers (and, to a lesser extent, their students). 
In this chapter I first describe the fundamental contradiction within the FYC system 
as related to motives—a contradiction related to the specialization of discourse within the 
academy. I then describe the contradictions in the FYC activity system at Iowa State 
University stemming from that fundamental contradiction—contradictions that developed 
when teachers in the English Studies activity system were charged with teaching "academic 
discourse" to first-year students headed to a multitude of disciplinary activity systems. I 
describe the ways each contradiction resulted in constraints for teachers, and the ways those 
teachers attempted to resolve the internal double binds they experienced as a result of the 
constraints. Of particular importance throughout the analysis are the ways the unofficial 
motive of teaching self-reflection and critical consciousness helped teachers alleviate 
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constraints and resolve the internal double binds they experienced. (For definitions of these 
terms, see Chapter 1, "Terminology"). 
Fundamental Contradiction between Object and Motive 
The most fundamental contradiction in the FYC activity system at Iowa State 
University is between the need to teach students something specific in the limited amount of 
time allotted within the first-year course and the tremendous diversity of activities and the 
genres that mediate those activities within higher educadon. The contradiction can be 
illustrated theoretically by outlining how various aspects of the FYC activity system are in 
conflict, and it can be illustrated practically by comparing classroom practices to the primary 
official motive for composition and the apparent object on which to act to achieve that 
motive within the FYC program at Iowa State University. These comparisons and 
illustrations bring to light a range of contradictions that grow out of the fundamental 
contradiction between the specialization of discourse in the university and the need to teach 
something specific in FYC. 
As I have already suggested, the primary official motive for composition at ISU is to 
help students write successfully in other courses within the academy. While this primary 
officiai motive is broken down into a number of other motives (as I described in Chapters 2 
and 4), the purpose of teaching students academic skills, rhetorical awareness, and so on, 
appears to be to help them write successfully in their other courses. How can composition 
teachers achieve this motive? To do so, they must ask students to act on some object or 
objects. I argue that to prepare to write in the academy, students must act (at least some of the 
time) on the object of "academic writing"—some form(s) of writing that exist within the 
academy. Within the official motives of ISU's FYC program, academic writing is singular. 
The wording suggests that there is one type of academic writing—or at least similar aspects 
of all academic writing that can be talked about in general ways. At the same time, the 
motive in Iowa State University's FYC system is specialized to focus on specific classes in 
specific disciplinary activity systems—one official program motive is to help students "use 
written communication in their chosen disciplines—business, engineering, agriculture, 
science, the humanities, and many others." Thus, the motive describes writing in the 
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academy as multiple, while the object is suggested as singular, apparently producing a 
contradiction. This contradiction is illustrated in Figure 3, where the official object is the 
singular "academic writing," while the motive is to help students write in plural "other 
classes." 











Community Division of Labor Rules/Conventions 
This contradiction produced a number of constraints recognized by experienced FYC 
teachers, most of whom appeared to view academic writing as specialized. Those who 
accepted the officially sanctioned object and motive of teaching students to write within the 
academy were constrained in their efforts to pursue the motive and found themselves 
experiencing a double bind. They could not help students act in a general way on an object 
that is always specialized in concrete form. They could not help students act on a general, 
decontextualized object in order to achieve a specialized, always contextualized motive. 
They were forced to choose some concrete object upon which students could act, because 
"academic writing" is not an object in an operational way. Students had to write about 
something in some form, and "academic writing" does not define what that something is. I 
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argue that positing "academic writing" as the object creates what philosopher Gilbert Ryle 
called a category mistake: 
A category mistake is committed when, in seeking to give an account of some 
concept, one says that it is of one logical type or category when in fact it is of 
another.... [for example] a foreigner visits Oxford for the first time and is 
shown round the university. After having seen the colleges, libraries, offices, 
laboratories and playing fields, he then asks, "But where is the University?' 
The foreigner has mistakenly thought that "The University" was the name of 
one of the buildings he might be shown rather than an umbrella term which 
applied to the whole collection of buildings which he had already been shown. 
(Lyons, 1980) 
In the traditional and pilot FYC courses at Iowa State University, there was not one 
"academic writing" teachers could bring to class and ask their students to study and learn. 
Rather, since the course contained 26 first-year students who had declared a variety of 
majors—and many who had not declared any major at all—there were a multitude of 
possible texts in a multitude of disciplines among which teachers had to choose. The 
contradiction is illustrated in Figure 4 (on the following page). In reality, teachers must 
choose some specific type of academic writing (i.e., writing in biology, economics, business, 
engineering, etc.) before they can help students pursue the official motive of writing 
successfully for other classes. Yet the sheer number of possible types of specific academic 
writing that could be taught in one FYC course made this difficult. 
Matt, an adjunct who had recently completed his M.A. in rhetoric and composition 
and was teaching a traditional FYC class, explained the double bind he experienced by 
saying that while he wwzW the students to write "for their major," (i.e., practice academic 
writing of some sort) this really wasn't possible beyond assigning them to write a paper 
"exploring their major" because of the mix of students in his class. 
"One of the biggest problems was people who didn't have a major. So it's 
kind of hard.. .Half my students are completely undecided... So that part as far 
as writing for your major, it's difficult...." 
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Matt, wanted students to write in the ways they would need to write/br their major; 
however, he was unable to ask them to do so because of the multitude of possible 
texts/genres they could write. Ma# was not alone in his realization that he could not teach 
students to do the sorts of academic writing they would do in their major because there were 
so many students in the course from so many majors (or who were undecided). While Matt 
assumed that writing the major and writing/ôr the major are different, he nonetheless 
asked the students to write the major rather thanybr the major—and apparently, he 
asked them to do so using the genres of English Studies (one of many kinds of academic 
writing). Many other teachers did the same. 
Writing an essay (an English genre) for an FYC teacher about what is required to 
become a police officer does not require the same knowledge, skills, and conventions as 
understanding the activities that call for police officers to write reports, understanding the 
genre conventions of police reports, and writing police reports. Ma# and other teachers like 
him experienced as a double bind the category mistake made when "academic writing" was 
posited as an object. They were forced to find some resolution to the contradiction between 
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(all the possible) objects) and the motive of preparing students to write in other academic 
courses. Their resolution was to ask students to write wz the ways people write in English 
Studies, but obowf the work that would be required in another activity system. 
Not all the teachers at Iowa State University appeared to view a contradiction 
between the singular "academic writing" and the plurality of types of academic writing 
within the university, or to experience constraints as a result. In particular, teachers who were 
new to the FYC activity system tended to equate academic writing with what Donnell, et al, 
(1999) termed "scribal skills," as opposed to viewing writing in different disciplines as 
functioning in response to different rhetorical situations, following different rules, being 
written for different audiences for different purposes. Most notably, the pilot teachers often 
returned to scribal skills when I asked them how or whether the assignments they were 
giving would help students with the writing they would have to do later in their academic 
careers. They commented, for example, that the descriptive analysis of an observation they 
assigned and the interview they asked students to conduct would help students later on. One 
teacher said, "It's necessary in many, you know, scientists need to look carefully at 
something, figure out that it's changed, um, all kinds of ways you have to look at something, 
talk about it." This teacher did not convey specific knowledge of what scientists write, but 
assumed that asking students to carefully analyze and describe something (any event or 
object) and write about it in the form of a traditional English essay would hone skills that 
could be transferred to help science students later when they had to describe scientific 
processes. The pilot teachers appeared to view academic writing as a set of discrete skills, 
which is a far different view than that described in the recent research and theory of 
Composition. I suggest that these teachers may not have seen the contradiction because they 
were, without exception, in their first semester of teaching FYC at Iowa State University and 
all but one were M.A. students; in other words, they were the newest members of the FYC 
activity system. In addition, only one was a graduate student in rhetoric; the majority were 
studying creative writing and literature. Thus, not only were they the newest members of the 
FYC activity system, but they were also the least familiar with the research and theory of 
Composition. However, it is also possible that these teachers took of the view of Donnell, et 
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al (1999) that an FYC course cannot teach rhetorical skills and must focus on scribal skills 
instead. 
The students at Iowa State University did not generally see a contradiction between 
object and motive, either, because they, too, saw writing in terms of scribal skills. When I 
asked students in focus groups to discuss how or whether their English class might prepare 
them for other classes, they invariably responded by discussing general skills such as 
revision, general grammatical skills, and formats. Equally as often, they focused on aspects 
of the course completely unrelated to writing, saying that their teachers' high standards or 
personal attention were the things that would prepare them for their other classes. Only one 
student, enrolled in a learning community course with a tight link to another course in the 
student's major, seemed to sense a disconnect: "Until I'm in my career, that's when I think 
I'll really understand writing on the job. It's one thing to talk about it in class, and another 
thing to do it 'out there.' So it's hard to answer that question. I'll be writing somehow, but I 
don't know the exact format." 
The students' views suggested that they generally did not consider writing as 
specialized, and were not aware of the types of writing they might be doing in their other 
classes—or they assumed that the skills they were learning would transfer to other courses. 
The students expected that good grammar and revision strategies would help them write 
successfully in their other classes; they did not (with the one exception I mentioned) show an 
awareness that the types of writing they would be doing in their other classes would vary 
greatly from one class to another. When I asked them how or if they were learning things in 
FYC that would help them in other classes, they talked about general strategies and personal 
attention, not genres of writing within the academy. The one student who showed an 
awareness of the specialized nature of writing felt that writing could only be learned in 
context, thus he did not eapecf his FHfC class to help him prepare for the writing he might do 
in the future. 
This suggests that there is a contradiction between the macro layer activity system 
theory and research, the meso layer activity system motive and object, and some teachers and 
students (subjects) at the micro layer. Macro layer theory and research suggests there is a 
contradiction between a singular "academic writing" and the motive of writing for the 
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academy, in all the forms that entails. But those who are newest to the university and to the 
study and teaching of writing may not be aware of the various ways writing mediates 
activities in systems where they are not participants. As I will demonstrate later in this 
chapter, FYC teachers often saw specialized English genres as "writing-in-general" or 
"academic-wiiting-in-general," which they could do because they did not use writing as a 
tool to mediate activity within the university in disciplines other than English Studies. 
Traditional teachers had more experience with the teaching and study of writing than pilot 
teachers but were not in learning community courses where students were grouped by major. 
Thus, they were directly confronted with the contradiction between specialized, 
heterogeneous academic discourses in the university and the official singular object of 
academic writing for FYC. 
The specialized nature of academic discourse(s) is the source of all of other 
contradictions within the FYC activity system at Iowa State University. If we accept recent 
research and theory suggesting students will write for various activity systems within the 
university, each of which uses writing differently, in specialized ways that help to mediate 
the activities of the people involved, then there are few, if any, generalizable characteristics 
governing all types of academic writing. While grammar, for example, is fairly generalizable 
across the discourses of the university, the conventions of writing lab reports are very 
different than the conventions of writing history papers. 
The contradiction between objects) and motive I have outlined in this section points 
to a fundamental problem for the Geld of Composition, one that I touched on brieGy in 
Chapter 1 when I presented research Gndings about FYC: we do not know how specialized 
writing in the major develops and what relationship that development has to writing outside 
the major but inside academia. As the literature review in Chapter 1 demonstrated, we do not 
know if writing an English essay about becoming a police officer will, in fact, help students 
write police reports—or, for that matter, biology reports, or history papers. 
We know that development is not a neat linear path and that it is hard to see 
development in one area manifested in another course or department or task, but we do not 
know what speciGc kinds of writing instruction aids students when they write for/within 
another activity system. The one study to show positive effects of direct instruction on one 
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genre (Carter's study of biology lab reports at North Carolina State) did not study transfer; 
instruction went on as part of biology course. The point is, when FYC teachers are faced with 
the task of helping students write successfully in their other courses, they have few research-
based answers to the question of how to best go about doing that; they do not know whether 
choosing genre A over genre B will be of service to students who must write genre B (or 
genre C) later on. The teachers either have to assume that all writing instruction will help 
students in some way, or they must look for another resolution. At Iowa State University, one 
potential resolution to the contradiction between singular object and multiple motive came in 
the form of learning community courses. 
Attempted Resolution: Learning Community FYC Courses by Major 
At Iowa State University, the creation of learning community composition courses by 
major was an institutional attempt to create a sense of community at a large university. Many 
FYC teachers attempted to use learning communities to extricate themselves from their own 
double binds related to the contradiction between object and motive. Because learning 
communities attempted to group students in FYC courses by major. FYC teachers had 
"academic writing" narrowed for them to the types of academic writing written by people in 
the disciplines their students had chosen. FYC learning community teachers did not Aave to 
choose the types of major-specific writing their learning community students would do as the 
object of the course. But »n1ik« traditional and pilot teachers, who faced a multitude of 
possible types of academic writing, learning community teachers had the field narrowed for 
them in ways that could have alleviated the constraint faced by traditional and pilot teachers. 
In the learning community program, students joined groups by their chosen major, 
and then took several courses together. At times, the students also lived together and 
participated in service-learning projects together. FYC was a natural part of most of the 
linked courses, since almost all first-year students were required to take composition. In this 
case, then, ideally students in one FYC course had all declared the same or similar majors 
and the FYC teacher could then focus on the kind of writing required of students in that 
major. To a certain extent, the creation of learning community FYC courses by major did 
resolve one part of the contradiction: in theory at least, all the students in the same FYC class 
had chosen the same major and were headed toward the same disciplinary activity systems 
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and disciplinary writing. Many learning community teachers took advantage of the narrowed 
definition of "academic writing" in a learning community course and gave their students 
assignments requiring, for example, that biology students research journals in their field and 
create a list or that animal science students explain a concept important to their major. 
However, most learning community FYC courses did not fill, as planned, with 
students in the same major (see Appendix G). In Fall 2000 and 2001, learning community 
FYC sections were, on average, only 57% full of learning community students. In Fall 2002, 
the numbers were the best they had ever been, but the average was still low: on average, FYC 
sections still were only 69% filled with learning community students. The remaining seats in 
learning community sections were generally filled with students in a variety of majors. 
Learning communities helped teachers focus on particular kinds of academic writing 
(or at least particular academic (qpica, a distinction I will make shortly) over others, though 
the resolution was not without its problems (i.e., often teachers focused on the writing of a 
particular discipline even when many students in the class were non-learning community 
students in varied majors). While learning community FYC courses provided useful 
affordances to teachers, learning community courses did not resolve a number of systemic 
contradictions. In the remainder of this chapter I trace other contradictions within the FYC 
activity system that relate to or stem from the fundamental contradiction between object and 
motive. 
Contradiction between Subject(s) and Object/Official Motive 
One contradiction that became immediately apparent during focus group discussions 
with teachers was the contradiction between subjects and object/official motive in the FYC 
activity system at Iowa State University: many teachers rejected the official object and 
motive as they interpreted them and replaced them with their own motives and objects. 
During the focus groups I conducted with each of the three groups of teachers, I asked 
repeatedly about their motives for FYC and the activities and assignments intended to help 
students pursue those motives. In general, the teachers tended to enlarge the official motive 
of helping students write in their other courses to helping students succeed in college and as 
citizens through ciidcal thinking and self-reflection. This motive seems to mirror, in some 
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ways, the older official goals of FYC that I related in Chapters 1 and 3—to make students 
better citizens for a democracy and to help students use writing for self-expression. 
However, many teachers appeared to be pursuing what has been termed "critical 
consciousness." 
Because of the variance in motives and the substitution of official motive with 
unofficial motives, there appeared to be widespread (though not unified) disagreement with 
the official o6/ecf. In the absence of any information about what "academic writing" is in 
other disciplines, the teachers had to construct their own understandings. They had to 
determine what academic writing was. Many assumed that academic writing meant 
"professional" writing or "general skills" and "correctness." Given their own definitions of 
academic writing, the teachers then had to determine whether or not they wanted to teach 
academic writing as they understood it; not surprisingly, many rejected it because they did 
not want to provide what they saw as "professional training." Rather than acting on academic 
writing, many of the teachers acted on a variety of (not necessarily academic) texts in a 
general skills sort of way and/or in order to provoke students to think more critically about 
the world around them. Others appeared to be asking students to act on "self' or "society" to 
promote self-reflection and critical consciousness. Still others, as I pointed out previously, 
ask students to act on the object of "the major." The contradiction between official and 
unofficial motives and objects is illustrated in Figure 5 (on the following page). 
The fact that teachers grappled with what "academic writing" meant and then often 
rejected it as they understood it was illustrated in comments teachers made in focus groups. 
Amanda, a learning community teacher, said, "I think people come to college far too often 
for career training and I'm opposed to that. I'm in favor of education. Broad based education. 
Learn how to think, leam how to Gnd the information you need, develop those skills. The 
career training you can get on the job." When asked if she saw a difference between 
connecting writing to the students' chosen field and getting professional training in writing, 
she responded again that she wanted to give her students a more "broad based" view of 
writing: 
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I think so.. .Because professional training in writing would be just very 
specific for one particular Geld. I mean, it would be all the jargon, and the 
format, you know, you must have charts every three feet, or whatever it is. I 
think that's too speciGc for what I want. My writing is more broad based...We 
[the English teacher and the linked faculty members in agricultural business 
and economics] share all this information so that they [the students] see one 
Geld does this and another does this, and they are related. And these various 
ways are different in these ways...And the fact that I can point out differences 
and similarities in them gives them [the students] a broader look at writing. 
Amanda appeared to view speciGc forms of disciplinary writing as static and 
formulaic ("jargon" and "format"). Thus, she rejected the notion that she should teach those 
forms to students. Amanda was not alone in her rejection of speciGc genres of academic 
discourse as appropriate for FYC. Another learning community teacher, Sharon, suggested 
that she, too, rejected "academic writing" as the object and instead acted on what she called a 
"socialist type or a multi-culturalist type of approach." She emphasized that while she 
certainly wanted students to "come out knowing basic punctuation skills.. .realize the need to 
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read in order to have something to say.. .arrange paragraphs so they proceed in a logical 
order," she also wanted students 
to think about themselves as they are in the world at large and I want them to 
think about the privileges of being bom a white American. I want them to 
realize that truth is something that can be created to suit the need of the person 
who is doing the writing and speaking. I want them to think about the 
emphasis in this society on consumerism, capitalism, which, as business 
students, I mean, they're just gung-ho, let's make more products, sell more 
things, so I can make my money. And I'm standing there saying, 'Wait just a 
minute, what about our environment, look at what we're doing with 
everything we're throwing away, and look at our status markers, and what do 
they really mean... 
These comments suggested that the teachers rejected the object of academic 
writing—and the motive of teaching students to write for other academic courses—in favor 
of a motive that appeared to be critical thinking/consciousness. The implied object is not the 
officially-sanctioned "academic writing" but rather "self' or "society." 
Learning community teachers were not the only ones to reject "academic writing" as 
the object. The teachers of traditional FYC classes also appeared to reject academic writing 
as the object, sidestep the question of what the object was, and emphasize more general (and 
hopefully transferable) skills. The traditional teachers also appeared to reject the official 
program motive of helping students write better within the academy in favor of "critical 
thinking," suggesting that rather than pursuing a motive of helping students to write better 
within the academy, they were pursuing a motive of helping students beffer in general. 
And this motive could, then, entail a number of objects—not necessarily written or academic: 
Mark: I think that one thing I'd like them to be able to do is, and I see this as just one 
of 30 some courses they have to take in college, start them on a kind of critical 
thinking. And that's what I try to do a lot. I have them read things that might 
be provocative one way or the other... 
Matt: I think one of the things you said is to get them to think critically. Not only is 
it important for them to be able to look at the world around them and think 
critically, but even to look at their own beliefs. So many of them have these 
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beliefs about what is right but they don't know why. They don't know where 
their beliefs come from. 
Thus, Mark and Matt appeared to posit objects such as "provocative readings" and 
"students' own beliefs" rather than academic writing of various sorts. 
Pilot program teachers, too, suggested they did not ask students to act on the object of 
academic writing to help students succeed in other classes. Unlike the other two groups, 
however, they did not replace the official motive with "critical thinking." Instead, they 
appeared to embrace the official motive and pursue it by taking as their object general 
writing skills and motivation. Charles, a pilot teacher who was an M.A. student in literature, 
remarked, "It's almost like the goal of 104 is just to create a readable paper. Something 
where you've got a solid thesis statement." During the focus group I conducted, the pilot 
teachers took up this notion: 
Belinda: It would be nice to convince them [the students] that they will be 
writing in other courses, in other places, in other parts of the world, 
and, you know, that their only obligation for the rest of their lives will 
not be to write emails to people that don't even include capitals. 
Thus, Belinda agreed that the motive was to help students with writing in other 
classes and places, though perhaps her motive was simply to convince students that this 
motive was a worthwhile and reasonable one. 
John: ...we didn't do anything that was major specific, nothing. 
Tyrone: Yeah, I think as far as getting back to your question of objectives, I 
think that would be very difficult to pin down, other than what Charles 
is saying, which is to get them to at least write one quality paper, if not 
in the first five weeks, then in the second or the final [five weeks]. 
Lindsey: But not even a quality paper but a quality paper in the sense that they 
know on their own without me.... 
Interviewer Well, let me ask you all.. .I'm still not sure I'm clear on the intended 
learning outcomes. 
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John: I was going to say isolate and eliminate basic composition problems in 
individual students. 
The pilot teachers repeatedly sidestepped the question of what the object war, not 
identifying what texts (objects) the students would be acting on to eliminate "basic 
composition problems." 
The teachers who rejected academic writing as the motive for FYC often suggested 
they did so because students were not to be exposed to academic writing in their first 
semester at the university. Teachers suggested that "highly technical" academic writing 
would "overwhelm [students] this semester" and that students "aren't ready yet" and "are 
terrified." The agricultural engineering FYC teacher suggested that her students were not 
prepared for academic writing because of their own personal backgrounds: ".. .focusing on 
styles of writing at this point, at the 104 point, isn't relevant because they're farmers, their 
communication is oral still. They even have to figure out how to code switch from being 
small town farm kids to college kids, much less discipline specific writing." 
On the whole, then, many of the FYC teachers in my study appeared to reject 
academic writing as the object (partially because they felt their students were not ready for it 
yet), and in doing so, many appeared to replace the official program motive of helping 
students write well within the academy with their own unofficial motive. Again and again, 
the notion of "critical thinking" (which appeared to mean cnficaZ conjciowJMg&s, not the 
informal logic-related critical thinking I described in Chapter 1) emerged as an unofficial 
motive for teachers, along with objects that would work toward this motive. 
Although most teachers rejected the object of academic writing for English 104, they 
were (for the most part), aware that the FYC course was intended to prepare students for 
other courses. To resolve this discrepancy, they often attempted to achieve their unofficial 
motives while simultaneously taking into account the officially sanctioned object and motive. 
Attempted Resolution: Have students act on disciplinary/professional fop/cs 
While traditional teachers voiced an awareness of the fact that they were expected to 
teach academic writing, many rejected this motive (as I have already suggested). However, 
they also often suggested that they rejected the motive in part because they were constrained 
by the variety of majors represented in their courses. To try to respond to the official motive 
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as far as possible in this situation, the teachers often assigned students to explore their 
majors, "to find out what kinds of things they could do with their major, what people like 
about their majors, etc" (Matt, traditional) or to pick a topic or concept from their major and 
"look at two or three aspects" in order to "find out something about their major" (Jefferson, 
traditional). As I indicated earlier, Matt, at least, was aware that writing abowf the major and 
writing/or the major were different concepts. However, because he was constrained by the 
variety of majors in his class, this resolution was the most he could do to acknowledge the 
official FYC motive. However, in doing this, "the major" became the new object, replacing 
the official object of academic writing, and "helping students learn about their major" 
became the new motive, replacing the official motive of helping students write for their other 
courses. Note that this is a shift from teaching students about wnfwzg in the academy to 
teaching students about what a major looks like and requires in the academy. Teachers did 
not require students to learn about wnfmg in their major, but rather to leam about their ma/or 
m genera/—the courses that would be required, the professions it could lead to, etc. 
Teachers of learning community courses were not only aware that they were expected 
to act on academic/professional writing as the object of the course, but also were in a better 
position to respond to this motive because their courses were (at least in theory) limited to 
students in similar majors. However, though the learning community FYC course appeared to 
be the prime site for achieving official motives and acting on official objects, two stumbling 
blocks existed, as I have already pointed out: the learning community courses did not always 
611 with learning community students and many of the learning community teachers were 
opposed to acting on academic writing and wanted to focus more on general critical 
thinking/consciousness. 
The resolution for many of the learning community teachers to the contradiction 
between being expected to act on academic writing and wanting to teach critical 
consciousness apart from "professional training" was that, rather than asking students to 
examine and write the sorts of texts they would later be asked to write, teachers brought into 
the class disciplinary and professional that the students could critique and consider. In 
other words, teachers were having students read oZwwf cultural, social, political issues related 
to biology, for example, and then write about their understanding of those issues. Don, the 
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animal science FYC teacher told me in an interview that he brought in "more about science, 
animal science.. .the goals toward the animal science were more narrowly focused on science 
and animal science to make sure they are writing about that." Students in classes like Don's 
were not examining or practicing the types of writing that would be required of them in their 
major; rather, they were discussing and writing about important Manas in their major. 
Many of the learning community teachers found and used literary texts that dealt with 
issues in other disciplines. They thus were able to talk about literary genres whose 
conventions they knew, while focusing on issues of importance in other disciplines. Several 
of the learning community FYC teachers taught novels in their classes that related in direct 
ways to the subject matter being taught in the linked disciplinary course. For example, the 
FYC teachers linked with the biology learning community all taught the novel ZsTz/nag/, and 
had their students spend a good portion of the semester writing and talking about this novel 
and comparing the points made in the novel with what the students were learning in their 
biology course. The writing the students did about Zs/i/MaeZ was humanities writing— 
journals, reflections, essays. In this way, the FYC teachers were able to connect the FYC 
course to the biology course and collaborate with their colleague in biology, while at the 
same time drawing on the tools they already had in order to help students understand and 
write about a complex novel. Further, though, this assignment helped the teachers achieve 
their unofficial motives of teaching students critical thinking/consciousness. India, one of the 
biology FYC teachers, was quite explicit about bringing together her desire to help the 
students think critically with the officially sanctioned object of academic writing: 
My goal, of course, is to teach writing, but also good critical thinking and 
consciousness, and I always try and.. .hopefully teach them something about 
civic life and society that they haven't learned elsewhere and with the biology 
learning team it's really easy to talk about the environment and the kind of 
rhetoric that is being espoused about the environment. 
India's remarks suggest that the motives for her FYC course are a mixture of 
historical motives (such as prepare students for civic life) as well as current official program 
motives (prepare students to write in other courses) as well as unofficial motive (teach 
students critical thinking). 
Amanda, the agricultural business FYC teacher, used a strategy similar to India's. 
Because her course was linked with economics, Amanda and the economics teacher decided 
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it would be useful for the students to read Amma/ Form in their FYC class. The students were 
encouraged to see the book as an economic text, and to draw on what they were learning in 
the economics class to help them understand and think critically about AmmaZ Form—and 
vice versa. Amanda, who told me repeatedly that she wanted to give her students a broad-
based education, drew on a novel related to their major to help students think about important 
issues in their major. Thus, her motives appeared to be a mixture of official program motive 
(prepare students for writing in other courses) and unofficial motive (teach students critical 
thinking). 
Students in the learning community courses recognized that they were reading and 
being asked to consider issues related to their major. For example, agricultural engineering 
students read Broken ffeorfZowt a novel about farming and small town life, and watched 
PBS documentaries about farming life in order to reflect critically on their experiences as 
small town farming students entering the university. In focus groups the students indicated 
that they enjoyed the reading because it related to their lives; however, they repeatedly 
commented that they did not know what they would be writing in their other courses or in 
their careers. Most students said that in their English classes they rarely discussed the 
particular types of writing they would do in their major courses. Students knew that they 
would be doing more (and more substantial) writing beyond their learning community 
English classes but they only had a vague sense of what these written assignments would 
entail and did not appear to believe that their English class was helping them gain a clearer 
sense. One student suggested, "I expect to do a lot more report writing in general, but we 
didn't talk about it all that much in English. This is just my own take on it" (Jacob). While 
students had a vague sense of the types of genres they would encounter, many seemed certain 
that they would write other things than the essays they were writing in FYC: "I don't think 
I'll be writing the kind of essays we wrote in English." 
Thus, the reading that students did from novels related to their major may have 
achieved the teachers' unofficial motive of teaching critical consciousness, but students did 
not appear to be prepared for the sorts of writing they would do in their majors. 
I have suggested in this section that teachers often attempted to attend to the official 
motive of the course (preparing students to write in their other academic courses) while also 
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working toward their unofficial motives. Often they did so by asking students to write about 
their majors or asking students to read and discuss novels that dealt with important issues in 
their majors. These resolutions beg an important question: does having students write about 
disciplinary topics accomplish the motive of preparing students to write in their disciplinary 
classes? To put this question in activity terms, are disciplinary fopics and disciplinary fez# 
the same object? Is acting on one tantamount to acting on the other? Does acting on either of 
these function for the same motive, the motive of helping students write in their other 
classes? I argue that the answer to all of these questions is no. Shifting the object in this 
subtle way actually functions to change the motive from helping prepare students to write in 
other courses to helping students think about important issues in their major and/or helping 
students choose and understand a major. 
The motive of helping students wrife for other courses—of broadening access to 
academic discourse(s)—is then displaced by the motive of helping students critically 
about important disciplinary issues. Historical values such as the importance of helping 
students be active and critical citizens were foregrounded, while, as students' comments 
suggested, writing qua writing (and the students as writers of disciplinary texts) moved into 
the background. The attempt to balance unofficial motive with official program motive 
resulted in the dominance of unofficial motives. Students and teachers both appeared to enjoy 
pursuing the unofficial motive—reading interesting major-related texts, thinking about and 
discussing them, and writing about them in the form of English essays. Yet the official 
program motive of preparing students to wrife (preparing them for the writing they will do in 
other academic courses) was pushed to the side. 
Contradiction between Subject(s), Object(s), & Tools 
Teachers (especially learning community teachers) often talked about their desire to 
avoid academic writing and "professional training." Yet they also assigned students to write 
and read the academic genres of English Studies and, at times, assigned students to read the 
academic writing of other disciplines. Teachers often appeared to "mis-recognize" (to use 
Bourdieu's, 1999, term) the genres of English Studies as "genres-in-general." Further, they 
did not appear to "recognize" that they were teaching some forms of academic writing (in 
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English Studies genres) or that, at times, they were teaching (about) academic genres of other 
disciplinary systems. I argue that teachers were constrained from achieving the official 
motive of FYC by their lack of involvement in other disciplinary academic writing systems 
and, thus, by their lack of experience with the types of academic writing (genre tools) that 
mediate the work of those other disciplinary activity systems. The contradiction between 
subjects), object(s), and tools is illustrated in Figure 6. Teachers in English Studies use the 
texts of the humanities to mediate their work; however, they are asked by the official FYC 
motives to teach students (about) texts that mediate work in disciplinary systems as diverse 
as biology, economics, business, and engineering. 
Figure 6: Contradiction Between Subjects), Object(s), & Tools 
Mediating Tools In English 
Studies: 






















Rules/Conventions Community Division of Labor 
In this section I use the term "recognize" in a specific way, following from but 
expanding on Bourdieu, in order to simultaneously suggest two possible definitions: "to 
perceive as something previously known" and/or "to acknowledge." Thus, when I say that 
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teachers "mis-recognize" I am not claiming to know their internal psychological functions. 
Rather, I am suggesting it appeared they either did not perceive certain texts to be academic 
writing as they understood academic writing within their disciplinary activity system or that 
they perceive a particular kind of text as a form of academic writing but did not 
ac&McwWge it as such. I do not—and cannot—know which of these was the case for the 
teachers in my study. My claim is that regardless of the type of "recognition" or "mis-
recognition," the result was that mis-recognition allowed them to avoid experiencing a 
double bind as a result of the contradiction between subject, tool, and object in the FYC 
activity system. 
FYC teachers often did not appear to "recognize" the writing assignments they gave 
in FYC as requiring the genres of English Studies. For example, two learning community 
teachers, Amanda and Sharon, often assigned genres of academic writing that were typical of 
the English Studies activity system (such as personal essays about what it means to be 
educated), but which they did not recognize or discuss as English Studies genres. These 
teachers said they were not really concerned with what they termed "writing style" (which I 
interpreted to mean the genre conventions of various kinds of academic writing) but were 
more concerned with the f&rwef they asked the students to write about. Yet, despite their 
assertions, these teachers repeatedly asked students to write in the "writing style" appropriate 
to the English Studies activity system. In other words, I argue that these teachers were "mis-
recognizing" their English Studies genres as genres-in-general rather than as a specific forms 
of writing used within one disciplinary activity system. 
Many of the English teachers "mis-recognized" their English Studies genres as 
"writing-in-general"—which is to say, they went beyorwf what I described earlier as the 
category mistake implicit in positing academic writing as an object: none of the FYC 
teachers described the writing they were assigning as academic writing (despite the fact that 
it was writing assigned in the academy). Rather, they appeared to view what they were 
assigning as simply "writing," a neutral (what Bourdieu would call invisible) vehicle. 
Bourdieu has argued that "mis-recognition" is the source of symbolic power, 
"invisible power which can be exercised only with the complicity of those who do not want 
to know that they are subject to it or even that they themselves exercise it" (p. 164). If we 
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followed Bourdieu, we might surmise that FYC teachers (whom I have already described in 
Chapter 4 as the least paid, least powerful people in the English Studies system, teaching a 
course that is often seen as being "in service" to other disciplines) were able to exercise some 
symbolic power by assigning the genres of English Studies and talking about them as genres-
(or writing-) in-general. "Mis-recognizing" the English Studies genres they assigned as forms 
of writing-in-general served a practical function: it allowed teachers to focus on the issues in 
which they were interested. But further, it also allowed people who were not in positions of 
power (within their disciplinary activity system or within the university activity system) to 
exercise the symbolic power of English Studies genres as f/ie genres that matter. 
I do not suggest that "mis-recognition" of English Studies genres as writing-in-
general or the exercise of symbolic power were conscious choices—or even choices at all. 
Rather, from an activity theory perspective, mis-recognition and the exercise of symbolic 
power are inherent parts of activity systems. Over time, tool use becomes routinized. As 
people in an activity system use tools (i.e., certain genres) repeatedly, and their use becomes 
routinized, those tools become transparent. As long as the tools function to mediate work in 
the activity system, there is no need for subjects to consciously consider those tools. In the 
case of FYC teachers who assigned English Studies genres and talked about them as though 
they were genres-in-general, I would argue that those genres had become routinized for those 
teachers and, thus, transparent to them—and this is a common result of long-term tool use in 
any activity system. Because FYC teachers (the subjects using genre tools in this analysis) 
were feacAers, they happened to be in a position where they could transfer their routinized 
understanding of English genres to their teaching—and thus require their students (many of 
whom would not use English genres routinely in the future) to use English genres as genres-
in-general. In doing so, teachers functionally exercised symbolic power. 
"Mis-recognizing" English Studies genres as genres-in-general enabled teachers to 
avoid experiencing a double bind as a result of the contradiction between subjects, tools, and 
objects. If teachers had recognized the English Studies genres they were assigning as only 
one of many possible genres mediating work within the academy, they would have become 
aware of their lack of involvement with those other genres. Recognizing this fact, and the 
further fact that they could not easily become involved in other disciplinary systems and leam 
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to use the genres that mediate work in them, would have caused FYC teachers to experience 
a psychological double bind. 
On the whole, however, teachers did not appear to consciously consider their lack of 
involvement with the genres mediating work in other disciplines, and thus, their lack of 
information about those genres. Rather, teachers seemed to define the academic writing of 
other disciplines by the most complex standards of academic writing in the English activity 
system, and this led them not to recognize a number of kinds of texts as illustrative of 
academic writing. Teachers, for example, did not "recognize" texts such as unpublished 
engineering reports as examples of academic writing and instead defined academic writing as 
published academic journal articles. Even learning community teachers in tight links with 
teachers in other disciplines seemed not to recognize many texts that constitute academic 
writing (because they mediate academic work) in other Gelds. For example, when explaining 
why she avoided assignments dealing with academic/disciplinary writing/reading, Loraine, 
the FYC teacher in agricultural engineering learning community, said: 
I guess I kind of backed away from that [having students look at academic 
writing] in 104.1 would do it in 105. But I don't want to overwhelm them this 
semester and I think that if I brought them a highly technical article of that 
sort, I don't think they are really ready for it at this point. I think it would 
frustrate them, at least for the guys in my class. (I have one woman, too, but 
mostly guys.) We did, the way that we did that, we took a look at the 
engineering report that they're going have to do for College of Engineering, or 
we took a look at some publications that were done out of the Extension 
office, telling people how to do things and a little bit more simple. 
This response suggests that Loraine was defining "academic writing" in terms of the 
kinds of writing that graduate students and professors in English studies would find 
academic. Because she defined academic/disciplinary writing as "a highly technical article" 
(though I had explicitly said she should define it in whatever way she saw fit), Loraine felt 
that she was not having students examine academic writing when they looked at "the 
engineering reports they're going to have to do for the College of Engineering." However, 
engineers write and read engineering reports commonly; engineering students are frequently 
asked to produce engineering reports in their engineering courses. In other words, 
engineering reports (both published and unpublished) org an important academic genre (an 
important form of academic writing) for engineering students. Asking students to examine 
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engineering reports was one potentially useful way of helping prepare engineering students 
for writing in their other courses. However, in this case, Loraine did not "recognize" what 
she was doing as preparing students for academic wrifing. While she clearly thought reports 
were important (because she had students look at them), she did not appear to recognize them 
as an important academic genre for engineers and their students. 
Other teachers also suggested that they were not asking students to read or write 
academic genres despite the fact that their activities and assignments suggested otherwise. 
Sharon and Amanda asked their students to read non-English academic and professional 
genres regularly: Sharon, the business FYC teacher, asked her students to read and analyze 
mission statements and annual reports, while Amanda, the agricultural business FYC teacher, 
asked her students to subscribe to and read the weekly professional magazine 77%e Économie. 
However, these teachers (like Loraine) did not appear to "recognize" the texts they assigned 
as academic/professional writing. Instead, all three of these learning community teachers 
seemed to "recognize" only highly technical academic journal articles as academic writing. 
The implication, then, is that while some teachers gave assignments that appeared to 
pursue the official motive of helping prepare students to write in other academic courses, 
they did not always perceive this to be the case. Rather, in focus groups and interviews they 
repeatedly talked about their motive as teaching students to think critically about important 
iames encountered in their non-academic reading. I suggest then, that FYC teachers were nof 
always constrained from teaching academic writing (or at least from helping students read 
and analyze academic writing, which may or may not be a different matter) and were, in fact, 
often doing just thaL However, because of their lack of involvement with academic writing in 
other disciplinary systems, they did not "recognize" their actions in this way. In addition, I 
argue that because their unofficial motives were to teach students critical thinking, they gave 
less consideration to the academic reading and writing they were assigning their students 
(i.e., less attention to writing qua writing) than they did to the novels and issues they asked 
students to consider. Thus, though the contradiction between subject, object, and tool existed 
within FYC, many teachers did not feel constrained by it, nor did they experience a double 
bind as a result of it because they substituted their own motives, motives the system did not 
constrain them from achieving. 
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Because FYC is officially expected to help students write in other courses, FYC 
teachers who recognize English Studies genres as genres that do not mediate work in other 
courses will recognize the contradiction I outlined in this section and, thus, will experience a 
double bind (how can teachers teach texts they do not use within their own activity system?). 
"Mis-recognization" and all that goes along with it is, I argue, a useful resolution of sorts for 
many FYC teachers asked to do what appears to be impossible given the nature of the FYC 
activity system. "Mis-recognizing" English Studies genres as invisible, neutral vehicles for 
examining issues helped teachers avoid experiencing the contradiction between the genres 
that mediate work in English Studies and the genres that mediate work in other disciplines. 
"Mis-recognizing" academic texts that mediate work in other disciplines helped FYC 
teachers avoid experiencing a double bind. 
Contradiction Between Rules Governing Available Tools and 
Official Object 
Not all FYC teachers "mis-recognized" English Studies genres as writing-in-general. 
Some teachers overtly "recognized" writing as a tool used differently (which, thus, looks 
different) in different disciplinary activity systems and, in order, to pursue the official motive 
of FYC, determined to teach appropriate genres and genre conventions of the writing 
students would encounter in their disciplines. These teachers came face to face with the fact 
that the genre conventions for humanities texts are not the genre conventions for lab reports, 
engineering proposals, scientific arguments, and so on (as illustrated in Figure 7 on the 
following page). The resultant constraint for teachers, then, was a lack of involvement in 
other disciplinary activity systems and, thus, lack of experience with the texts that mediate 
activities in those other activities systems. The teachers in my study often talked about this 
constraint as a "lack of knowledge." 
Because teachers from humanities backgrounds were teaching students headed to a 
variety of non-humanities majors at Iowa State University, the teachers were often not 
Figure 7: Contradiction Between Rules Governing Tool(s) and Objects) 
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familiar with all the types of academic writing their students would encounter. Thus, there 
was a contradiction between some subjects (teachers) who were located in (and thus writing 
in) the English Studies activity system and other subjects (students) who wished to be located 
in (and thus write in) a number of very different disciplinary activity systems. FYC teachers 
understood the conventions of writing as they used it within English studies—and they used 
writing as a tool to act on other objects (such as literary research) and to achieve other 
motives (such as conveying research results). Most of them had never written within activity 
systems of biology or economics or engineering. Thus, they were not familiar with the ways 
writing was used in those disciplinary activity systems. However, ISU was a school of 
science and technology. Few of the thousands of students enrolled in FYC each semester had 
or would declare English majors. They would use writing in the multitude of disciplinary 
activity systems with which the English teachers were not familiar. 
While the official program motive asked teachers to prepare students for academic 
discourse(s), many teachers in my study felt constrained by their lack of involvement with 
writing in disciplines other than English, which resulted in their experiencing a double bind 
since writing in other disciplines (academic writing) was the object on which students needed 
to act in order to achieve the official motive: teachers could not do what they were officially 
expected to do because of their lack of involvement with (what they termed lack of 
knowledge about) genres and genre conventions in other disciplines. Throughout the 
interviews and focus groups I conducted, I often heard teachers suggest that they could not 
act on the object of academic writing because they did not know about academic writing (i.e., 
genres and their conventions) in ûelds other than English. As I have already conveyed, Matt, 
teaching a traditional FYC class, said, "...that part as far as writing for your major, it's 
difficult, too, because that expects us to know style and subject matter of each of these 
majors. So in the second half of the class I focused more on preparing them for 105." India, a 
biology FYC teacher, said that when she had previously taught a class with students in a mix 
of majors and wanted them to research and read journals in their field, the task was difficult: 
".. .when I did this assignment about academic journals in your field in a mixed class, it 
wasn't quite as effective. I couldn't-I didn't have as much control over the articles that they 
chose, whether I thought they were really representative of their field or not...." 
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Both Matt and India suggested that while they wanted to have students act on the 
official object of academic writing, they were constrained from doing so because they were 
not familiar with "the style and subject matter" of these other fields and they could not assess 
the assignments they tried to give students. 
Of the teachers who embraced the official motive and the object of academic writing, 
Karen, one of several biology FYC teachers, stands out. While other teachers mentioned their 
motives and the constraints they felt in trying to achieve them in passing, Karen actively and 
consciously considered and sought to resolve them. She told me clearly that her motive was 
to help students write as biologists: 
.. .if these students grow up to be academics in the Geld of biology, they'll 
have a better idea of how writing is done hopefully in that Geld. That's part of 
the primary reason why in 105 [the next semester, which she was preparing 
for as she taught 104] I'm more interested in how argument is created in the 
Geld of biology, not how argument is created rhetorically from an English 
departments, the English department's, perspective. I think that for those 
students who want to be publishing and writing about what they're learning, 
that's a good Grst step.. .eventually people in the Geld of biology won't have, 
will see that improvement, they'll see that improvement in their writing, 
because they will become more disciplined, disciplinary, sooner. 
While Karen accepted the official program motive (to help students write in other 
academic courses) and she focused on objects (types of academic writing) suggested by the 
declared major of her learning community students (biology), she repeatedly told me that she 
felt she was trying to teach her students things that she did not know. 
The teachers' lack of familiarity with the genres they were asked (by the ofGcial 
motive) to teach their students to write led them to experience a double bind that was 
demonstrated by the assignments some teachers gave. In their assignments, even the learning 
community teachers (linked with teachers in other disciplines, teaching students who are 
theoretically in one major, and thus more apt to be in a position to recognize that humanities 
genres do not mediate the activities of other activity systems) gave assignments time and 
again that reGected the conventions of English or—even more narrowly—of FYC. The types 
of writing asked for in the assignments could generally be grouped into the following genres: 
# Autobiography/personal narrative 
# ProGle of a person 
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# Argument/Position paper 
# Interview 




» Rhetorical analysis 
While the general descriptions of these assignment genres resemble genres found 
outside of FYC, their specific characteristics (their rhetorical situations) were quite different. 
Most of the assignments were described by one of the doctoral students who analyzed 
assignment sheets with me as "mutt genres." The mutt genres teachers assigned mimicked 
genres that mediate activities in other activity systems, but within the FYC system their 
purposes and audiences were vague or even contradictory. They were quite different from 
and served very different purposes in FYC than they do in other disciplinary activity systems. 
While it is to be expected that texts mediate work differently in different activity systems, the 
official motive of FYC is to help prepare students for the writing they will do in other 
academic courses. Thus, we might expect the genres assigned in FYC to be similar to the 
genres students would be asked to write in other academic courses. But this was not the case. 
Instead, students were asked to practice discrete skills. 
For example, FYC teachers at Iowa State University commonly gave what was called 
an observation assignment. Though the specifics of the assignment differed from class to 
class, the official description of how observation is included in 104 reads: 
Paying attention to specific details is the basis of good descriptive writing. 
Some of your assignments will require you to write about your observations of 
events, people, and the world around you. These assignments will help you 
leam how to focus your topic, to develop and support a thesis, and to shape 
your writing to your audience of readers. 
(http://www.engl.iastate.edu/underEraduatestudies/FYC/104-
105descriptions.html) 
For the observation assignment, teachers asked students to observe things such as a 
career fair, a work of art on campus, or a person working in the student's chosen field of 
study. The purposes of all of these assignments were described in terms of the writers (who 
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would leam to notice details or leam to be reflective), which differentiated the FYC 
observations from observations people might write in other disciplinary contexts. Many 
disciplines incorporate observations into written texts—for example, scientists report on their 
experiments and social workers describe their home visits (see Dias et al, 1999; LabWrite 
http://www.ncsu.edu/labwrite/: Pare, 1991; Sanford, 1983). However, the observations 
outside of FYC are almost always written for an audience other than the writer, to 
accomplish a purpose other than helping the writer gain isolated skills. Even lab reports, 
written for a class, are not written so that the student can leam to write a lab report, but rather 
so that students can leam the material under consideration and demonstrate their knowledge 
to the instructor; the lab report is the vehicle—the tool—not the object. 
The circumstances surrounding disciplinary/professional observations vary greatly 
from one another—and the purpose, audience, and format of those texts vary greatly from the 
observation papers assigned in this FYC program. This situation is not problematic if we 
assume transferability of language-related skills from one genre and one activity system to 
another—i.e., if we assume that students can practice the skill of "observation" for an 
English essay on art and then transfer that same skill to a lab report for biology. However, as 
I suggested in Chapter 1, the literature on transfer does not support this assumption and, in 
fact, suggests that such "far transfer" (transfer to "different contexts and performances") 
(Salomon & Perkins, 1992) happens rarely, though more often when specific measures are 
put in place by the teacher to encourage it, measures such as self-reflection (see also 
McCarthy, 1987; Perkins & Salomon, "Science"). 
Arguments are another common genre in FYC—one that we might expect to see 
across the university. The "argument paper" is its own genre in FYC. There, "the argument" 
was assigned as a genre whose purpose was to write the genre. One assignment stated "the 
purpose of this position paper is to write an argument...." Within the broader university, 
arguments are complex and encompass a range of genres, from documented research papers 
arguing for conclusions based on research, to lab reports arguing for results, to essays 
arguing for a scholarship. Within the broader university, "the argument" is not a genre in and 
of itself. 
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Within FYC, "the argument" rarely (I would argue never) reflected the varied and 
complex genres that include argument in the broader university. An FYC assignment given to 
Human Development and Family Studies (HDFS) students illustrates this point. According to 
their HDFS professor, HDFS students can expect to write arguments within the genre of 
reports about particular professional situations (i.e., childcare or social work visit), with an 
audience of judges and other superiors who can make decisions about the lives of the people 
being discussed in the reports. This context, and the textual rules stemming from this context, 
are not, however, reflected in the FYC argument assignment. Instead, within FYC students 
are assigned to write a "documented position paper," telling about "a topic from within their 
major." In it, they must include three kinds of proof: personal experience, observation, and 
interview. And they must write to an audience who is "college-educated, with a high general 
knowledge level, but [who] may not be experts in the area you're discussing." The format of 
the paper was the traditional FYC documented, double spaced argument paper utilizing MLA 
citation style. This FYC argument assignment did not reflect the types of arguments that 
HDFS students would be writing during their time in the university and in the workplace. 
Given the genre difficulties evident in the preceding examples, and especially the 
ways the FYC assignments differ from the genres found in the broader university, FYC 
teachers appeared to be constrained in various ways from achieving the official motive of the 
FYC course. Because they were not familiar with the genres that mediate work in other 
disciplinary activity systems, it was difficult for FYC teachers to help students leam to write 
for their other courses within the academy. This situation is evident in the fact that FYC 
teachers assigned genres that were often limited to the FYC course and which did not mirror 
the rhetorical situations to which genres in other disciplinary activity systems respond. 
I found the rhetorical situation of FYC (rather than other disciplinary activity systems 
for which students were supposed to be prepared) evident also in the students' own 
descriptions of their writing. On the cover sheets that I examined, the students' self-described 
purposes were often vague (i.e., to "compare," "evaluate," or "inform"). These vague 
descriptions often suggested, on the face of it, to mirror writing that occurs elsewhere. 
Clearly, writing in many disciplinary systems informs and evaluates. However, closer 
examination of the topic and format of many of the papers the students were describing 
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revealed topics and formats specific to the English Studies activity system generally and to 
the FYC activity system more specifically. For example, students wrote essays about a 
classmate or about a personal experience that had been important to them. While these are 
informative kinds of writing, they are not informative in the same ways that papers in biology 
are informative, for example. Because audience, purpose, and topic shape genres, the genres 
that are informative in biology look very different than the informative paper in FYC. As a 
result, we see a contradiction between what FYC is officially expected to do (prepare 
students to write in other academic courses) and the understanding of writing students 
conveyed in their cover analyses. 
Students' responses to the rhetorical analysis half sheets also suggested that they were 
being asked to leam discrete skills because the position of FYC imposed constraints that 
pushed teachers toward "skills" as the object and motive. Many students gave the same or 
similar information for both purpose and genre (Purpose: "persuade them that learning is 
necessary;" Genre: "persuasive"), suggesting that purposes seemed to become their own 
genres in FYC—i.e., the paper in which students informed their classmates of their views 
became "the informative paper"; the paper in which students made an argument on a topic of 
their choice became "the position paper." Neither "the informative paper" nor "the position 
paper" exists as such outside of the FYC classroom. I suggest that this happened because the 
students were asked to write what I previously called "mutt genres"—genres that do not 
respond to rhetorical situations requiring communication in order to accomplish a purpose 
that is meaningful to the author. Rather, students were told to write an argument in order to 
write an argument or "describe the atmosphere of a football game" simply for the sake of 
doing so (i.e., for "practice"). While students could explain Wwzf they were writing (a paper 
about a football game), they could not explain Wry they were doing so or wAy they were 
doing so in the form of a particular genre (i.e., an essay). 
Students appeared, then, to be learning discrete skills (which I demonstrated 
previously with the observation paper) though they did not appear to be making even near 
connections of those skills, much less transferring those skills to very different contexts. For 
example, no students suggested they were being asked to write a persuasive paper in order to 
be able to write persuasive papers in other courses. Instead, students often described their 
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purposes as related solely to the FYC class and not beyond it ("get a good grade" or "fulfill 
grade requirements"). 
While many teachers did not appear to recognize (or at least vocalize this recognition 
within the data I collected) the contradictions between their assignments and the motive of 
the FYC course, at least one teacher—the biology FYC teacher Karen—did. Karen decided 
that her students should not be writing what she termed "argument paper[s] like most 105 
English teachers want to have." Having decided to focus her class in this way, she then 
realized how little she knew about writing arguments in biology. She said that she wanted her 
biology students to "adhere to their citation styles, their argument structure..." but in order 
for that to happen, she said, "I'm going to have to leam how to do that." 
Karen seemed to be the one teacher who experienced and voiced her double bind in a 
conscious way. Because she recognized the contradiction and felt constrained by her lack of 
knowledge, Karen consciously sought out a resolution: collaborating with her colleagues in 
biology, as we will see. 
Attempted Resolution: Collaboration 
The learning community FYC courses were intended to link English teachers and 
teachers of courses in other disciplines so that they could collaborate and exchange 
information. The ideal situation was when an FYC course was composed entirely of students 
in one learning community, linked to a disciplinary class, and the teachers of the two classes 
met and collaborated on a regular basis. This scenario, if achieved, could have helped to 
resolve the contradiction faced by FYC teachers who knew little about the conventions of 
writing in disciplines other than English. Unfortunately, in many cases, the collaboration was 
minimal at best. In the large (25,000 student) research university that is Iowa State 
University, finding time to collaborate on teaching (especially when it was not rewarded in 
terms of tenure and promotion) was difficult. The division of labor was not helpful to the 
process of collaboration, either, creating another contradiction—this one between division of 
labor and official motive. The learning community writing courses were taught entirely by 
graduate students and adjuncts, while many of the linked courses were taught by tenured or 
tenure-track faculty members. This created an immediate imbalance of power. In addition, 
graduate students and adjuncts were rewarded differently (for teaching and research) than 
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tenure-track faculty (for research and publication). All of this was aggravated by the fact that 
FYC has had a long history of being seen as a service course. At Iowa State University, even 
learning community FYC courses had a history of being a service course. During the first 
years of learning communities at Iowa State University, faculty in other disciplines could 
assume they would receive a section of FYC for their learning community if they wanted 
one, without asking anyone in the English Department. Later, the form requesting a link read 
"Request to f/ae English" (emphasis mine). 
There were other problems with collaboration not as closely related to the division of 
labor. Often, collaboration was impeded by the fact that the smaller English course was 
linked with a large lecture course. Other times, collaboration was impeded by the fact that the 
English course did not completely fill with learning community students and so, for 
budgetary reasons, non-learning community students from a number of majors were enrolled 
in the class. Thus, many learning community teachers were not able to use the learning 
community FYC course as a place to focus on one type of academic writing and gain the 
knowledge they needed about that academic writing from their colleagues in other disciplines 
because of the nature of Iowa State University and its courses, as well because of 
administrative problems related to enrollment in FYC courses. 
However, there were occasions when the learning community link was executed as 
planned. When this happened, the FYC teachers could, indeed, attempt to gain the 
knowledge they lacked about various disciplinary genres by collaborating with their linked 
partners in other disciplines. Two of the FYC teachers in the biology learning community 
(India and Karen) and an FYC teacher in the human development and family studies (HDFS) 
learning community (Anya) found themselves in such a situation. 
Anya was able to collaborate with her colleague in HDFS to mold an FYC 
assignment that overtly reflected the writing her students would do later: 
[The HDFS professor] and I are able to tie a couple of our assignments 
together, so that I teach the students how to do observation, [she] teaches 
HDFS things to look for in observing children, and we both assign them to go 
there. So they did the assignment twice in different formats. With [hers] it was 
more writing a paragraph answer to each of the paragraphs while mine it was 
trying to integrate that information into a paper. But they are doing the same 
thing twice, which I think is effective and also they are seeing how the skills 
tie together. 
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While Anya was able to collaborate effectively with her linked HDFS colleague on 
this assignment, her FYC learning community course was only partially filled with learning 
community students, so Anya was limited in her ability to take advantage of the collaboration 
with other assignments. India and Karen, the FYC biology learning community teachers, 
were able to utilize the collaboration even more consistently because their course contained a 
majority of learning community students. 
India and Karen had an especially strong collaborative relationship with their 
colleague in biology. Though they were graduate students, they appeared to be well-
respected by their colleague in biology, who actively participated in the FYC course and 
willingly provided India and Karen with information when they requested it. And both India 
and Karen actively sought out information from the biology professor. I saw India and Karen 
try to draw on new genres (tools) to achieve their motive and act on the object of academic 
writing, and I saw them stretch to understand the conventions of those new genres. 
India talked about some specific tools that were not available to her in a traditional, 
non-learning community course and the new tools that were available to her in the learning 
community course as a result of collaboration: 
... [in the learning community FYC course] we leam about CBE 
[documentation style], so.. .1 let them know that that's what they're going to 
be expected to use, and.. .we do activities where they recognize it in journals 
of their own and those types of things. Also they do read scholarly articles in 
their Geld, and, because I can be in touch with [the biology professor], I can 
kind of make sure that.. .the articles are legitimate—I don't know, it's hard to 
explain, but sometimes with all these different fields, when I did this 
assignment about academic journals in your field in a mixed class, it wasn't 
quite as effective. I couldn't—I didn't have as much control over the articles 
that they chose, whether I thought they were really representative of their field 
or not. But because I know that, [the biology professor] sent me a list of the 
journals;...! made them [the students] come up with the [list] themselves, but 
they generally came up with the same ones on the [biology professor's] list, so 
it all worked out pretty well. 
India, then, found that she was able to ask students to compile a list of scholarly 
journals in biology and, because she could draw on the knowledge of the biology professor, 
she was able to ensure that the list students compiled was accurate. She was also able to 
choose articles from biology journals for students to read because she had the help of the 
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biology professor. Thus, India felt able to pursue the official motive of the FYC course (to 
prepare students for academic writing). 
Karen, whom I earlier described as being consciously aware of how little she knew 
about writing in biology, also went to her colleague in biology for the information she 
lacked: 
I want to leam more about how, what knowledge is valued in [the biology 
professor's] field and how writing in the field of biology is supposed to be, 
what their genre is like, because that's what I would like to teach the students. 
I want their argument paper in the end not to be argument paper like most 105 
English teachers want to have. I want them to be.. .biological arguments. I 
want them to adhere to their citation styles, their argument structure, and I'm 
going to have to leam how to do that in order for me to teach them... I'm 
drafting an e-mail right now that has a tentative outline of my syllabus for 
next semester and at the close of it I'm asking him for some specific things, 
what are good journal articles that I can read just for my own knowledge. 
What is the standard format of abstracts in the Geld of biology because instead 
of a summary assignment, which is standard for 105,1 want them to write 
abstracts that would adhere to those guidelines. And they're also going to be 
doing oral presentations and I wanted to talk to them about how conference 
presentations are conducted in biology. And, once I get all of this discipline 
specific knowledge, I'm going to try and meld as much of it into their class as 
possible. And when they do these debates and discussions, I'd like for him to 
be there. 
Karen consciously considered how genres function in different activity systems. 
Unlike many other FYC teachers, Karen recognized English genres a; Eng/W; genres and 
determined that her students would not be writing these genres in biology. She then told me 
that she had to face her own lack of knowledge about what students wowM write in biology, 
which she tried to remedy by collaborating extensively with the biology professor. 
Did the collaboration provide Karen and India (and their students) with the tools they 
needed? I conducted a follow up interview with Karen in order to determine whether she felt 
she gained the tools that she needed in order to help her students act on academic writing of 
biology. After a full year of teaching the biology FYC course, she determined that some tools 
and conventions simply were not available to her as a biology activity system outsider, no 
matter how strong the collaboration was—nor were they available to her students as long as 
the students were not acting within the biology activity system. For example, though she 
wanted to teach her students to write "biological arguments," she found that biological 
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arguments were very subtle and an untrained eye would see them only as a collection of 
facts. She herself, though trained as a rhetorician, could not see the argument in a biology 
article until a biologist pointed it out to her: 
I learned.. .that no [biology] journal [article] was a reporting of fact. To my 
untrained eye it looked like a reporting of fact but to them [her friends and 
colleagues working in biology] especially that was argument. Who they cited, 
who they didn't cite in their research, how they prefaced something meant a 
lot. So the argument was much finer than standard. 
Understanding the conventions of arguments in biology depended to a great extent, 
Karen had found, on being familiar with other work in biology. As long as she and her 
students were not familiar with that other work, she felt they were unable to fully assess 
arguments in biology, much less write them. Thus, though Karen acdvely pursued the official 
FYC modve of helping students write in other courses, and though she was able to draw on 
her colleague in biology to help her do so, she nonetheless came to feel constrained by the 
position of the FYC course and the students in the course. The students were not working in 
biology, thus they (and she) were not able to understand or even mimic the genres that 
mediate work in the biology activity system. 
This point is further illustrated by the difficulty Karen encountered when she asked 
her students to write "biological arguments." Karen found that although she could teach the 
students typical formats for arguments in biology, the students could not write those 
arguments because the arguments depended entirely on research the students were not able to 
do as early as their first year in college—because they were not involved with the activities 
of biology: 
.. .what I got a sense of was biological writing by and large has a very short 
introduction, very fast lit review, and dives right into the research and results. 
And the discussion is the lengthiest part. And as far as if they [the students] 
did that or not, I think that the only thing I can say is that I demonstrated the 
use of headings.. ..Because they didn't have any research.... they hadn't done 
the kind of thing that would merit writing in that way. What they had done 
was researched about biology topics, mostly about genetically modified 
somethings, from a variety of sources, some of them written by biologists. 
Karen's findings link back to the fundamental contradiction I outlined at the 
beginning of this chapter. When discussing the fundamental contradiction between object and 
motive, I suggested that there are a tremendous diversity of activities within the university, 
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and a tremendous number of genres mediating those activities. The activities of the FYC 
activity system and the activities in other disciplinary activity systems are, of course, 
different. The writing in each system serves the activities of that system. Apart from the 
activities the writing serves, the writing may not only seem strange (or even inexplicable) to 
an outsider, but it may also be impossible for an outsider to reproduce in any way that would 
have meaning to an insider. For example, Karen could have asked her students to write 
biological arguments, based on what they could see of the conventions of biology. However, 
because they did not and could not do the research biology arguments usually conveyed, and 
because they were not familiar with traditions of research on particular biological topics, the 
arguments they produced in FYC would have no meaning if transferred to the biology 
activity system. 
What has, I hope, become increasingly clear throughout the analysis in this chapter is 
that the FYC activity system does not stand in isolation. Its motives suggest that the FYC 
course must be linked to a multitude of disciplinary activity systems within the university, 
from English to biology to human development and family studies. Yet in reality, most of the 
FYC courses were linked with other disciplines in this way—for very practical reasons: 
The connections that could have been made to other disciplines via learning communities 
were not always successful. However, these were the very links that FYC teachers needed, 
since they came almost exclusively from the English Studies activity system and understand 
and used texts as tools in ways that the English Studies activity system understands and uses 
texts. Since the official motives ask FYC instructors to teach students to write for/in a 
multitude of other disciplines, the fact that most of the teachers have little or no familiarity 
with these other disciplines is a serious constraint. 
Most of the teachers in my study found ways to sidestep the numerous constraints— 
they viewed writing as made up of isolated and transferable skills, for example, or they had 
students write about issues in other disciplines in the form of English Studies genres, or they 
rejected the motives of the ISU FYC program and posited unofficial motives, primarily 
critical consciousness. Only one teacher—Karen, the biology FYC teacher—followed the 
scenario through to its logical conclusion with no sidestepping. She accepted the official 
motives, she accepted the research in Composition about the multiplicity of academic 
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writing, she saw and accepted her own lack of knowledge about how writing is used in other 
disciplines, and she worked to gain the knowledge she lacked through interdisciplinary 
collaboration. At the end of this journey, she came face to face with what I argue is the 
deepest contradiction of all: the contradiction between objects in FYC and objects in other 
activity systems. 
Contradiction: Object in FYC is tool in other activity systems 
The crux of the contradiction Karen faced is that writing is both the object and the 
tool in FYC, while in most (if not all) of the disciplinary activity systems where students are 
headed, writing is a tool used to act on any number of of/ier objects. This means that the 
rhetorical situation, the context, of any writing task in FYC will be fundamentally different 
from the rhetorical situation of a writing task in another activity system. For example, in 
FYC students use writing as a tool in order to leam to write (in new ways, for various 
purposes, etc). In biology, on the other hand, biologists use writing as a tool for conveying 
research results, and making arguments about their findings (as illustrated in Figure 8 on the 
following page). 
This contradiction placed a number of constraints on FYC teachers, constraints that 
were manifested in the assignments the teachers gave—specifically, in the teachers' attempts 
to help prepare their students to write in rhetorical situations that were very different from the 
situation found in FYC. The motive of FYC entails, quite explicitly, preparing students for 
the varied rhetorical situations of the academy. However, as we have already seen, FYC 
teachers are (through no fault of their own) largely unfamiliar with the rhetorical situations 
and genres of disciplinary activity systems to which they do not belong. Despite this 
contradiction, teachers are still expected to prepare students for varied rhetorical situations— 
and they attempt to do so very often by providing rhetorical situations (imaginary ones, for 
the most part) in the assignment sheets. Imaginary rhetorical situations are not without their 
difficulties. As teachers tried to encourage students to consider varied (but imaginary) 
rhetorical situations, things become a bit complicated. For example, the assignments 
teachers gave were often rhetorically ambiguous in that some assignments provided no 
rhetorical situation at all, while others suggested a purpose, but gave no corresponding 
























audience who would benefit from that purpose. As an illustration, Amanda's final assignment 
suggested the following purpose: 
This assignment is designed to help you discover the methods writers use as 
they compose essays, letters to the editor opinion pieces, and other types of 
writing. 
However, no audience was suggested for this paper. The assumed audience, then, was 
the writer: "you." In Amanda's assignment, the audience and purpose are aligned, though 
they do not extend beyond the writer. Many other assignments outlined a purpose such as "to 
aid you [the writer] in learning to do/know about something" but then outlined an outside 
audience, such as "members of the academy." For example, Sharon's assignment sheet stated 
a purpose for the writer: 
The purpose of Essay Five is to prepare you for the kinds of writing you will 
do in English 105. Also, it is designed to help you discover how community 
service is integrated into the missions of America's large corporations. 
The audience, however, was clearly outlined as someone besides the writer: 
The audience for this paper is composed of members of the academy: your 
advisers, instructor, and your classmates. 
Other teachers presented similar rhetorical situations in their assignment sheets. One 
of Loraine's assignments described the purpose in terms of the writer: 
Your purpose is to determine appropriate criteria for evaluation and to 
evaluate the subject accordingly. The purpose of this assignment is to enable 
you to develop skills that will enable you to form a basis for evaluating a 
variety of subjects and to judge the merit of a subject based on appropriate 
criteria. 
The given audience, however, is someone other than the writer: 
Assume that your audience members are students at Iowa State University. 
Your audience may be familiar with neither the subject of your evaluation nor 
your criteria for evaluation. 
The problem in this situation, as the readers pointed out during our assignment 
analysis session, was that the stated audience would not be interested in a paper with the 
purpose stated for that assignment: other students, for example, would likely not be interested 
in whether a student developed evaluation skills. 
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The above examples illustrate a complex problem that I have touched on before: 
trying to respond to the official motive of the course (to prepare students to write in other 
academic courses) conflicted with teachers' own unofficial motives (of helping students use 
writing for self-reflection and critical consciousness). The result was assignment sheets that 
mixed official motive with unofficial motive, resulting in confusing rhetorical situations. 
Such mixing of official and unofficial motives in the rhetorical situation of assignments 
happened often. Beth, a learning community teacher, asked the students to critique their own 
writing while simultaneously entertaining their teacher: Students were instructed to ".. .return 
to an earlier piece of your writing and assess it," but they are admonished to "Make this essay 
interesting reading for [the teacher]." Generally, self-reflection is conducted for the benefit 
of the writer. If teachers read it, it is not to be entertained, but to discover how well students 
are able to discuss their own writing. In this case, however, students are faced with two very 
different purposes: to assess and reflect on their own writing, while entertaining their teacher. 
Time and again, I saw teachers attempting to balance the official course motive (prepare 
students for writing in other classes by teaching them to write for varied audiences) with their 
own unofficial motive (teach students to use writing for self-reflection and critical 
consciousness). The two motives were not easily compatible. 
In attempting to achieve the official motive of preparing students to write well for 
varied audiences, at times the teachers posited a number of varied audiences for the same 
assignment. For example, in one of the previous assignments discussed above, students 
writing about corporate community service are instructed to write to "advisors, instructors, 
and classmates." Each of these audiences exhibits different needs and interests. Thus, it 
would be difficult to write effectively for all three audiences in one paper. Advisors from the 
business college might be interested in hearing about corporate community service in order 
to advise their students about internships. Other students in the class are writing in response 
to the same assignment, thus they may be interested in comparing what other students found 
with what they found—or they may not be interested at all. The instructor is likely to be most 
interested in evidence of good research, organizational skills, and good writing techniques 
(however she has defined those). 
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While the previous assignment posited concrete, existing audiences, some 
assignments posited audiences that were imaginary and vague. One teacher told her students 
to "imagine their paper's being placed in the library because what I'm stressing is elevating 
their language to a more formal tone, dropping their slang." Her audience, then, was anyone 
who might go to the library—which, again, encompasses a broad variety of people with 
different needs. While these teachers certainly responded to the official motive of the course, 
the assigned audiences are likely difficult for students to consider and respond to in a 
concrete and meaningful way. 
Though often teachers tried to balance official and unofficial motives for FYC, there 
were times when teachers appeared to ignore the official motive of the course by ignoring 
rhetorical purpose in the assignment sheets. On the occasions when this happened, teachers 
appeared to be responding to the nafwrg off/# FYC cowrse—i.e., they were responding to the 
fact that the position of the FYC course did not easily lend itself to writing for varied 
rhetorical situations and to the fact that students found considering varied fictional audiences 
difficult. Amanda commented that students need someone "they can actually visualize" 
because a "hypothetical alternative audience is still really a struggle for them." Many of the 
teachers agreed, saying that hypothetical audiences were "too vague for [the students]." Even 
when teachers were able to create assignments that involved real (as opposed to hypothetical 
audiences), the teachers suggested that responding appropriately to those audiences was 
difficult for students and the teachers tried to make the situation as easy as possible by 
positing audiences with whom the students were comfortable and familiar, such as their 
family members and friends. Amanda suggested she assigned this sort of familiar audience to 
"cut [the students] some breaks." 
When they did not ask students to respond to fictional rhetorical situations, teachers 
focused on skills they hoped would be transferred to other rhetorical situations. For example, 
one argument assignment stated, "The purpose of this position paper is to write an argument 
using resources that we have developed over the course of the semester." In other words, the 
purpose is not to persuade someone of the writer's viewpoint, to do work in the world, but 
rather to learn how to research and put together an argument—skills that will (it is hoped) 
transfer to other courses. However, focusing on isolated skills both ignores one of the 
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primary official motives of FYC (help students write for varied rhetorical situations) and also 
assumes that skills taught in the activity system of FYC will transfer to other very different 
writing situations (which, as I have repeatedly remarked, the research suggests is not easily 
achieved). 
The contradiction between the official motive of teaching students to respond to 
varied rhetorical situations and the scenarios created by assignments was evident not only in 
the assignment sheets themselves, but also in the ways that students talked about their own 
writing on the cover sheet I asked them to turn in with the papers I collected. There were 
several contradictions evident in the descriptions students wrote about their audience, 
purpose, and genre. Primarily the contradictions were evident in the fact that many of the 
students' descriptions were of assignments and rhetorical situations that are unique to the 
FYC activity system: First, writing was often directed to the teacher and/or classmates about 
an arbitrary topic. For example, writing a "personal essay" in order to tell members of the 
English class "what I did in high school." Second, writing with a purpose for the writer rather 
than the reader. For example, "tell them what I did in high school," "tell about myself," 
"discover how I feel about an issue." Third, writing to the teacher about personal 
experiences. For example, "teach some form of moral" to "teacher"; write a "short essay" to 
the "professor" in order to "explain an event as it affected me." These are not rhetorical 
writing situations that often occur inside the academy outside of FYC. Students are unlikely 
to write to their engineering teacher, for example, about what they did in high school, just as 
they are unlikely to write to the teacher for a grade simply in order to leam how to write 
something. In these situations, then, students did not appear to be learning to write for varied 
rhetorical situations, as the official motive prescribed. This argument is further supported by 
the fact that students often described an audience for their papers who would typically not 
have an interest in the topic they described. For example: a "personal journal entry" written 
for "peers—the military" in order to "explain importance of friends" or an "essay test 
answer" written for "anyone that reads it but aimed at the prof in order to "let people know 
how I feel about myself." Thus, students' reflection on their writing suggests that they were 
not considering varied audiences—or, in many cases, not considering any audience at all 
beyond themselves. 
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What I suggest here is that, once again, teachers recognized that one of the official 
motives for the class was to prepare students to write for varied rhetorical situations. They 
recognized that they were being asked to help students write across the university in response 
to a number of varied situations. However, none of those situations were available within the 
FYC course. As a result, teachers creofed rhetorical situations. Students, on die whole, did 
not appear to view the hypothetical rhetorical situations as rhetorical beyond the basic 
rhetorical situation of the FYC course in which students must write something for a teacher 
because they are asked to write something. And teachers appeared constrained in their efforts 
to create meaningful and varied rhetorical situations since the situations were often confusing 
or focused almost primarily on the writer. Often they were constrained, I would argue, 
because their unofficial motive of helping students use writing for self-reflection and critical 
consciousness involved having students use writing for themselves exclusively, while the 
official program motive involved preparing students to write for a variety of academic 
audiences. 
Despite their attempts to create varied ihetorical situations to which students could 
respond, the contradiction between how writing is used in FYC and how it is used in other 
disciplinary activity systems is evident here: in FYC, writing is a tool to act on the object of 
writing, to achieve the motive of helping students write better elsewhere. In other activity 
systems, writing is a tool to accomplish work in the world. 
Attempted Resolution: Find "Real" Audiences 
Some teachers tried to teach rhetorical awareness and better reflect the uses of writing 
outside the FYC class (i.e., resolve the contradiction between how writing is used in FYC 
and in other activity systems) by asking students to write to "real" audiences outside of FYC. 
Amanda asked students to 
write a letter and mail it. I mean I actually mail this letter... [T]hey had to 
recommend an article that was in 77%e Economic? to a friend or family member 
to read. I let them make it a family member so it could be kind of informal in 
tone. Cut them some breaks here. But they had to recommend an article in 77# 
Economic? to a friend or family member and have a solid rationale why. 
Here Amanda was asking students to consider the needs of an audience with which 
they were familiar and to communicate with that audience in order to recommend something 
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that had been of interest to them during their time in the university. They did this in the form 
of a letter. So, Amanda was able to overcome the psuedtransactional nature of much of the 
writing required in FYC and to require students to utilize a genre that exists outside of FYC 
to communicate with an audience outside of FYC. While students were being taught how to 
consider audience through this assignment, they were not being asked to consider academic 
audiences. Rather, they were communicating with people in activity systems to which they 
had belonged before coming to the university. 
Other teachers suggested they tried similar assignments. Kate, a third biology FYC 
teacher, asked her students to "write a letter home explaining alternation of generations." 
The teachers felt that these "real-life" exercises were useful. Kate, in particular, was able to 
use the letter home about genetics to illustrate how different audiences have different needs. 
Students were able to imagine their parents, whom they knew, and to discern what would 
catch their parents' attention and what sorts of details their parents would need to read in 
order to understand the concept being explained. Kate also had students write a position 
paper as a letter to the editor or to a member of congress. Kate suggested that students more 
carefully considered the audience when "they think that their stuff is going to be mailed" to 
someone besides the teacher. 
Both Kate and Amanda found ways to solve the rhetorical problem of the FYC 
activity system. But their resolutions did not address the primary official motive of FYC: to 
help students learn to write in other courses. Rather, in both cases, students were writing 
about iMMes/kpfcf related to their other courses (courses in their major) but doing so in non-
disciplinary genres they knew (letters) to audiences with whom they were familiar (parents 
and Mends) outside of the university. 
While a few teachers did find what they termed "real" audiences outside the FYC 
classroom for the students to consider in their writing, on the whole teachers suggested that 
such assignments were difficult to create. The few teachers that gave assignments with "real" 
audiences suggested that they gave only one such assignment each semester—not for lack of 
desire, but for lack of opportunity. In addition, many teachers suggested that they did not 
give assignments with rhetorical situations beyond themselves because they felt their 
students were not yet able to respond to such situations. They indicated time and again that 
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they felt they could not ask their students to write to anyone beyond themselves during their 
first semester of college. One teacher said, "...my audience is always me" while another 
responded, "It was me or their classmates." These teachers appeared to be aware of the 
official motive of teaching students to respond to varied rhetorical situations but to reject that 
motive on the basis that their students were not able to achieve it yet. 
While the focus groups I conducted suggested that most of the teachers recognized 
that they were expected to teach students rhetorical awareness to help students write in their 
other courses by creating assignments aimed at different audiences for different purposes, 
they found this difficult to do within the confines of their FYC courses. Teachers of linked 
learning community courses had a somewhat easier time coming up with varied audiences, 
but even they appeared to limit this sort of audience variation to one assignment (usually the 
letter home). The institutional positioning of the FYC course made the goal of teaching 
students to write rhetorically for a variety of situations within the university a difficult one 
for the teachers in this study to achieve. Thus, the contradiction between how writing is used 
in FYC and how it is used outside FYC within the university is one that was not overcome by 
the teachers in this study. Their difficulty achieving the rhetorical awareness aspect of the 
official motive points to what Petraglia (1995) has called the psuedotransactional nature of 
FYC. The position and nature of the FYC course asks teachers to prepare students for varied 
rhetorical situations within the university, but denies them the connections with other 
rhetorical situations that would enable to do this in a meaningful way. Petraglia (1995c) has 
stridently argued that such a situation is inherent to the FYC course and, as a result, the 
motive of teaching ihetorical awareness in FYC is nearly unattainable: 
Demanding genuine ihetorical sensitivity from students who may have little or 
no intrinsic motivation to act as rhetor, who often lack the domain knowledge 
critical to playing the role of the rhetor very convincingly, and who are 
supplied with an audience less intent on learning than on evaluating writing 
performance seems unrealistic and perhaps even unethical, (p. 90-1) 
Conclusion 
In this chapter, I have attempted to demonstrate how the contradictions within the 
activity system of FYC affect FYC teachers and students in one local program. I have argued 
that the fundamental contradiction in the FYC activity system at Iowa State University is 
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between the need to teach students something specific in the first-year course and the 
tremendous diversity of activities and the genres that mediate those activities within higher 
education. In other words, the fundamental contradiction arises when teachers operating in 
one activity system, familiar with the texts that mediate their own work, are asked to teach 
students about texts that mediate work in a number of very different activity systems. At 
bottom, this is a problem of specialization. This problem results in well-trained, well-
qualified teachers who are constrained in their efforts to work toward official program 
motives. The analysis in this chapter has illustrated a number of ways in which teachers were 
constrained from pursuing the official motives of the ISU FYC program. To summarize, 
teachers were constrained from: 
« acting on the official object of academic writing because "academic writing" is not 
an object in an operational way. 
» helping students write for their majors by the diversity of majors present in the 
traditional FYC course. 
« using learning community FYC courses to hone in on particular type of academic 
writing by the fact that the course often did not fill with learning community 
students in one major. 
» pursuing official motive of preparing students for academic writing by the fact that 
many of the teachers appeared to reject this motive in favor of their unofficial 
motive of teaching students self-reflection and critical consciousness. 
» achieving the official motive of FYC by their lack of knowledge about what 
counted as academic writing in other disciplines and by their misrecognition of 
English Studies genres as writing-in-general. 
» teaching students academic writing of other disciplines by their lack of knowledge 
about genres mediating work in other disciplines 
* gaining knowledge they needed about other genres by lack of collaboration across 
disciplinary boundaries and imbalance of power inherent to the division of labor 
(learning community graduate student/adjunct FYC teachers paired with tenured 
professors in other disciplines). 
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# helping students write in ways valued by other disciplines because neither first-
year FYC students or their teachers are involved in the activities writing mediates 
in other disciplinary activity systems. 
» preparing students for varied rhetorical situations found in other academic courses 
by lack of those situations in the FYC course. 
Many of these constraints resulted in teachers' experiencing double binds, though at 
times teachers did not experience the double bind because they found ways to sidestep the 
constraint. When they did experience double binds, the teachers in this study creatively 
pursued numerous resolutions. The primary resolution, I suggest, was supplanting the official 
program motive (teach students to write within the academy) with an unofficial motive (self 
reflection and critical consciousness). Interestingly, when teachers worked toward their 
unofficial motive onfy, they were able to overcome two primary contradictions of the FYC 
system: the fact that the official motive asked students to use writing as the tool and the 
object (rather than as a tool to act on some other object and achieve a desired outcome) and 
the resultant problem of psuedotransactionality. 
Teachers who worked toward their unofficial motive of teaching self-reflection and 
critical consciousness used as an affordance the apparent constraint of the limited ihetorical 
situations available within the FYC course where the tool is the object. Within such a setting, 
students could reflect on issues they were studying in other classes, reflect on why they were 
in the university and where they wanted to go, and begin to imagine themselves as members 
of the academic community. Teachers had the necessary knowledge and skills to help 
students use writing to do these things. Teachers, then, were fiof constrained from pursuing 
their unofficial motive. In fact, the FYC activity system actually qgbrded an excellent 
environment in which to teach students self-reflection and critical consciousness. Teachers 
were only constrained from working toward their unofficial motive within the FYC course by 
the fact that it was nof the official program motive they were expected to achieve. Because 
they were aware of this fact, teachers often tried to work toward a combination of both 
official and unofficial motives, and this produce contradictions resulting in constraints for 
teachers and students, since the unofficial motive is not simply different from but actually in 
opposition to official program motives: the official program motive focuses on wrzfmg/or 
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ofAers, to do work in the academy, while the unofficial motive focuses on wrifrng ./br se# to 
increase self-awareness and one's own critical consciousness. 
Teachers' pursuit of an unofficial motive afforded by the position of the FYC system 
points to interesting contradictions between the macro and meso layer motives and the 
position of the FYC course. While macro and meso layer motives posit increasing access to 
academic discourse by helping prepare students for the writing situations they will face in the 
academy, the /MMzfion off/# fYC acfzvzfy aysfem does not afford this, if we assume that 
writing is different in different disciplines and recognize that FYC teachers are generally 
only familiar with the writing of English studies. The official program motives, then, 
produced numerous contradictions within the activity system resulting in numerous 
constraints for teachers, constraints they overcame by positing their own motives for the 
course, motives the position of the FYC activity system afforded. While the teachers' 
creative attempts to alleviate constraints were successful at helping them, as individuals, 
successfully do their work, fundamental systemic contradictions remained. Teachers were 
unable to resolve the primary contradictions because those were contradictions related to the 
FYC activity system itself—what it was officially intended to accomplish, who taught it, who 
enrolled in it, what everyone involved knew about texts and wanted to do with texts. In other 
words, individual teachers could change the motives for their own courses, but the activity 
system of the FYC activity system itself continued to face contradictions—in fact, more 
contradictions than ever when teachers rejected the official motives of the course. For these 
ayafemzc contradictions to be resolved, the entire FYC activity system—the entire FYC 
program at Iowa State University—would need to renegotiate the motives of the FYC course 
in light of the nature of the FYC activity system as it actually exists there; the entire 




In Chapter 1,1 argued that Composition Studies needs to analyze first-year 
composition from a variety of viewpoints simultaneously. I suggested that the lamination of 
motives for the FYC course, the re-emergence of earlier motives in new forms, and the 
constraints placed on individuals as they work within the complex composition activity 
system all become more readily apparent when analysis considers varied layers of activity. 
Combined, the various loci at which objectives are generated and/or applied can be seen as 
inter-dependent and inter-acting layers of people, purposes, and activity that respond in part 
to disciplinary motives but that also respond to motives established in local FYC programs 
and individual classrooms. To understand the pressures and influences that shape the actual 
practice of composition, including the establishment and application of motives, I suggested 
activity theory as a useful framework for examining composition within all the layers 
simultaneously: at the historical, disciplinary layer (the macro); at the programmatic layer 
(the meso); and at the layer of particular teachers and their students (the micro). 
Throughout my discussion, I utilized activity theory to examine how motives 
mediated activity in the first-year composition course at one institution. Analyzing FYC in 
relation to its motives using a macro/meso/micro layer activity method illustrated not only 
that contradiction has historically been no stranger to FYC and its motives, but also the ways 
in which contradiction affects FYC teachers and their students in one local program. My 
analysis of macro layers of the discipline—including its history, professionalization, and the 
emergence of "official" FYC motives—coupled with analyses of motives at the meso and 
micro layers of one FYC program illuminated contradictions related to motives that are not 
apparent when examining only one layer of activity. 
Several themes were apparent throughout the layers of analyses: first, the increasing 
recognition by the field of Composition of the specialization of discourse and the 
consequences of the specialization of discourse for first-year composition; second, "the 
critical" as a primary unofficial motive for FYC and as a primary concern of the field of 
Composition; third, FYC is intended to teach rhetorical skills for use in the university and 
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beyond but the position of the course within the institution may push teachers toward 
teaching isolated skills that may or may not transfer to other writing contexts. 
Specifically, I found that at the macro layer of the discipline that the unified, official 
set of outcomes created by the Council of Writing Program Administrators in 2000 appeared 
to ask FYC to broaden access to academic discourse(s)—a very different motive from 
historical suggestions that FYC should prepare students to engage in civic life, help the gifted 
few create art, prepare students to be middle class, etc. Meso layer analysis of the ISU 
program suggested that the position of the FYC activity system within the university placed 
constraints on teachers' ability to pursue the WPA and local program motive of broadening 
access to academic discourse(s). Unlike the WPA motives, which suggest distributing 
responsibility for such instruction across the academy, the program at Iowa State asked FYC 
to provide specialized instruction in preparing students for academic writing in other 
disciplines. 
In Chapter 5, the importance of that difference became apparent. FYC teachers were 
constrained from teaching toward specialized academic writing by, among a long list of other 
factors, their lack of involvement in disciplinary activity systems outside of English Studies 
and, thus, their inexperience with the discourses that mediate activity in other disciplines. 
Even when the goal of broadening access to academic discourse was interpreted more 
generally by teachers, the psuedotransactional nature of the student writing generated within 
the FYC activity system constrained teachers from pursuing some official program motives. 
For example, teaching rhetorical awareness of other disciplines is difficult within FYC 
because those other disciplinary contexts are not immediately available to FYC students or 
teachers. In addition, because the FYC course used writing differently than most other 
systems within the academy, teachers appeared to be constrained from teaching students 
writing skills, such as using specific genres, that they could transfer to other courses. 
Consequently, at the micro layer of the classroom, instead of pursuing a motive they 
felt constrained from achieving, teachers at Iowa State often pursued motives other than 
those their program or the discipline of Composition officially expected them to pursue. 
Primarily they pursued the motive of teaching self-reflection and critical consciousness. This 
unofficial motive resolved a number of the constraints teachers faced when pursuing the 
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official motive of broadening access to academic discourse: teachers had the knowledge to 
pursue this motive, the rhetorical situation of FYC afforded them the opportunity to pursue it, 
and self-reflection has been shown to encourage knowledge transfer from one context to 
another. 
While teachers worked to innovatively challenge the constraints they faced related to 
objectives, their resolutions had to be unofficial because they could not resolve the larger 
contradictions within the FYC system. Doing that would require an articulation between 
macro, meso, and micro layers. Such articulations, which have proven difficult enough for 
the discipline and local programs, are not possible for individual instructors. However, over 
a period of time the attempted resolutions within micro and meso layers influence the macro 
level through the published reports and papers, conference presentations, and personal 
relationships that are part of the organic cycle of disciplinarity. 
Summary of Findings 
In this section, I focus on four primary findings suggested by the analyses in this 
dissertation: 
• Psuedotransactionality is inherent to the position of FYC 
• The specialized nature of disciplinary discourse places constraints on FYC 
teachers 
» Current official motives are not operationalized in FYC 
« Difficulty of transferring writing-related skills calls skills-based FYC courses into 
question 
These findings might be best understood as systemic constraints. They exist because 
discourse^) across the university are specialized and teachers in the FYC activity system do 
not have experience with the discourses that mediate the work of other disciplinary activity 
systems—and, of course, find it difficult to gain experience with all or even many of these 
discourses at a level that would enable them to teach those discourses to first-year students. 
Further, the position of writing within these various other disciplinary activity systems is as a 
tool for accomplishing what the disciplines see as their primary work; writing qua writing is 
not their object, as it is for participants in the FYC system. Because of this situation, FYC 
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teachers often pursue other unofficial motives, thus the current official motives related to 
academic discourse are not apparently being operationalized in FYC classrooms. 
Psuedotransactionality is Inherent to Position of FYC 
Psuedotransactional writing has been identified by scholars such as White (1970) and 
Petraglia (1995a, b, c) as a primary problem within the FYC course; however, this problem 
has largely been ignored within FYC. Partly this may be because the theoretical problem has 
not been backed with empirical evidence. Ramage (1999) has rather forcefully argued that 
most of the critiques of FYC consist of "suggestive but hardly definitive evidence for 
universal problems of hyperbolic proportions, buttressed by chilling anecdotes and pithy 
quotes" (online). In this dissertation I have provided empirical evidence that demonstrates the 
problem is not solely theoretical. I have outlined specific problems and provided specific 
evidence for the existence of those problems, which I hope will contribute to a heightened 
discussion of psuedotransactionality within the FYC activity system. 
In addition, while Petraglia (1995 a,b,c) and others have theorized the reasons for and 
consequences of psuedotransactionality on students in FYC, the dilemmas that 
psuedotransactionality poses for fgocAerr have not been as thoroughly investigated. Within 
my study, teachers repeatedly encountered difficulty pursuing the motive of teaching 
rhetorical knowledge and awareness because the FYC course primarily uses writing as a tool 
and an object and, thus, very differently from the ways other disciplinary activity systems use 
writing. This problem is difficult to resolve, however, because (as I illustrated in Chapter 5) 
FYC teachers often assign their students to write genres unique to the FYC activity system. 
For example, one teacher assigned an argument in order to have students write an argument. 
This sort of FYC "mutt genre" serves no transactional purpose beyond writing to receive a 
grade for writing. The FYC teachers in my study often did not indicate that they recognized 
either that the genres were unique to FYC or that the genres were psuedotransactional. Thus, 
I suggest that part of the reason why the psuedotransactional nature of writing in FYC has not 
been addressed is that we often do not recognize it as such. 
Further, my study shows that teachers who are in the position of assigning 
psuedotransactional writing to students do so because of the constraints associated with 
achieving the current official FYC motive of broadening access to academic discourse(s). 
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Psuedotransactionality, then, existing as it does in many formal educational settings, appears 
to be particularly strong and problematic in FYC due to the institutional position of the 
course; while psuedotransactionality is not necessarily a problem in and of itself, it becomes 
a problem when official motives for the course are described as rhetorical—writing to varied 
audiences for varied purposes. Because these rhetorical motives are the current official 
motives for FYC (at Iowa State, and at schools that follow the WPA Outcomes Statement), 
psuedostransactionality poses constraints for achieving current official motives related to 
rhetorical knowledge and awareness in the disciplines. 
Specialized Nature of Disciplinary Discourse Constrains FYC Teachers 
As literature on the history of Composition shows, FYC motives related to preparing 
students for participation in civic life, etc. (Connors, 1995; Durst, 1999; Miller, 1991; 
Ohmann, 1976) officially gave way at the end of the twentieth century (at least in the WPA 
Outcomes Statement), to motives related to preparing students for academic discourse. 
However, this motive has come into conflict with research demonstrating that discourse in 
the university is specialized (Bazerman & Paradis, 1991; Berkenkotter, Huckin, & 
Ackerman, 1988; Herrington, 1988; Prior, 1994; Russell, 1997; Rymer, 1988) because 
teachers located within one disciplinary activity system cannot (and should not be expected 
to) utilize and understand the specialized discourse(s) of disciplinary systems where they are 
not participants. The depth of this problem was illustrated repeatedly in Chapter 5. 
In Chapters 4 and 51 pointed out that the WPA Outcomes appear to view the FYC 
course as a general introduction to writing in the academy and put the burden of teaching 
specialized discourse onto upper-level disciplinary courses, while ISU appears to put the 
entire burden for teaching academic writing on FYC. This difference became increasingly 
important throughout the analysis, as FYC teachers were not involved with the systems of 
other disciplines, and thus not familiar with their textual conventions. The FYC teachers' 
constrained position was illustrated in Chapter 5 when they assigned English Studies genres 
and tended to "misrecognize" those genres as "genres-in-general" and not as specialized 
genres of a particular discipline (their own). Doing so allowed them to avoid experiencing a 
double bind as a result of the range of specialized discourses within the university— 
specialized discourses which they were officially expected to prepare students to leam. 
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Teachers at ISU were not able to shoulder the burden of teaching specialized 
academic discourse because they were involved in the English Studies activity system and 
did not use the textual tools of other disciplinary systems. My analysis suggests that if 
teachers appear to resist official program motives (as the teachers in Bishop's, 1990, study 
did), they may well have good reasons for doing so related to what they can accomplish 
given the position of the FYC activity system. 
Because of the nature of the FYC system and the expertise of FYC teachers, I believe 
the WPA Outcomes Statement correctly assumes that the specialization of discourse requires 
distributed responsibility for writing instruction. Placing most of the responsibility for 
teaching specialized disciplinary writing onto faculty across the curriculum (a choice that 
was not available to ISU at the time its official program motives were re-created) could 
potentially alleviate some of the contradictions the teachers in my study faced. Rather than 
being asked to teach academic genres with which FYC teachers were unfamiliar, they could 
assume that this task would be carried out by academics who used those various genres to 
mediate their own work. 
Current Official Motives are not being Operationalized 
Possibly due to the constraints resulting from specialization of disciplinary discourse, 
the FYC teachers at Iowa State pursued other unofficial motives, primarily self-reflection and 
critical consciousness. Thus, the current official motives related to academic discourse did 
not appear to be operationalized in FYC classrooms in my study. Instead, critical 
consciousness appeared to be the unofficial but most operationalized motive of FYC at Iowa 
State. In addidon, critical consciousness also appears to be an unofficial but widely-held 
motive within the dkczpfme of Composition (also see Durst, 1999). If broadening access to 
academic discourse is a motive that teachers are constrained from pursuing, but critical 
consciousness is a motive they are afforded the opportunity to pursue, why is the official 
motive broadening access? I suggest that critical consciousness as a motive does not gain the 
discipline anything from outsiders, unlike our current motives. Strategic ambiguity (Hartman, 
1978; Eisenberg, 1984; Lemer, 1980) about critical consciousness (within the discipline's 
"official" documents, and within local program documents, as I outlined in Chapters 3 and 4) 
allows the discipline to posit official motives that gamer cultural capital, while 
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simultaneously providing the opportunity for teachers to pursuing other motives with less (or 
no) cultural capital. Ironically, the motive with little cultural capital is a motive FYC teachers 
can (and in many cases want to) pursue given the nature of the FYC activity system. 
Difficulty of Transfer Probiematizes Skills-Based FYC Courses 
If teachers do not choose to pursue critical consciousness as a motive, another option 
is to focus on "skills": either general ihetorical skills (which is the route that the WPA 
Outcomes Statement appears to take) or "scribal skills* that transcend technical content" 
(Donnell, et al, 1999) (which is how many of the newer teachers in the FYC activity system 
at ISU appeared to approach FYC, as I outlined in Chapter 5). While rhetorical and "scribal" 
skills are very different types of skills, as Donnell, et al (1999) have pointed out, both are 
taught in the hope that students will leam skills they can then transfer from FYC to the 
writing they do across the curriculum. The assumption that writing skills (whether rhetorical 
or "scribal") taught in FYC will transfer to writing across the university is not without its 
problems, as I have suggested repeatedly throughout the dissertation. At this point, there is a 
large body of research (primarily from outside Composition Studies) suggesting that far 
transfer—from one context to another, very different context—is not easily achieved. In fact, 
lack of transfer might be one explanation for the many writing studies that do not appear to 
find improvement, and for many of the contradictory findings about writing improvement 
(see Chapter 1), since such assessments tend to examine student writing written specifically 
for assessment (not for the writing class). If writing assessments ask students to demonstrate 
their skills outside of the context in which they were taught those skills, students may not be 
able to do so for a variety of reasons. Because transfer is difficult, students may well have 
learned particular writing skills in one situation but not be able to transfer (and thus 
demonstrate) those skills in another situation—even a slightly different situation, as Sanders' 
(1975) experience (related in Chapter 1) demonstrated. The students in Sanders' study did 
not demonstrate improved essay scores until the assessment test exactly duplicated the 
conditions under which students wrote in their FYC courses, suggesting they were not able to 
make even near transfer of the writing skills they had learned in FYC. McCarthy's (1987) 
9 Scribal skills might be defined as spelling, grammar, and correctness. 
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work has likewise shown that transfer of writing-related skills from course to course across 
the university can be extremely difficult for students (see also Walvoord, 1985). Because the 
purpose of a writing course is to help students write effectively owfWe (not simply within) 
the writing course, this lack of transfer is a particularly troublesome problem. In fact, given 
the current motives of FYC, we cannot say students have "learned" various writing skills if 
they are unable to transfer those skills to other situations where writing is required. 
However, the psychology literature on transfer has made numerous suggestions for 
teaching strategies that encourage transfer (as I outlined in Chapter 1), strategies such as 
providing numerous and varied opportunities for practicing skills and requiring students to 
reflect on what they have learned and make explicit connections to other contexts. Calling on 
such strategies that have been shown to encourage transfer might help a skills-based FYC 
course provide a useful foundation for other more situated writing instruction after the first 
year. 
In the next section, I discuss the implications of these findings and what they might 
mean for re-evaluating FYC. 
Implications 
There are two primary implications of my findings. First, we should reconsider 
official FYC motives. Many scholars and theorists have made suggestions for doing so, and I 
convey them in this section. However, given the analysis of this dissertation, I conclude that 
the decision about official motives must he with each local program, since each university 
and department activity system provides different constraints and affordances for teaching 
and learning, and I provide a method to facilitate this motive-related decision making on the 
local level. The second implication, in light of the local nature of motive reconsideration, is 
that we must consider what role official discipline-wide motive statements can play. 
Implication One: Reconsider FYC Motives 
The first implication of the findings in this dissertation is that we should reconsider 
FYC motives. I am certainly not the first to suggest doing so. Teachers and scholars have 
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been suggesting changes and revisions since the inception of the course. Some solutions 
currently being proposed include: 
« abolishing FYC 
» moving part or all of FYC to later in students' college careers 
» teaching a course aZwwf writing 
« focusing on writing-across-the-curriculum. 
In what follows, I broadly address the efficacy of each of the above solutions in 
relation to my findings. Because the position of the FYC course within the university 
presents the greatest challenge to choosing the appropriate solution, each local program must 
facilitate resolution (what activity theory calls re-mediation of the activity system) for itself, 
determining how writing instruction can and should best be delivered. Thus, to the above list 
of solutions I add my own: 
» using activity theory for local FYC program re-mediation. 
The nature of local university and program activity systems ultimately shapes what 
any single writing course can accomplish. Composition professionals who can articulate the 
nature of local systems and the relationships among the various layers of activity that 
influence decisions about writing instruction will continue to serve a critical role in creating 
effective means of delivering writing instruction. 
Abandon FYC (W/fogefher or as a Requ/rad Course  ^
I will begin with what is the most polemical of all the suggestions: doing away with 
the first-year course. Abolition of FYC, as this possibility is often called, has been a recurrent 
suggestion during the history of Composition. The terms "abandon" or "abolish" suggest that 
those holding this view want to dismantle composition instruction completely. This 
implication is not altogether accurate. It is more accurate to say that those in this camp 
believe the first-year composition system of activity should be replaced with other activity 
systems where writing instruction can take place. 
Theorists and researches such as Goggin and Petraglia have suggested that the 
composition course (or "general writing skills instruction"—GWSI) does not respond to 
current research and theory. Goggin (1995), for example, argued we should 
abandon the GWSI system we inherited over 100 years ago in favor of a 
rhetorical one that would instruct students in the complexities and richness of 
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literate practices as they occur in a variety of situations and for a variety of 
purposes. What I am finally suggesting is that we Zef owr pedagogy emerge owf 
qfowr <#fczp#%e rather than let our discipline be ruled by an ill-conceived and 
rotting pedagogical structure, (p. 43) (emphasis mine) 
Petraglia (1995c) has argued that our research shows that writing cannot be taught 
using the approach of composition, the "general writing skills approach." Rather, "we must 
confront the fact that the richness of ihetorical response cannot be taught using a general 
writing skills approach, and.. .the composition classroom.. .is rooted in some variation of just 
such an approach" (p. 94). General writing skills instruction, he argued, "is an idea whose 
time has gone. It is a curriculum shaped by the needs of English departments and 
universities.. .and is not one that can be supported by a consideration of either rhetorical 
theory or contemporary educational psychology" (p. 97). 
Crowley (1998), perhaps the best known of the so-called abolitionists, has argued that 
because the "supradiscourse" of universal academic discourse does not exist, a first-year 
composition course that is expected to teach it "must either become so specialized that it 
becomes difficult to see what would hold it together, or it must become so abstract that the 
work done there would have little reference to actual academic or professional writing" (p. 
28). Further, in her view, "the universally required freshman course is an exercise in power, a 
demonstration of the university's desire and ability to impose its will on the student body" 
(1999, online). Her suggestion is not that we should abandon composition altogether, but that 
we should abandon it as a imrverW regzwremenf. She has argued repeatedly over the past 
fifteen years that universities "drop the universal requirement in first-year composition" for 
several reasons: it exploits writing teachers (who are primarily adjuncts and graduate 
students); it "defrauds students" because "no evidence exists that the required introductory 
composition course permanently or consistently improves student writing;" and it "has 
negative curncular effects" because FYC programs are too large to be consistently monitored 
for quality (online). Dropping the universal requirement would, according to Crowley, 
"alleviate the negative features of the current situation" by allowing departments to "limit 
that offering to the number of sections that can be responsibly staffed and supported" and 
"determine the number of graduate assistantships they can responsibly award and support" 
(online). 
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Generally speaking, abandoning FYC (altogether or as a universal requirement) is not 
a view that is widely accepted in our field. However, several schools have responded to this 
suggestion. Brannon (1995), for example, has written about the abolition of composition at 
SUNY Albany in 1986. She explained that the faculty there "understood that their reason for 
requiring composition of all students was based on a 'skills' concept of writing that was 
losing professional currency; indeed, that it worked against the idea of writing that the 
English department faculty responsible for the program and the major researchers in the field 
found credible" (p. 240). In place of FYC, all students were then required to "take a 
minimum of two writing-intensive courses, at least one of which was an upper division 
course, ideally in the major" (p. 240). 
Brannon argued that this approach to writing instruction is in keeping with current 
writing research and theory in that it makes writing instruction a "broad faculty 
responsibility" (p. 240). She also argued that this approach to writing instruction is useful to 
students as they enter the university system of activity: "The writing-intensive program was 
designed to enable our students to gain immediate access to the university curriculum as 
writers and therefore makers of knowledge in the disciplines" (p. 240). 
After the dismantling of FYC at SUNY Albany, composition specialists were not left 
without work: "The faculty turned to their composition specialists for direction and advice 
about this new program. The Writing Center was given part of the responsibility for writing 
instruction and for assessing the needs of a diverse student body and offering individualized 
instruction in writing for all those who sought their counsel...(Brannon, 1995, p. 240). 
Certainly, abandoning the FYC course in its entirety would resolve the contradictions 
I outlined in the dissertation, as it would do away with the system where contradictions exist. 
But my analysis has not suggested that writing instruction should be abandoned altogether, 
rather that its motives should be reconsidered. So how could writing instruction be delivered 
if motives for writing instruction were reconsidered? In the next sections I will convey 
several possibilities. Given that suggestions for "abolishing" the first-year course are, in 
actuality, suggestions for replacing one system of activity for writing instruction with 
another, the following suggestions might all be seen as arguments that follow from the 
argument for abolition: they outline what might be done after the FYC course was abolished. 
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More parf or a// of FYC fo /afer /n a sfudenfs co//ege career 
A suggestion for resolving many of the motive-related contradictions within FYC is 
to move the FYC course to later in a student's college career. This is what was done at 
Morehead State University. There, the second half of FYC was moved to the third (junior) 
year. The faculty "determined that that group of students would be better candidates for the 
type of discipline-specific writing that ENG 200 was to be" (Royar, 2003, online). 
According to Royar, the faculty have seen an "outstanding" difference "between our old 102 
class and our current 200.... Students are in general better prepared to engage in research and 
have begun to develop interests at a level that helps them with their inquiry" (online). 
This plan addresses the problem of where students are located within the university 
during their first year—outside the disciplinary activity systems where writing functions as a 
mediating tool. However, simply moving the FYC activity system as it currently exists (with 
English teachers charged with helping students write specialized academic discourse) to the 
third year does not resolve the major contradictions I outlined in Chapter 5, primarily that 
teachers within English Studies are not familiar with the specialized discourse of other 
disciplinary activity systems within the university. 
SuAsfffufe a course about wmWng 
Another suggestion that might better resolve the contradiction related to the 
specialization of academic discourses is that FYC be revised not to teach writing or academic 
writing, but rather to teach ".. writing." The motive of a course aZxwf writing 
"...would be to teach students what has been learned about writing in those activity systems 
that make the role of writing in society the object of their study" (Russell, 1995, p. 73). 
Faigley and Hansen (1985) and Moore and Peterson (1986) have similarly argued that 
writing teachers should help students survey and analyze the discourse communities they 
hope to join. Freedman (1995) has argued that focusing on rhetoric as the subject matter 
makes sense: "as experts in rhetoric we might reasonably choose to make this subject matter 
the focus of instruction in our class and to elicit writing in response. ..we could teach rhetoric 
as a disciplinary subject and students would probably learn to write, in the same way as they 
learn to write for other disciplinary courses...." (p. 139). 
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We could focus on rhetoric as the subject matter by providing "students with some 
analytical vocabulary to reflect on how genres relate to the dynamics of situations" so that 
they can "observe and think about their new situations with some sophistication and strategic 
appropriateness" (Bazerman, 1997, p. 26). The study of genre is a common consideration 
among those who advocate teaching a course about writing. Such a course might forefront "a 
critical study of academic genres, a study that questions them as well as masters them, indeed 
masters them by both writing within them and contextualizing them" (Slevin, qtd in Mirtz, 
1997, p. 197). 
Given that Flower & Hayes (1980) found that experienced writers spend the majority 
of their time thinking about the ihetorical problem and far less time thinking about the topic, 
providing a course in which students can focus on writing and rhetorical problems as the 
primary subject matter is a suggestion backed by research findings. I believe that such a 
course could overcome many of the contradictions I have outlined in this dissertation— 
primarily because it would not ask English teachers to teach the discourse(s) of other 
disciplines. Rather, English teachers would be asked to provide students with the tools for 
analyzing texts and thus allow compositionists to teach what they study and know best. 
However, any and all members of an English Studies activity system (and, in particular the 
newest, lowest paid, least trained members) would not be able to teach this course, as they 
primarily do now (as I outlined in Chapter 4). Rather, to be successful, such a course would 
need to be taught by those trained in the research of the discipline of Composition Studies. 
Thus, this suggestion requires re mediating not only the FYC activity system but also the 
activity systems of English department that rely on the FYC course to finance the teaching 
assistantships of graduate students. 
Other possible problems associated with a course writing have been pointed out 
by Ronald (1988), who experimented with this approach. She asked students to find and 
analyze writing in their disciplines, using the lens of the discourse community to help them 
understand what they found. Because the students were on the outside looking in, they often 
took the stance of judge, criticizing the discourse of the various disciplines. They attributed 
incorrect motives to the writers, suggesting they wrote in particular ways only to be 
exclusive; they had trouble seeing the purpose of the writing and the form it took; and they 
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found themselves caught in a clash of values, fearing what they thought they had wanted 
because they felt it would change them too much. Ronald argued that analysis from the 
outside is not useful to students. They must also engage in dialogue with practitioners of the 
discourses the students are analyzing because only in this way can they see that language use 
is a negotiation, not an either/or proposition. For this reason, the sort of analysis being 
suggested by scholars such as Russell, Freedman, and Bazerman, might best be taught by 
teachers who are insiders in the community whose rhetoric is being examined (Ronald, 1988, 
p. 145). Only then can students understand why writing takes various forms, what people's 
motives are for writing in those various communities, and how rhetorical forms can be 
negotiated. 
We might conclude, then, that a course writing which replaces the current FYC 
course taught to first-year students in English departments by English graduate students and 
adjuncts would overcome some of the contradictions illustrated in Chapters 4 and 5, 
primarily those related to the specialization of discourse. As is to be expected, however, such 
a course would exhibit its own set of challenges, at least one of which would be the same as 
those my analysis (especially in Chapter 5) suggested FYC currently faces: first-year students 
and English teachers are not involved in varied disciplinary systems within the university 
where writing mediates activity in a variety of ways for a variety of purposes. While, then, 
FYC teachers and first-year students might be able to analyze disciplinary writing (as the 
students in Ronalds' study were), they might not understand Wry writing functions as it does 
in various disciplinary activity systems with which they are not involved. 
Facf/Aafe wrffmg-across-curr/cu/um 
Russell (1995) has suggested that we shore up our writing-across-the-curnculum 
programs to build on the proposed introductory course afwwf writing. If we can assume 
students have analyzed writing as a socially-driven activity in an early writing course, then 
we can use that knowledge to help them write in and for their classes across the curriculum— 
but not only to write, but also to think and learn in those classes. In this scenario, a first-year 
course about writing could provide students with knowledge about how writing works and 
tools for analyzing writing in various systems of activity. Then other courses across the 
curriculum could build on this foundation. Many universities already offer writing intensive 
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courses in the major. Additional methods of incorporating writing across the university 
curriculum have also been implemented. For example, Syracuse attaches writing labs to 
various classes across the disciplines. 
Writing-across-the-cuniculum solves a number of contradictions I outlined in 
Chapter 5 related to the specialization of discourse and position of teachers in English 
Studies activity systems—familiar with the textual conventions in their own discipline, but 
generally not involved with the activities writing mediates in various other disciplinary 
activity systems and thus not familiar with the conventions appropriate to those texts. The 
writing labs that Syracuse attaches to disciplinary courses are taught by teachers trained in 
Composition who work closely with disciplinary courses, their content, and a colleague in 
another discipline. Whether this situation overcomes the problems that the ISU learning 
community FYC courses faced could only be determined through program assessment. 
(/s/ng Acffwfy TTwo/y for Loca/ Leva/ Re-Afed/af/on 
The previous suggestions merit continued discussion within our discipline as means 
of resolving motive-related contradictions within the FYC activity system outlined in this 
dissertation and elsewhere. However, the activity theory analysis in this dissertation has, I 
believe, suggested that each university and department activity system will provide a 
different set of constraints and affordances for writing instruction and thus allow for different 
possible motives to be actively pursued and operationalized. Because the specifics of the 
activity system are quite different at every school, each program will see slightly different 
constraints and affordances for each possible motive and local programs themselves are in 
the best position to determine which motives teachers and students in their department and 
university are most able to pursue. At Iowa State, for example, the English teachers were 
humanities-based while most of the students were bound for scientific and technical majors. 
Thus, teaching ISU students the conventions of writing in their majors within the FYC 
activity system is a difficult (if not impossible) prospect. However, teachers there we able to 
pursue motives related to self-reflection and critical consciousness. On the other hand, at a 
private, liberal arts school where most of the students are headed toward liberal arts majors 
and all students are required to take a core of humanities classes, teachers based in the 
English Department, with humanities training, ore able to prepare students for the specialized 
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writing they will do in the academy because students from across the university wzf/ be 
writing and reading humanities genres—the very genres with which composition teachers are 
familiar. 
Rather than focusing on a single set of motives for a first-year course that can be 
pursued in universities nationwide, then, we might focus instead on a for revisiting 
motives for writing instruction within ZocaZ pmgraww. I offer the method I used in this 
dissertation as a tool for this local-level re-mediation. In brief, I suggest that local programs 
regularly consider new disciplinary research and theory, re-define their own desired 
outcomes (and, in particular, ask feocAerf about their desired outcomes), and systematically 
consider the constraints and affordances provided by their local department and university 
activity systems. This method will, I hope, allow those closest to students and their needs to 
contribute to the creation of program motives, while simultaneously encouraging program 
administrators to draw on the latest disciplinary research about writing, all the while 
considering what resources are afforded to teachers and students within their program and 
their university. In Appendix HI sketch this method in more detail. My hope is that this 
method can help local programs analyze their local FYC activity system, see and understand 
the contradictions that exist, think through resultant constraints and affordances, and 
determine motives and methods for their writing courses that will provide the most 
affordances to writing teachers and their students. 
As local programs consider their motives in light of their local program and 
university activity systems and in light of disciplinary research on writing, I encourage them 
to view the possibilities for instruction broadly, not limiting their thinking to one or two 
courses in either the first year or within English departments. Though FYC the course was 
pivotal in the creation of Composition the discipline, writing research has gone far beyond 
research related to this one course. Our disciplinary approach to writing is now so rich that, 
first, it suggests many possibilities for delivering writing instruction and, second, our 
discipline does not depend on the first-year course in one particular incarnation or in any 
incarnation to ensure the continued existence of the discipline of Composition (or, perhaps 
more accurately, Writing Studies). I suggest local programs not only create motives that 
make the best use of local affordances, but also construct creative methods for delivering 
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writing instruction. Local programs can consider the motives they would like to pursue and 
the outcomes they would like to see, and then consider how best to achieve those, whether in 
one course that looks and feels like FYC, or in many courses taught in a variety of ways, that 
do not resemble FYC. 
Implication Two: Consider Role of Disciplinary-Wide Official Motives 
The first (and rather lengthy) implication of my research conclusions was that we 
must reconsider FYC motives. Given my argument above that motives must, finally, be 
determined at a local level, the second implication is that we might actively consider what the 
role of formal, official, discipline-wide motives is and can be for any one writing course. I 
believe that in the case of FYC, the WPA Outcomes Statement played an important role in 
the professionalization of Composition. WPA motives (and the research and theory they 
represent) were important in professionalizing and gaining status for the discipline of 
Composition Studies within individual universities and the broader society. The shift in 
motives from civic, humanities-based to academic discourse-based logically occurred as 
Composition was being professionalized. A discipline needs a niche that others will 
recognize and value. In an increasingly assessment-oriented academe in which many schools 
no longer value the liberal, humanities education that was dominant in the past, it made sense 
for an emerging discipline desiring recognition to focus on how the first-year writing course 
could help students write successfully in the university. This is a goal that benefits students 
and universities—after all, students who can write successfully in their courses are likely to 
do well in those courses and stay longer in the university. 
We might surmise, then, that supplanting historical motives of pragmatism, 
humanism, and civic engagement with broadening access to and teaching academic discourse 
served the goal of professionalization. Composition professionals who could teach academic 
discourse had a clear role within the academy, a role others wanted them to fill and that 
helped students. So, from a disciplinary perspective, there were sensible reasons for positing 
teaching academic writing as a goal of FYC. However, our own research and theory now 
suggest that motives for any single writing course must be determined by the purpose and 
context of the course, the department in which it is taught, and the university for which and 
in which it exists. These factors cannot be determined at a disciplinary level. This is not to 
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suggest that official disciplinary documents no longer have a role to play in shaping 
particular courses. Rather, organizations such as the WPA might, for example, frequently 
summarize research findings and name specific implications for writing instruction that 
would help local programs in their re-mediation of motives for their various local writing 
courses. 
Need for Further Research 
At several points in the dissertation I noted research gaps that could, if filled, speak to 
some of the contradictions and constraints inherent to FYC as it now exists (at least at Iowa 
State). I close by posing three research questions, the answers to which I believe would 
fruitfully aid local programs and teachers in creating writing courses and outlining motives 
for those courses that would be of most use to students, the broader university, and society. 
These three areas are development of specialized writing in the major, transferability of 
writing skills from context to context, and proven techniques for teaching rhetorical 
knowledge that students are most likely to transfer. Without this research, FYC programs 
such as the one at Iowa State University will continue to face contradictions that, given the 
current position of the course, currently appear to be un-resolvable. 
How Does Specialized Writing In the Major Develop? 
As I mentioned several times in Chapters 1 and 5, we do not yet know how 
specialized writing in the major develops and what relationship that development has to 
writing outside the major but inside academia. As the literature review in Chapter 1 
demonstrated, we do not know if writing an English essay about becoming a police officer 
will, in fact, help students write police reports—or, for that matter, biology reports, or history 
papers. We do not know if some writing instruction—any writing instruction—helps students 
use writing in specialized ways within their major. We know that development is not a neat 
linear path and that it is hard to see development in one area manifested in another course or 
department or task. We do not know what specific kinds of writing instruction aids students 
when they write for/within another activity system. Of particular interest in light of the 
findings of this dissertation is how students can best be instructed in writing during their first 
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year when they are far from the activities of their major that will require them to use the 
mediating tool of writing. Providing this information will logically require us to answer 
questions about transfer. 
How and When do Writing Skills Transfer? 
As the preceding research topic suggested, and as I have pointed out repeatedly 
during the dissertation, we do not know what sorts of writing-related skills students are able 
to transfer from one context to another. While Carter's study of biology lab reports at North 
Carolina State was useful in demonstrating that direct instruction on one genre could have 
positive effects, the next step is to examine how direct instruction on genre in one context 
influences writing ability in other contexts and in other genres. McCarthy's (1987) study 
illustrated the findings of psychologists that skills often do not transfer from one context to 
another. If we want to continue to provide writing instruction in the first year, outside of the 
various disciplinary activity systems where students will use writing later, then I believe we 
must determine when and how writing skills transfer and what pedagogies encourage this 
transfer. Harms' recent (2003) study of nine learning community students in linked writing 
and engineering courses is a useful first step in this direction. 
How Can Rhetorical Awareness & Knowledge Best be Taught? 
In particular, one skill (of sorts) that we want our students to transfer from FYC to 
other contexts is rhetorical awareness. While rhetorical awareness and knowledge is a 
primary official motive for FYC, my research mirrors published work suggesting that the 
position of FYC within the university makes pursuing this motive difficult within FYC. In 
addition, the research on transfer suggests that transferring rhetorical skills from the context 
of FYC to other, very different contexts will be difficult. As we examine transfer-related 
questions, we might specifically focus on contexts and teaching strategies that not only best 
facilitate rhetorical awareness and knowledge in students within FYC but that also facilitate 
rhetorical awareness and knowledge students are able to transfer. 
*** 
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While compositionists have long grappled with what the FYC course is and can do, 
the literature has rarely focused on FYC motives, and never offered an analysis of FYC 
motives using empirical data to focus on the ways teachers are constrained and afforded in 
their attempts to achieve various FYC motives. This dissertation has provided motive-related 
data collected over two years, conducted an analysis of current official disciplinary and 
programmatic motives in light of the institutional position of the FYC course, and offered a 
method for resolving the motive-related contradictions that became apparent in the analysis. 
It is my hope that this analysis and the method used to conduct it will be of use in 
resolving motive-related contradictions within FYC activity systems. In particular, I hope I 
have provided a method that will enable program administrators and teachers to identify and 
name particular motive-related contradictions within their local activity system and, thus, be 
better able to resolve those problems in useful ways that can help them provide the best 
possible writing education for their students. Whatever motives local FYC programs pursue, 
these can be motives that teachers and students are able to pursue in meaningful ways, given 
the nature of the local FYC activity system. 
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Appendix A: 
WPA Outcomes Statement for First-Year Composition 
Adopted by the Council of Writing Program Administrators (WPA), April 2000 
For further information about the development of the Outcomes Statement, please see 
http://www.mwsc.edu/~outcomes/ 
For further information about the Council of Writing Program Administrators, please see 
http://www.cas.ilstu.edu/enElish/hesse/wpawelcomejitm 
A version of this statement was published in 
WPA; Wrzfzng frogrwn Adrnmiffrofion 23.1/2 (fall/winter 1999): 59-66 
introduction 
This statement describes the common knowledge, skills, and attitudes sought by first-
year composition programs in American postsecondary education. To some extent, we seek 
to regularize what can be expected to be taught in first-year composition; to this end the 
document is not merely a compilation or summary of what currently takes place. Rather, the 
following statement articulates what composition teachers nationwide have learned from 
practice, research, and theory. This document intentionally defines only "outcomes, " or types 
of results, and not "standards," or precise levels of achievement. The setting of standards 
should be left to specific institutions or specific groups of institutions. 
Learning to write is a complex process, both individual and social, that takes place 
over time with continued practice and informed guidance. Therefore, it is important that 
teachers, administrators, and a concerned public do not imagine that these outcomes can be 
taught in reduced or simple ways. Helping students demonstrate these outcomes requires 
expert understanding of how students actually leam to write. For this reason we expect the 
primary audience for this document to be well-prepared college writing teachers and college 
writing program administrators. In some places, we have chosen to write in their professional 
language. Among such readers, terms such as "rhetorical" and "genre" convey a rich meaning 
that is not easily simplified. While we have also aimed at writing a document that the general 
public can understand, in limited cases we have aimed first at communicating effectively 
with expert writing teachers and writing program administrators. 
These statements describe only what we expect to find at the end of first-year 
composition, at most schools a required general education course or sequence of courses. As 
writers move beyond first-year composition, their writing abilities do not merely improve. 
Rather, students' abilities not only diversify along disciplinary and professional lines but also 
move into whole new levels where expected outcomes expand, multiply, and diverge. For 
this reason, each statement of outcomes for first-year composition is followed by suggestions 
for further work that builds on these outcomes. 
Rhetorical Knowledge 
By the end of first year composition, students should 
» Focus on a purpose 
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» Respond to the needs of different audiences 
* Respond appropriately to different kinds of rhetorical situations 
» Use conventions of format and structure appropriate to the rhetorical situation 
* Adopt appropriate voice, tone, and level of formality 
» Understand how genres shape reading and writing 
* Write in several genres 
Faculty in all programs and departments can build on this preparation by helping students 
leam 
* The main features of writing in their fields 
* The main uses of writing in their fields 
* The expectations of readers in their fields 
Critical Thinking, Reading, and Writing 
By the end of first year composition, students should 
* Use writing and reading for inquiry, learning, thinking, and communicating 
« Understand a writing assignment as a series of tasks, including finding, evaluating, 
analyzing, and synthesizing appropriate primary and secondary sources 
« Integrate their own ideas with those of others 
* Understand the relationships among language, knowledge, and power 
Faculty in all programs and departments can build on this preparation by helping students 
leam 
« The uses of writing as a critical thinking method 
* The interactions among critical thinking, critical reading, and writing 
* The relationships among language, knowledge, and power in their fields 
Processes 
By the end of first year composition, students should 
« Be aware that it usually takes multiple drafts to create and complete a successful 
text 
» Develop flexible strategies for generating, revising, editing, and proof-reading 
* Understand writing as an open process that permits writers to use later invention 
and re-thinking to revise their work 
« Understand the collaborative and social aspects of writing processes 
« Leam to critique their own and others' works 
* Leam to balance the advantages of relying on others with the responsibility of 
doing their part 
« Use a variety of technologies to address a range of audiences 
Faculty in all programs and departments can build on this preparation by helping students 
leam 
» To build final results in stages 
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» To review work-in-progress in collaborative peer groups for purposes other than 
editing 
» To save extensive editing for later parts of the writing process 
» To apply the technologies commonly used to research and communicate within 
their fields 
Knowledge of Conventions 
By the end of first year composition, students should 
» Leam common formats for different kinds of texts 
» Develop knowledge of genre conventions ranging from structure and paragraphing 
to tone and mechanics 
# Practice appropriate means of documenting their work 
« Control such surface features as syntax, grammar, punctuation, and spelling. 
Faculty in all programs and departments can build on this preparation by helping students 
leam 
# The conventions of usage, specialized vocabulary, format, and documentation in 
their fields 
# Strategies through which better control of conventions can be achieved 
Appendix B: 
Rhetorical Analysis Half-Sheet 
Please fill out the following form and turn it in with your paper. 
Make your answers as specific as possible. 
I am writing about (subject) 
to (audience) 
in order to (purpose) . 
The form (genre/format) is 
(Exonzpfes /or genre incAwfe; ediforW m f&e Daily, an opinion essay 
in Newsweek a ie(fer A? n*  ^sisfer; an emaiZ a newsgrowp  ^a /?ersonaf 
yoamaf en^ry, on essay fesf answer, e(c). 
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Appendix C: 
Teacher Focus Group Survey Questions 
English 104 Teacher Survey 
Please circle the response that best describes the amount of time your 104 class spent 
discussing, doing, or focusing on each of the following. I am trying to determine what tasks 
and points were stressed the most. 
1. Practicing correct grammar. 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
2. Working on thesis statements and/or topic sentences. 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
3. Working on transitions. 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
4. Working on organizational strategies. 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
5. Revising writing. 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
6. Writing appropriately for a particular audience. 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
7. Writing with a clear purpose. 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
8. Using and citing source material in their writing. 
Never Once Every now and Regularly Often 
then 
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9. Writing things intended to prepare them for specific writing tasks they will face in 
future/other classes. 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
10. Thinking about/analyzing the kinds of writing they will do in their chosen major. 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
11. Reading essays from a reader or coursepack (or other source 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
12. Discussing essays from a reader or coursepack (or other source 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
13. Working on critical reading skills. 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
14. Reading and responding to other students' work. 
Never Once Every now and 
then 
Regularly Often 
Never Once Every now and Regularly 
then 
Often 





Learning Community Curriculum Assessment Survey 
In order to determine how our different learning communities are structured and what sort of 
collaboration is going on between our instructors and the learning community coordinators in 
other disciplines, we are asking you to 611 out the following survey. Please return it to 
Elizabeth Wardle's mailbox in Ross Hall. 
Tfjwzf feacA more one karnwg comwmwiAy, pbase /ZK owf a fwvey /or eacA 
ggcffow. If you have any questions about the survey, please contact Elizabeth at 
ewardle@iastate.edu. Thank you. 
Question Answer 
| COURSE INFORMATION 
Your name 
Name of learning community 
Course & section number of your learning 
community course 
Number of learning community students in 
this section 
Number of non-learning community 
students in this section 
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION 
You were initially scheduled to teach a 
learning community class. Would you still 





1 no answer 
1 Yes and No 
Why or why not? 
If you have both learning community and 
non-learning community students in your 
course, do you feel that this mixture affects 
your ability to successfully achieve your 




10 gave no answer 
If so, how? 
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Did you attend the Learning Community 




How long before the semester started did 
you know that you would be teaching this 
learning community? 
(Circle one) 
14 By late last spring or earlier (some have 
been teaching course for several years) 
1 During June or July 
3 August or later 
If your total class size is smaller than 
average for an FYC course, how do you 
think this affects your ability to teach 
writing, if at all? 
Explain or choose N/A: 
COLLABORATION INFORMATION 
Do you know the name of your learning 




How many times have you spoken with 
your learning team contact? 
(Circle one) 
(2) Never (4) 1-2 times 
(6) 3-4 times (3) 5-6 times 
(1) 7-10 times (1) 10+ times 
Did you discuss your syllabus with your 




Does your syllabus include any 
assignments or changes as a result of 




(2) gave no answer 
If so, what were the changes? 
Have you ever attended another class at the 
request of your learning team contact (i.e., 
a class s/he teaches or a class in your 




Has your learning team contact ever 




If your contact has attended your class, 
how many times has s/he attended? 
(4) 1-2 times 3-4 times 5-6 times 
7-8 times (1) 8+ times N/A 
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Has your learning team contact played a 
part in any of your class sessions? For 
example, has s/he taught a class, provided 
you with materials for teaching a class, or 





If yes, what did he or she do? 
Have you played a part in any class other 
than your own at the request of your 
learning team contact? For example, have 
you provided him/her with materials for 





If yes, what did you do? 
*By learning team contact" we mean faculty, staff, or academic advisor in another 
department or discipline who is in charge of the learning community your students 
belong to and/or who was designated as your contact outside of English. 
COURSE GOALS 
Are your goals for your learning 
community class different than your goals 





If yes, explain: 
Do you give the students in your learning 
community class any assignments that are 
different, either in large or small ways, than 





If yes, explain: 
JUSEOE CLASS TIME 
Do you ever use class time to talk about or 
deal with assignments your learning 





1 gave no answer 
Do you feel that you use class time in your 
learning community section differently 





1 gave no answer 
If so, how do you use it differently? 
COMMENTS 
What is the most frustrating thing about 
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teaching this learning community section? 
What is the most rewarding thing about 
teaching this learning community section? 
Do you have any suggestions for enhancing 
collaboration in learning communities? 
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Appendix E: 
LC Teacher Interview Questions 2000 
1. Tell me about the LC course you are teaching and your history with it (i.e., how many 
times you have taught it) 
2. What course(s) are you linked with? 
3. How would you describe your LC experience this year? 
4. What has your experience been working with people outside of our department? 
5. How many times have you spoken with your LC partner this semester? 
6. What have you talked to your LC partner about? Have you shared syllabi or 
assignments, collaborated in the classroom in any way? 
7. Do you feel that your LC students are gaining any additional knowledge about 
communication in general that other FYC students don't get? 
8. What do you feel or hope are the long-term benefits of being in the LC FYC course, if 
any? 
Appendix F: 
Holistic Scoring Rubric 
RUBRIC FOR SCORING FYC PAPERS 
EXCELLENT (4) GOOD (3) FAIR (2) POOR(l) 
PURPOSE /AUDIENCE 
To what degree does the writer 
establish & maintain a purpose, 
communicate with an audience, 
and employ a suitable tone? 
Paper establishes a purpose, 
and the entire paper maintains 
a clear focus. Appropriate tone 
for achieving purpose. Strong 
awareness of audience (even if 
audience is teacher). 
Focused on a purpose; 
communicates with an audience 
(even if audience is teacher); 
evidence of tone suitable for 
achieving purpose. 
Some evidence of communicating 
with an audience for a specific 
purpose (even if audience is 
teacher); some lapses in focus. 





To what degree does the writer 
provide thoughtful support to 
develop the main idea? 
The ideas are well-developed 
and supported by rich, 
engaging, and/or pertinent 
details. Evidence of analysis, 
reflection, and insight. If 
source material is used, it is 
used correctly and incorporated 
smoothly and correctly into the 
paper. 
Ideas are developed by 
elaborated, relevant details. If 
source material is used, it is 
generally incorporated fairly 
smoothly and correctly into the 
paper. 
Unelaborated idea development; 
unelaborated and/or repetitious 
details. If source material is used, 
the writer is likely struggling with 
how to use it correctly and 
smoothly. 
Minimal or nonexistent idea 
development. Unelaborated or 
repetitious details. Source 
material is not likely to be used; 
if it is used, writer clearly does 
not grasp how to use it 
effectively or accurately. 
ORGANIZATION 
To what degree does the writer 
employ a logical order, 
coherence, transitions, and 
signal words? 
Careful and/or subtle 
organization. Organization 
helps make writer's point. 
Paper consistently contains 
helpful transitions connecting 
one idea to the next. 
Logical, coherent organization. 
Paper usually contains helpful 
transitions connecting one idea 
to the next 
Lapses in organization and/or 
coherence. Limited use of helpful 
transitions. 
Random and/or weak 
organization. Ideas are scattered. 
SENTENCES* 
LANGUAGE 
To what degree does the writer 
employ varied, effectively 
constructed, and complete 
sentences? 
Variety in sentence structure 
and length enhances effect. 
Precise and/or rich language. 
Controlled and varied sentence 
structure. Acceptable, effective 
language. 
Simplistic and/or imprecise 
language. 
Incorrect and/or ineffective 
sentence structure. Incorrect 
and/or ineffective language. 
CORRECTNESS 
To what degree does the writer 
demonstrate correct spelling, 
punctuation, and capitalization? 
Control of spelling, 
punctuation, and capitalization. 
Few and minor errors in spelling, 
punctuation, and capitalization 
relative to length and 
complexity. 
Some errors in spelling, 
punctuation, and capitalization that 
do not interfere with 
communication. 
Errors in spelling, punctuation, 
and capitalization that 
significantly interfere with 
communication. 
HOLISTIC WRITING ASSESSMENT IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY 
EXCELLENT (4) GOOD (3) FAIR (2) POOR(l) 
• Establishes a purpose and 
maintains a clear focus. 
Appropriate tone for 
achieving purpose. Strong 
awareness of audience. 
• Ideas are well-developed 
and supported by rich, 
engaging, and/or pertinent 
details. Evidence of 
analysis, reflection, and 
insight. If source material is 
used, it is used correctly and 
incorporated smoothly and 
correctly into the paper. 
• Careful and/or subtle 
organization. Organization 
helps make writer's point. 
Paper consistently contains 
helpful transitions 
connecting one idea to the 
next. 
• Variety in sentence structure 
and length enhances effect. 
Precise and/or rich 
language. 
• Control of spelling, 
punctuation, and 
capitalization. 
Focused on a purpose. Evidence of 
tone suitable for achieving purpose. 
Communicates with an audience. 
Ideas are developed by elaborated, 
relevant details. If source material is 
used, it is generally incorporated 
fairly smoothly and correctly into the 
paper. 
• Logical, coherent organization. Paper 
usually contains helpful transitions 
connecting one idea to the next 
Controlled and varied sentence 
structure. Acceptable, effective 
language. 
Few and minor errors in spelling, 
punctuation, and capitalization 
relative to length and complexity. 
• Some evidence of communicating 
with an audience for a specific 
purpose. Some lapses in focus. 
Unelaborated idea development; 
unelaborated and/or repetitious 
details. If source material is used, 
the writer is likely struggling with 
how to use it correctly and smoothly. 
Lapses in organization and/or 
coherence. Limited use of helpful 
transitions. 
• Simplistic and/or imprecise 
language. 
• Some errors in spelling, punctuation, 
and capitalization that do not 
interfere with communication. 
Limited awareness of audience 
and/or purpose. 
• Minimal or nonexistent idea 
development. Unelaborated or 
repetitious details. Source material 
likely not used; if used, writer does 
not demonstrate how to use it 
effectively or accurately. 
• Random and/or weak organization. 
Ideas are scattered. 
• Incorrect and/or ineffective sentence 
structure. Incorrect and/or ineffective 
language. 
• Errors in spelling, punctuation, and 
capitalization that significantly 
interfere with communication. 
Additional Considerations 
• Can't give "poor" (1) for correctness problems alone 
• Can't give "excellent" (4) without clear purpose/audience 
• When in doubt, purpose/audience and development should be weighted more than other criteria, because goals for FYC are rhetorical. 
• If you decide a "split" or "tweener" based on above consideration, make a quick comment in the "comment" box 
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Appendix G: 
Learning Community Enrollments 
2000-2003 
LEARNING ENROLLMENT F00 ENROLLMENT F01 ENROLLMENT F02 
COMMUNITY 
Agronomy Cancelled lack of enroll Combined with AgEd; 
77% 
Combined with AgEd; 
69% 
Ag Education & 
Studies 
n/a Combined with Agron; 
77% 
Combined with Agron; 
69% 
Ag Business 73% filled 81% 56%* 
Ag Engineering 57% bought out 85% bought out 73% bought out 
remaining remaining remaining 
Animal Ecology 
(NREM) 
42% 61% 38% 
Animal Science 92% 91% 88%** 
BEST (Biology) 88% 81% 59%*" 
Business 100% 100% 95% 
Common Threads n/a n/a 38% 
Computer Science n/a 56% Cancelled-no 
enrollment 
Design Exchange n/a n/a 100% 
Horticulture 38% 46% 65% 
HHP n/a n/a 61% 
IDEAL n/a 11% 23% 
First CLASS n/a n/a n/a 
FSHN n/a n/a 17% 
Newspaper Physics n/a n/a 100% 
ACES 7% n/a 
HDFS 30% 23% 
Industrial Engineering 19% 13% 
Microbiology 0% 3% Cancelled lack of 
enrollment 





Method for Local FYC Program Re-mediation 
I. Define desired program (meso layer) motives 
Program administrator and FYC faculty discuss: 
"What do you want your program to do for students?" 
Prodwcf: List of desired program motives. 
H. Review the disciplinary (macro layer) literature 
Conduct a review of research related to the desired motives you outlined above. What has 
been learned about these aspects of writing instruction over the past ten or fifteen years? 
Prodwcf: Review of the literature related to your desired program motives. 
HL Align desired program (meso layer) motives and disciplinary (macro layer) 
research 
How does the research speak to your desired motives? Do you feel you need to rewrite any of 
the desired motives based on the research? 
Prodwcf; Possibly revised list of desired program motives 
IV. Define the social context (meso layer) 
[Refer to "Activity Theory Re-Mediation Worksheet" on page 186] 
* Who teaches and enrolls in composition at your university (who are its teaching 
jw6/ecfs)? 
* What sorts of students are enrolled in the course (who are its student fw6/ecff)? 
* What disciplinary commwMfzga are the FYC teachers part of? 
* What are the FYC teachers' mofivej for being involved in the FYC activity system? 
* What do students want to do with writing (what are their mofrvgf for using writing)? 
* What does the university want its students to do with writing (what are the 
university's wofiveg for student writing)? 
* What genres/texts (&x?k) mediate the work your FYC teachers do in their 
professional and personal lives? 
* What genres/texts (&x?b) will students write and read in the university? 
* What are the comwifzorw of "good writing" in the discipline(s) your FYC teachers 
work in? 
P/Wwcf; Outline of the FYC activity system within the broader university 
V. Compare desired motives and social context 
Using the Activity Theory Re-Mediation Worksheet, consider how each desired program 
motive relates to the various aspects of the activity system you outlined in IV. If, for 
example, a desired motive is to teach students to write for their engineering classes, consider 
the FYC teachers' disciplinary communitites, mediating genres/texts, valued writing 
conventions, and the writing conventions of engineers, teachers' motives for being involved 
with FYC, students' motives for writing in their first year at the university, etc. Determine 
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any potential contradictions between various nodes of the FYC activity system for each 
motive and all affordances provided by the FYC activity system for achieving your desired 
motives. 
Discussion at this point may require consulting with faculty in other disciplines (for example, 
to gather examples of the types of writing in engineering courses) and further research (for 
example, into characteristics of disciplinary and academic writing) 
PfWwcf: List of contradictions and affordances inherent to the list of desired motives and the 
current social context. 
VI. Align desired motives and social context 
Consider all the contradictions determined by previous activity and, as a group, consider 
ways to resolve the contradictions and draw on the affordances. For example, the group 
might consider questions such as: Is changing a desired motive acceptable? Is changing the 
course from the first year to another year possible? Is it possible to train teachers differently? 
Should faculty from across the university be asked to participate in this writing instruction? 
f o&siMg /PfWwcfs; Revised list of desired program motives, proposal to change how writing 
nstruction is delivered, proposal to change how teachers are trained, etc. 
FYC Activity System Re-Mediation Worksheet 
Tools 
What genresfiexb are FYC teachers familiar with? 
Goals ( Mot ives): 
What genres/te>±r do you want students to be able to What are your goals for FYC? 
write? 
Subjects 
Who teaches and enrolls in FYC? 
/ \ / \ A 
/ 
Obect : 
\ W hat texts s ho uld stud ents 




What do you want student to 
be able to do after F YC? 
Rul es 
What commentions govern the texts 
student will write in the univers ity? Community 
What disciplinary communities do FYC 
teachers belong to? 
Di vision of Labor 
How are FYC teachers trained? What roles do 
they play in the university &the department? 
What conventions govern the texts with 
which FYC teachers are familiar? 
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